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Modern Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are strictly
related to the use of various types of sensors to allow
gathering information about the parameters of vehicles and
their motion. Rapid development of video technology and
availability of relatively cheap high resolution cameras cause
the increased interest in the use of vision sensors mounted
inside vehicles aswell as over the roads. Another relevant field
of research is related to applications of various passive road
sensors mounted in the road as well as traffic sensors such as
piezoelectric or magnetic MEMS sensors. One of the most
relevant recent challenges and trends in the ITS solutions
is related to the fusion of data acquired by various types of
sensors, including inertial sensors, GPS solutions, and model
based estimators, which can be used as the data sources for
connected vehicle technologies.

	e purpose of this special issue is to bring together the
ideas and recent achievements of various research groups
specializing in various aspects of the ITS solutions. It con-
tains papers related to newly developed methods and ideas
combining the data obtained from various sensors, including
cameras and other research projects and works in the area
of Intelligent Transportation Systems with an emphasize on
innovations based on sensor approach that address challenges
in tracking, localization, road and weather prediction, sensor
fusion algorithms, road safety, and anomalies detection.

	e special issue consists of eight papers accepted a�er
at least two rounds of reviews organized in the following
topics and categories: (i) fusion algorithm for multimodal
railway images; (ii) predicting pedestrian counts based on

fused infrared-visual videos; (iii) neuromorphic vision based
multivehicle detection and tracking; (iv) geostatistical inves-
tigation for road weather information systems; (v) mag-
netic loops as the most used traffic sensors in Intelligent
Transportation Systems; (vi) anomalies detection of subway
passenger flow; and (vii) vehicle localization methods.

	e first paper, written by B. Guo et al., presents the novel
multimodal railway image registration method based on the
matching of SURF features followed by Contourlet transform
image fusion algorithm combined with total variation model
and local region energy. 	e proposed method of image
fusion, verified for daytime and night image pairs, allowed
reduction of the strong disturbance light of torch at night.

	e second article submitted by S. Huang et al. is related
to fusion of infrared and visible light videos as well. 	e
application of the proposed approach allows the estimation of
the number of pedestrians in outdoor scenarios, in particular
at the pedestrian waiting areas. It depends on the estimation
of the number of pedestrians based on single-source video
and the information fusion based on multisource detection
results.

	e topic of the third accepted submission is the multive-
hicle detection and tracking using the neuromorphic vision
based approach. G. Chen et al. investigated the advantages of
the transmission of only local pixel-level changes caused by
themovement in a scene at the time they occur and proposed
its application for the ITS. 	e verification of the detection
and tracking accuracy is supported with the analysis of
limitations of the proposed solution.
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Another paper is devoted to the geostatistical approach
to quantitatively analysis of the spatiotemporal variations
of the road weather and surface conditions. 	e reliability
and applicability of the proposed approach have been anal-
ysed using the exemplary road weather information systems
(RWIS) in Alberta, Canada, and may be useful for planning
cost-effective RWIS networks.

	e next article authored by F.M. Belenguer et al. covers
the topic of inductance calculations of double magnetic loops
used as traffic sensors in ITS.	e authors discussed geometry,
construction, operating mode, and three possible ways to
calculate their inductance including their influence on the
obtained precision.

	e sixth paper deals with the subject of subway passen-
ger flow analysis for anomalies detection using the robust
PCA model. 	e improved anomaly detection method pro-
posed by X. Wang et al., utilizing low-rank nature of the
passenger flow data and the sparsity of anomaly data, has
been verified experimentally using the real flow data of
Beijing subway.

	e two last papers correspond with vehicle localization
methods using Interval Constraint Propagation and particle
filters. 	e solution proposed by Z. Wang and A. Lambert,
originating from the navigation of mobile robots, allows
determination of consistently the vehicle’s position and ori-
entation by fusing low-cost sensors and map data obtained
when a vehicle embedding expensive sensors navigates
around the environment. 	e method has been validated
in outdoor scenario for a vehicle equipped with odometers,
gyro, and monocular camera.

	emethod described byK.J. Ahn andY.Kang utilizes 2D
laser range finder measurements and road features, such as
curbs, lane lines, and other road markings, for the navigation
of autonomous vehicles in urban areas.	e authors proposed
the application of particle filter for the estimation of the
accurate position of a vehicle based on the map of the road
featureswhichmay be further combinedwith data fromother
sensors, including cameras.
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This paper presents a method of particle filter localization for autonomous vehicles, based on two-dimensional (2D) laser sensor
measurements and road features. To navigate an urban environment, an autonomous vehicle should be able to estimate its location
with a reasonable accuracy. By detecting road features such as curbs and road markings, a grid-based feature map is constructed
using 2D laser range finder measurements.Then, a particle filter is employed to accurately estimate the position of the autonomous
vehicle. Finally, the performance of the proposed method is verified and compared to accurate Differential Global Positioning
Systems (DGPS) data through real road driving experiments.

1. Introduction

The development of autonomous driving technology is one
of the forefront fields of research, bound to have a significant
influence on the automobile industry. Presently, autonomous
driving technology is developed by both traditional automo-
bile companies such as Daimler and Toyota, as well as infor-
mation technology (IT) industries such as Uber and Apple.
The four essential technologies currently being developed
are environmental perception, localization, path planning,
and vehicle control. Localization may be accomplished using
various methods, including the utilization of the Global
Positioning System (GPS), a vision system, and the road
infrastructure, as well as the road environment maps. The
efficient use of localization is one of themost essential features
that influence the performance of a self-driving car. The
most popular methods of localization useGPS sensors, which
are advantageous because of their vast popularity on the
market and their low price compared to the other sensors.
However, the GPS-based methods do not perform as well in
shaded areas (overpasses, tunnels, skyscrapers, etc.), where
the satellite signal may not be received, which causes a large
position error [1, 2]. The operation of autonomous vehicles
in an urban environment requires a seamless localization

capability with an accuracy of several centimeters or less. To
this end, researchers have recently been studying localization
methods based on road environment maps, using on-board
sensor measurements [3, 4].

A road environment map includes a variety of road
features (curbs, road marking, structure, etc.) and helps a
vehicle localize itself seamlessly and accurately. Many studies
have been performed on map-based localization techniques
that use a vision system or three-dimensional (3D) Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensors, which can acquire
point clouds in a single scan [5]. However, the price of
such a sensor is too high and the processing of such large
amounts of data requires a lot of computational power. On
the other hand, localization based on a vision system does
not provide depth information as accurately as laser sensors
and its performance is significantly affected by the available
illumination.

In this paper we use two-dimensional (2D) laser sensor
measurements to detect road features such as the curb
position and the markings on the road surface. The curb, i.e.,
the boundary of the road, can be detected using the 2D laser
sensor measurements and stored in the road environment
map. Various studies have demonstrated the extraction of the
curb position by an application of a line extraction algorithm,
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including linear regression, the Hough transform, split and
merge algorithms, the random sample consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm, and the expectation–maximization (EM) algo-
rithm. The Hough transform and the RANSAC algorithm
are the most widely used procedures in the extraction of
the curb position [6–8].The Hough transform, the RANSAC
algorithm, and the EM algorithm have been demonstrated to
extract a straight line more accurately than other techniques;
however, their accuracy comes at a large computational cost
[9].

In general, the location of the vehicle is estimated by a
Bayesian estimator, such as the Kalman filter, the extended
Kalman filter, or a particle filter. The Kalman filter relies
on the assumption that the system is linear and the poste-
rior probability Gaussian, meaning that it achieves a high
accuracy in environments that satisfy these assumptions;
however, its performance may be degraded in nonlinear and
non-Gaussian posterior probability environments. A particle
filter can overcome the disadvantages of the Kalman filter
in non-Gaussian environments by representing the posterior
probability using samples. However, because the number
of samples for this estimator increases, the computational
complexity of the procedure increases, as well [10, 11].

We propose a map-based localization method that uses
a 2D laser sensor to detect the road boundary and road
markings for autonomous driving in an urban environment.
Our main contributions are the following.

(i)Wedeveloped a seamless localization method that uses
on-board sensor measurements with a reasonable accuracy
and price. To detect road features, we used an affordable 2D
laser sensor.

(ii) To detect the road environment features such as the
lane and road markings, we used the reflectivity information
and laser sensor measurements, instead of only relying on
point measurements. We employed the classification method
on the sensor measurements to extract the road feature
information and construct a road feature map.

(iii) We employed a method based on a particle filter to
calculate a posteriori distribution of the road features and
estimate the position of the autonomous vehicle. A posteriori
distribution is not Gaussian, meaning that the application of
a localization method based on the Kalman filter would be
inefficient.

2. Sensor System Configuration

To obtain the road boundaries and markings, we used a
LMS-151 2D laser sensor manufactured by SICK. This sensor
determines the distance from the object using time-of-flight
measurements, which are used to calculate the propagation
time of the infrared light that makes contact with an object
and returns to the receiver at the sensor [12]. It is also
possible to measure the reflectivity of the point on the road
by determining the intensity of the reflected laser light. The
2D laser sensor was installed at a height of 1.6 m from the
ground and set to scan the road surface 10 m in front of the
vehicle, as shown in Figure 1.

Themoving distance of the vehicle can bemeasured using
the encoder sensor and the inertial measurement unit (IMU).

Table 1: Pseudocode of the Adaptive Breakpoint Detector algo-
rithm.

1: for 𝑗 to𝑁 do

2: 𝐷𝑗 = 𝑟𝑗−1 sin(�𝜙)
sin(𝜆 − �𝜙) + 3𝜎𝑟

3: if ‖𝑝𝑗 − 𝑝𝑗−1‖ > 𝐷𝑗 then
4: 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑏𝑗 and 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑏𝑗−1 ← 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
5: else
6: 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑏𝑗 ← 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒
7: end
8: end

To predict the location of the vehicle in the particle filter
method, it is necessary to obtain the moving distance of the
vehicle during the sampling. The vehiclemoving distance and
velocity were calculated by Runge–Kutta integration for the
dead reckoning obtained by inertial measurements [13].

3. Road Information Extraction by
a 2D Laser Sensor

The road environment includes a variety of features, such
as curbs, signal lights, lane markings, and guard rails. The
locations of the curb and the lane were estimated using the
distance and reflectivity measured by the 2D laser sensor.The
road boundaries were classified by denoting the pattern of
a continuous and long straight line followed by an abrupt
change in its slope. The observed lane markings are painted
with a special material that contains glass beads, which allows
for a greater reflectivity compared to the remaining road
surface. The retroreflection phenomenon of the glass beads
is demonstrated in Figure 2(a), whereas Figure 2(b) shows
a section of the experimental site used for the road feature
extraction.

We estimate the road boundaries by identifying the curb
position based on the measurements of the 2D laser sensor.
The Adaptive Breakpoint Detector (ABD) and the Iterative
Endpoint Fit (IEPF) algorithm were employed for their high
computational speed for the extraction of straight lines [14].
The ABD algorithm is used to classify data into breakpoints
when the interval of consecutive distance data is larger than
the threshold circle, 𝐷𝑗. Figure 3 shows the threshold circle
described by the following equation:

𝐷𝑗 = 𝑟𝑗−1 sin (�𝜙)
sin (𝜆 − �𝜙) + 3𝜎𝑟, (1)

where the distance from the sensor to the point𝑝𝑗 on the road
surface is denoted by 𝑟𝑗. The symbol Δ𝜙 represents the angle
between the vectors 𝑟𝑗 and 𝑟𝑗−1, whereas 𝜆 and 𝜎𝑟 are used as
hyperparameters that control the size of the threshold circle.
If the distance between the point data (dist = ‖𝑝𝑗 − 𝑝𝑗−1‖)
is larger than 𝐷𝑗, the points 𝑝𝑗 and 𝑝𝑗−1 are considered to be
disconnected and classified as a breakpoint. Table 1 shows the
pseudocode of the ABD algorithm, where 𝑗 is the cardinal
number of a point and𝑁 is the total number of points.
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Figure 1: Vehicle configuration and setup of the two-dimensional (2D) laser sensor.

(a)

Laser sensor Measuring point Line = 4

(b)

Figure 2: Glass bead in the lane marking and the experimental site used for road feature extraction: (a) the retroreflection phenomenon of
the lane marking and (b) a section of the experimental site.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the threshold circle of the Adaptive
Breakpoint Detector algorithm.

We used the IEPF algorithm to extract a straight line for
the M groups clustered by the ABD algorithm (𝑆1, . . . , 𝑆𝑀),
whereM is the total number of particles. The IEPF algorithm
calculates the longest vertical distance at each of the points,
𝑇𝑘, as well as the line 𝑙 connecting the endpoints of the
first group, 𝑝1 and 𝑝𝑛. If 𝑇𝑘 is larger than the set parameter
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥, the algorithm splits 𝑆1 based on the point 𝑝𝑘 into
two groups, 𝑆11 and 𝑆21. Then, a new 𝑇𝑘 and 𝑙 are calculated

Split









Tk =

⇀
p1pk ·

⇀
pkpn

|p1pn|
> TMax



Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the Iterative Endpoint Fit (IEPF)
algorithm.

for one of the divided groups, 𝑆11. If the vertical distance is
smaller than𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the process of splitting is started in the next
group, 𝑆21. The IEPF algorithm is applied to the remaining
groups (𝑆2, . . . , 𝑆𝑀), which enables us to represent the point
data of the laser sensor as a group of straight lines. When
the angular difference between the adjacent straight lines is
small, they are merged into one group. Figure 4 presents a
schematic diagram of the IEPF algorithm and Table 2 shows
its pseudocode.
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Figure 5: Result of the extraction of road markings and road region information: (a) the result of the road boundary extraction and (b) the
result of the road marking extraction.

Table 2: Pseudocode of the Iterative Endpoint Fit algorithm.

1: choose cluster 𝑆𝑖 = {𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑛}
2: while
3: find endpoint of line 𝑙 ( 𝑙 = 𝑝1𝑝𝑛)
4: detect point 𝑝𝑘 with maximum distance 𝑇𝑘
5: if 𝑇𝑘 > 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 then split
6: 𝑆11 = {𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑘} and 𝑆21 = {𝑝𝑘, . . . , 𝑝𝑛}
7: else
8: if last group break
9: go to next group
10: end
11: end
12: when all sets in S have been checked, merge

collinear segments

Figure 5(a) shows the extracted road area obtained by
sequentially processing the distance measurement data using
the ABD and the IEPF algorithms. The black circles in
the figure represent the distance measurement data, the red
stars are the breakpoints, and the blue line shows the road
area extracted by applying the line extraction algorithm. As
described, the discrimination of the lane markings on the
road is enhanced by the use of a paint that contains glass beads
[15]. The classification of the road and the road markings
depend on the intensity of the reflected laser pulse [16].
The results of the lane marking classification are shown in
Figure 5(b), where the vertical axis represents the reflectivity
of the returned laser light. The reflectivity values larger than
the threshold value are denoted by red stars, whereas those

lower than the threshold value are denoted by black circles.
As the figure shows, four road surface markings with high
reflectivity were classified and the location of the vehicle
relative to the lane marking can be estimated.

4. Construction of a Road Feature Map

The road region and the lane markings were extracted using
the method described in the previous section. Based on those
results, a grid map was constructed with a resolution of
10 cm × 10 cm for each grid cell. Figure 6(a) shows the
classification of the grid states, according to the extracted
road environmental conditions, whereas Figure 6(b) shows
photos of the lanemarkings on the road and the lanemarking
data measured by the laser sensor. The information map of
the grid state of the road contains data for the following four
states:

(i) Road surface: grid cells that represent a traversable
road surface.

(ii) Road boundary: grid cells of the road boundary
distinguished by the curb.

(iii) Lane marking: grid cell that contains lane markings.
(iv) Unknown space: grid cells beyond the sensor mea-

surements.

Figure 7 depicts the road environment information grid
map created by measuring approximately 240 m of the road.
The road surface, road boundary, and unknown space in
the map are expressed in gray, black, and white, respec-
tively. The cells that contain road markings are shown in
red.
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Figure 6: Four states of the road region and various lane markings used on the map: (a) the four states of the road region and (b) various
lane markings shown on the information map.
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Figure 7: Road environment grid map.The road boundary is shown in black, the road surface in gray, the lanemarkings in red, and unknown
space in white.

5. Particle Filter Localization

The probabilistic localization method we used employs a
Bayesian filter [17], which relies on a belief, i.e., a probability
distribution of the vehicle location 𝑥𝑡−1 at a time t that can be
expressed as follows:

𝑏𝑒𝑙 (𝑥𝑡) = 𝑝 (𝑥𝑡 | 𝑧1:𝑡, 𝑢1:𝑡) , (2)

where the sensor measurements before the time 𝑡 and the
vehiclemovement are denoted by 𝑧1:𝑡 and𝑢1:𝑡, respectively. By
using the previous location, 𝑥𝑡−1, and themovement, 𝑢𝑡−1, the
location of the vehicle can be expressed in a recursive form:

𝑝 (𝑥𝑡 | 𝑥𝑡−1, 𝑢𝑡−1) . (3)

The probability distribution, 𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡−1), at the following time,
𝑡, can be estimated using the probability 𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡) at the moving
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Figure 8: Importance sampling process for a particle filter.

position, and the previous position of the vehicle can be
expressed using the theorem of total probability:

𝑏𝑒𝑙 (𝑥𝑡) = ∫𝑝 (𝑥𝑡 | 𝑥𝑡−1, 𝑢𝑡−1) 𝑏𝑒𝑙 (𝑥𝑡−1) 𝑑𝑥𝑡−1. (4)

In addition, the current positional probability, 𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡), can
be calculated by employing the Bayes rule with 𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡), the
normalization constant 𝜂𝑡, and the conditional probability
that uses the measured values, 𝑝(𝑧𝑡 | 𝑥𝑡):

𝑏𝑒𝑙 (𝑥𝑡) = 𝜂𝑡𝑝 (𝑧𝑡 | 𝑥𝑡) 𝑏𝑒𝑙 (𝑥𝑡) (5)

In this study we consider various features present in real
road environments. In many cases, the posterior probability
distributions are not Gaussian [18, 19], which is why we use
a particle filter suitable for nonlinear systems to estimate
the location of the vehicle. Our particle filter calculates the
posterior probability without assuming the distribution to be
Gaussian [10, 11, 19]. The posterior probability in the particle
filter is expressed through the particles sampled using the
non-Gaussian distributions:

𝜒𝑡 = 𝑥[1]𝑡 , 𝑥[2]𝑡 , 𝑥[3]𝑡 , . . . , 𝑥[𝑀]𝑡 (6)

where𝑀 represents the number of particles and each particle
is denoted by 𝑥[𝑚]𝑡 , with 1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀. As is the case
for other Bayesian filters, a particle filter recursively obtains
𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡) from 𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡−1). Since the belief of a particle filter is
represented by the particles, 𝜒𝑡 is also recursively obtained
from 𝜒𝑡−1. The particle filter method comprises five steps:
Initialization, Prediction, Update, Estimate, and Resampling;
Figure 8 illustrates the importance sampling process for a
particle filter [20].

(i) Initialization: the initial position and direction of a
vehicle are not known in advance, so the 𝑀 particles are

placed at arbitrary positions. The initialization is performed
only at the beginning and the individual weights of the
particles are all equal to 1/𝑀.

(ii) Prediction: the following particle locations, 𝜒𝑡, are
predicted by applying the vehicle movement, 𝑢𝑡, to the par-
ticle locations at the previous time step, 𝜒𝑡−1. The probability
𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝜒𝑡) can be expressed using the distribution of the moved
particles:

𝜒𝑡 ∼ 𝑝 (𝜒𝑡 | 𝑢𝑡, 𝜒𝑡−1) . (7)

(iii) Update: the importance factor of a particle 𝑥[𝑚]𝑡 , i.e.,
its weight, is denoted by 𝑤[𝑚]𝑡 . The weights are expressed
using the information measured by the sensor and the mea-
surement information available on the map. By comparing
the road boundary information measured by the laser sensor
and the road marking information in the road environment
map constructed in advance, the weights can be calculated as
follows:

𝑤[𝑚]𝑡 = 𝑝 (𝑧𝑡 | 𝑥[𝑚]𝑡 ) . (8)

(iv) Estimation: by use of the normalization constant 𝜂𝑡,
the weight𝑤[𝑚]𝑡 , and the probability 𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝑥𝑡), we can obtain the
belief, i.e., the position of the vehicle:

𝜂𝑡 = ∑𝑤[𝑚]𝑡 ,
𝑏𝑒𝑙 (𝑥𝑡) = 𝜂𝑡𝑝 (𝑧𝑡 | 𝑥[𝑚]𝑡 ) 𝑏𝑒𝑙 (𝑥𝑡) .

(9)

(v) Resampling: the particles with highweights are cloned
by creating a new set of particles that does not contain those
with a lowweight.This new set of particles is used for the next
prediction, at the time 𝑡 + 1.
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Figure 9: Convergence and divergence of particles according to road markings, obtained from three measurements.

6. Results and Discussion

We verified the performance of the proposed localization
method based on a particle filter on a public road. Both sides
of the public road contain curbs that separate the road region
from the nonroad region. The road region has center lines,
lanes that help distinguish the direction of travel, and various
other road markings. The relative weight of the particles was
obtained from the weights assigned by the road markings
and the curb, which allowed them to diverge or converge.
Figure 9 shows the convergence and divergence of particles
according to the road surface information in some sections
of the experiment. The yellow color in the figure represents
the roadmarkings and curbs, whereas the black color denotes

the road feature map information collected a priori, using a
2D laser sensor. The positions of each particle are shown in
gray and the estimated positions from the particle filter are
shown in red. The measurements obtained using the DGPS,
showing the actual position of the vehicle with an accuracy of
up to 10 cm, are presented as blue.

The lateral position error shown in Figure 9(a) is small,
but the repeated lane markings and curbs diverged the
particles longitudinally, and the longitudinal position error
obtained from the DGPS and the particle filter position
estimation is approximately equal to 1.1 m. Figure 9(b)
shows a directional arrow marking between 34 m and 36
m of the longitudinal and between 28 m and 29 m of
the lateral position. The road markings that indicate the
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Figure 10: Root mean square error between the position estimated
using our proposed method and that obtained by the DGPS: (a) the
longitudinal position error and (b) the lateral position error.

road surface information (the directional arrow markings,
the symbol markings, the stop lines, etc.) can be used to
estimate the longitudinal position of the vehicle. Compared
to Figure 9(a), such road markings show a gradual decrease
in the longitudinal position error in Figure 9(b). Further road
markings in Figure 9(c) indicate that particles were collected,
which resulted in a significant reduction in the error between
the DGPS and the particle filter position recognition.

The root mean square (RMS) error between the DGPS
location measurements and the results obtained by the
method presented in this paper is shown for the longitudinal
and the lateral position in Figures 10(a) and 10(b), respec-
tively. As Figure 10 shows, the longitudinal error is greater
than the lateral error for the initial 40 seconds.TheRMS value
of the lateral axis error is 0.125 and it does not significantly
deviate from the RMS value after the initial 40 seconds have
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Figure 11: Particle filter localization at the first section (between 20
s and 60 s): (a) the position error and (b) the comparison of the
trajectory obtained by the particle filter and the DGPS.

passed. However, the RMS of the longitudinal axis error
equals 1.79 m immediately before 40 seconds had passed and
0.178m after.Thus, as the image shows, it takes some time for
the longitudinal axis estimation to converge to the true value.
This effect stems from the 2D laser sensor scanning the road
surface only in the lateral direction, thereby not providing
information in the longitudinal direction. In addition, the
road features for the travel direction are identical, which
makes the identification of the longitudinal position difficult.

Our experimental data are divided into three sections: the
first, second, and third sections comprise the data obtained
during the temporal intervals from 20 s to 60 s, from 70
s to 140 s, and from 150 s to 200 s, respectively. Figure 11
shows the convergence of the particle filter estimates to the
DGPS reference in the first section. The present longitudinal
errors were significantly reduced by the detection of an arrow
marking on the road between 30 s and 40 s. Then, the
longitudinal error increased until 45 s, when a new feature
was detected which allowed it to converge between 50 s
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Figure 12: Particle filter localization at the second section (between
70 s and 140 s): (a) the position error and (b) the comparison of the
trajectory obtained by the particle filter and the DGPS.

and 60 s. The localization error during the second section
is shown in Figure 12. Both the lateral and the longitudinal
error maintained the value of approximately 0.1 m for the
first 20 seconds of the second section. At that point, the
road marking used to distinguish the center line began to
widen, which made it difficult to estimate the exact lateral
position of the vehicle. Once the vehicle passed the area
where the center linewidened, the lateral error converged to a
small value, which did not happen for the longitudinal error,
because no road feature in the longitudinal direction was
detected.

The third section, presented in Figure 13, mapped an
intersection of the road. As can be seen in Figure 13(a), the
error increased in both the lateral and the longitudinal direc-
tion between 160 s and 185 s, as the vehicle was approaching
the intersection area, where the curb and the lane do not exist.
The lack of features in the sensor field of view caused the
localization algorithm to assign even weights to all particles,
which resulted in the growth of the lateral error. The lateral
error greatly diminished around 185 s, after the vehicle passed
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Figure 13: Particle filter localization at the third section (between
150 s and 200 s): (a) the position error and (b) the comparison of the
trajectory obtained by the particle filter and the DGPS.

the intersection and the curb, when the lane markings could
be detected again. The error in the longitudinal direction
did not converge because no features were found to provide
longitudinal information.

As has been shown, the proposed localization algorithm
provided good estimates, with an accuracy of approximately
0.1 m, which is equal to the size of the grid cell, if the
road feature exists in its sensor field of view. In general,
lane markings and curbs can be found in most parts of a
road, except for the intersections. Therefore, we expect the
proposed algorithm to provide good localization estimates
in the lateral direction. However, on parts of the road that
contained no features to provide longitudinal information,
it took time for the longitudinal position estimation to
converge to the true value. Despite this, the accuracy of
0.1m in the lateral direction was good enough to enable
the vehicle to follow the road successfully. Because accurate
lateral estimates are more important than the longitudinal
error for the urban navigation of an autonomous vehicle,
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this method can be expected to successfully determine the
location of the vehicle on roads in these environments.

7. Conclusions

We studied a localization method for autonomous vehicles,
based on a road environment information map. Many map-
based localization methods use expensive 3D LiDAR sensors,
which also require a lot of computational power, whereas our
proposed method uses a 2D laser sensor as a more affordable
alternative. To overcome the difficulties stemming from the
smaller number ofmeasurements obtained using the 2D laser
sensor, we utilized different types of road features, stored
in the form of a grid map. By comparing the road features
obtained during the vehicle motion to the information of the
stored map and using our proposed particle filter method,
we efficiently estimated the location information for the
vehicle. The experiments were conducted on a public road,
for which we could construct a map in advance, allowing
for an evaluation of the localization performance. Another
experiment was carried out with an accurate DGPS sensor,
and the accuracy of the proposed method was evaluated by
comparing the localization results with the accurate DGPS
measurements.

Our analysis showed that the lateral error can reach
the accuracy required for lateral vehicle control. However,
the longitudinal error is greater than the lateral error due
to the road features not being continuously found on the
road. Despite this, as soon as a road feature relevant for the
longitudinal direction appears, the error converges quickly
and the longitudinal localization maintains a good accuracy.
The used 2D laser sensor has a reliable return of the laser
light from the road surface, which makes the reliability of
the proposed method better than of those that use cheap GPS
sensors. In conclusion, the proposedmethod can be expected
to provide reliable localization data for autonomous vehicles
in anurban environment, it comes at a reasonable price, and it
can be combined with other sensing methods, such as camera
vision or assistance from the road infrastructure.
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Objects intruding high-speed railway clearance do great threat to running trains. In order to improve accuracy of railway intrusion
detection, an automatic multimodal registration and fusion algorithm for infrared and visible images with different field of
views is presented. The ratio of the nearest to next nearest distance, geometric, similar triangle, and RANSAC constraints are
used to refine the matching SURF feature points successively. Correct matching points are accumulated with multiframe to
overcome the insufficient matching points in single image pair. After being registered, an improved Contourlet transform fusion
algorithm combined with total variation and local region energy is proposed. Inverse Contourlet transform to low frequency
subband coefficient fused with total variation model and high frequency subband coefficients fused with local region energy is
used to reconstruct the fused image. The comparison to other 4 popular fusion methods shows that our algorithm has the best
comprehensive performance for multimodal railway image fusion.

1. Introduction

High-speed railway is a competitive transportation all over
the world. As of 2017, the length of commercial high-speed
railway lines in China had exceeded 25,000 km. With the
increasing of train speed, safety of railway operation has
attracted more and more attention. Any object intruding
railway clearance will pose a major threat to running trains.
Effective intrusion detection methods are needed to prevent
accidents.

Image analysis is an efficient and effective non-contact
intrusion detection method widely used in target detecting
and tracking [1–3]. Most of them use visible images to
analyze intrusion activities. Visible images get the detailed
information of colors and texture under good illumination.
But their qualities are poor under low illumination and
disturbance light circumstance. In contrast, infrared (IR)
images are sensitive to thermal radiation of objects and
tolerant to changing illumination and disturbance light.
However, IR image typically has lower spatial resolution

and fewer details. Image fusion is widely used in remote
sensing [4], military [5, 6], objects tracking and detecting
[7, 8], etc. IR and visible image fusion will also bring great
benefit to railway clearance intrusion detection. A typical
image fusion process is usually divided into two steps: image
registration and image fusion. Image registration is the basis
of fusion. The quality of fusion is bounded not only by the
quality of fusion algorithm, but also by the outcome of prior
registration algorithm. Due to this dependency, images are
always assumed to be pre-aligned [9].However, in fact, visible
and IR images acquired separately are not pre-aligned and
even have different field of views and depth. These bring
great difficulties to image fusion. We need both excellent
registration and fusion algorithms in railway applications.

Image registration is the process of precisely overlaying
two images with the same area through geometrically align-
ing common features identified in image pairs. It is usually
divided into four steps: (1) feature detection and extraction,(2) feature matching, (3) transformation function fitting, and(4) image transformation and resample [10]. For multimodal
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images, the first two steps are more difficult challenges since
different modalities do not exhibit the same features. Z.
Xiong [11] has provided a broad overview of registration
methods based on feature extraction and matching. S. A.
Raza [12] proposed a registration algorithm for thermal and
visible diseased plants images based on silhouette extraction.
J. Ma [13] presented a non-rigid IR and visible face images
registration method by aligning edge maps with a robust
regularized Gaussian fields criterion. G. A. Bilodeau [14] pro-
posed a RANSAC-Based registration method using a novel
function of moving objects’ trajectories. These researches
focused on simple scenes registration where the interested
objects occupied most part of source images. For large
scene images, M. Gong [15] and J. Woo [16] used mutual
information for registration. M. Ghantous [9] presented an
area-based registration and object-based fusion combined
approach based on Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform
to reduce complexity. Z. Song [10] proposed an effective
registration approach based on histogram of triangle area
representation sample consensus for remote sensing images.
J. Han [17] proposed a registration method combined line-
based global transform approximation with point-based local
transform adaptation. All above methods are registration for
multimodal images with the same field of views. However,
thesemethods are not available because railway IR and visible
images usually have different field of views and depth.

Image fusion is a technique of combining or integrating
complementary information from source images into the
fused image. Fusion methods based on saliency detection [18,
19], guided image filters [7], and total variation model [20, 21]
play dramatic effect in multimodal image fusion. Recently,
multiscale decomposition fusion schemes have been a pop-
ular research area. Pyramid, wavelet, and Contourlet based
decomposition are included in the schemes. Contourlet
transform was proposed based on wavelet transform in
2002. Besides attributes of wavelets, it also has advantages
of multiresolution, multidirection, and anisotropy. It can
decompose images in arbitrary direction at any scale and is
good at describing contours and directional texture of images
[22]. Many researches focused on Contourlet transform
combinedwith sparse representation [23, 24], low-level visual
features [25], object region detection [26], and othermethods
[27, 28]. In order to solve the problem of unclear edge and
textures, we proposed an improved Contourlet transform
method combined with total variation (TV) model and local
region energy.

In this paper, we present a novel registration and an
improved Contourlet-based fusion algorithm for railway IR
and visible images with different field of views. The initial
candidate matching points are firstly generated with the ratio
of the nearest to next nearest distance of SURF feature points.
Then they are refined with consecutive geometric constraint,
similar triangle, and RANSAC constraints. In order to over-
come the shortcoming of insufficient matching points in sin-
gle frame pair, matching points are accumulated to calculate
the transformation matrix from multiframe sequence. After
registration, an improved Contourlet transform combined
with total variation and local region energy is proposed
for image fusion. Qualitative and quantitative comparison

of proposed and other state-of-the-art fusion methods is
discussed for fusion effect evaluation. The contributions of
this paper are as follows:

(1) A novel multimodal image registration method is
presented based on SURF feature points refining
with ratio of the nearest to next nearest distance,
geometric, similar triangle, and RANSAC constraints
consecutively.

(2) An improved multimodal Contourlet transform
fusion algorithm combined with total variation
model and local region energy is proposed. The total
variation model is used for low frequency subband
coefficients fusing. The local region energy is used
for high frequency subband coefficients fusing.

(3) Qualitative and quantitative comparison of fusion
effect on railway IR and visible images is presented to
demonstrate the validity of our algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A
novel multimodal image registration method based on SURF
feature points matching with a series of refining procedures
is outlined in Section 2. Section 3 presents an improved
Contourlet transform image fusion algorithm combined with
total variation model and local region energy. The fusion
evaluation of proposed and other state-of-the-art algorithms
is discussed in Section 4. The conclusion is in Section 5.

2. Novel Image Registration with
SURF Refining

2.1. Railway Images Registration Overview. There are some
differences between familiar security monitoring and railway
clearance intruding detection. In security monitoring appli-
cation, visible and IR images always have the same field of
views and depth. However, railway scene is a long and narrow
field. Since the view of one camera is limited, visible cameras
are arranged at an interval of 100 meters along rails to obtain
seamless overlay images. Because of the much higher cost
of IR camera, we usually use IR camera with shorter focal
length to monitor a larger scene shown in Figure 1(a). The
visible image in Figure 1(b) is a small part of IR image shown
as the red rectangular in Figure 1(a). In IR image, the rail
and person are clearer than other objects because of their
higher thermal radiation. In visible image, the person and
laying pole are very clear and easy to identify because of the
great illumination at daytime. It contains more details such
as color, texture, and edges than IR image. But it is not good
enough at night. Image fusion will provide more information
than each alone. However, in railway application, the typical
multimodal fusion methods cannot be used directly due to
their different field of views and depth.

Image registration is the basis of fusion. Our novel
multimodal registration process for IR and visible images
includes 3 steps:(1) Feature extraction and description of IR and visible
images using SURF descriptor: the initial matching point
pairs are generated with ratio of the nearest to next nearest
neighbor distance.
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(a) IR image of large scene (b) Visible image of small scene

Figure 1: Railway IR and visible images.

(2) Matching point pairs refining with successively geo-
metric constraints: similar triangle and RANSAC constraints
in single frame pair.(3) Transformation matrix calculation with accumulative
matching point pairs obtained from multiframe sequences:
this can overcome the shortcoming of insufficient matching
points and matching deviation introduced by concentrated
matching points in single image pair.

2.2. Feature Extraction andComparison. Feature extraction is
the first step of image matching and registration. In order to
highlight the object, the source IR image is first negated. The
commonly used feature descriptors can be divided into two
types: histogram-based descriptors and binary descriptors.
The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT),Maximally Sta-
ble Extremal Region (MSER), and Speed Up Robust Features
(SURF) are typical histogram-based descriptors. Instead of
expensive gradients operations, binary descriptors make use
of simple pixel comparison, which result in binary strings
of typically short length (commonly 256 bits) and lead to
a major improvement in both running time and memory
footprint [29]. The common binary descriptors include Ori-
ented Fast and Rotated BRIEF (ORB),Binary Robust Invariant
ScalableKeypoints (BRISK), andAcceleratedKAZE (AKAZE).
Each descriptor has its advantages and disadvantages. Wewill
give a comparison of their results and select the best one as
feature extraction method.

2.2.1. Histogram-Based Descriptors. (a) SIFT is the most
renowned feature detection description method introduced
by D.G. Lowe in 2004 [30]. It is based on Difference-of-
Gaussians (DoG) operator which is an approximation of
Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG). Feature points are detected by
searching local maxim value using DoG at various scales
of the subject images. SIFT is robustly invariant to image
rotations, scale, and limited affine variations but its main
drawback is high computational cost. Equation (1) shows
the convolution of difference of two Gaussians (computed at
different scales) with image “𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)”:

𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎) = (𝐺 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑘𝜎) − 𝐺 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎)) ∗ 𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦) (1)

where “𝐺” is the Gaussian function and 𝜎 is the scale.
(b) SURF also relies on Gaussian scale space analysis of

images. It is based on determinant of Hessian Matrix and
exploits integral images to improve feature-detection speed
[31]. SURF features are also invariant to rotation and scale but

they have little affine invariance.Themain advantage of SURF
over SIFT is low computational cost. Equation (2) represents
the Hessian Matrix in point “𝑥 = (𝑥, 𝑦)” at scale “𝜎”:

𝐻(𝑥, 𝜎) = [𝐿𝑥𝑥 (𝑥, 𝜎) 𝐿𝑥𝑦 (𝑥, 𝜎)𝐿𝑥𝑦 (𝑥, 𝜎) 𝐿𝑦𝑦 (𝑥, 𝜎)] (2)

where 𝐿𝑥𝑥(𝑥, 𝜎) is the convolution of Gaussian second-order
derivatives with the image in point 𝑥 and 𝐿𝑥𝑦 and 𝐿𝑦𝑦 are
similar to 𝐿𝑥𝑥.

When nonmaximal suppression is achieved in the 3× 3 ×3 stereo neighborhood detected by the Hessian Matrix, only
the points larger than all 26 nearest neighbor’s responses are
identified as feature points and then interpolated in the scale
space to obtain a stable feature point location and scale.

(c) MSER generally attempts to detect a set of connected
regions from an image. It is defined as

𝑔 (𝑡) = (𝑑/𝑑𝑡) |𝑄 (𝑡)||𝑄 (𝑡)| (3)

where |Q(t)| indicates the region area. MSER is computa-
tionally inexpensive and can be calculated in linear time. It
was introduced by extremal to perform scene recognition
under arbitrary viewpoints and illumination conditions.
MSER performs very well when detected on flat surfaces and
changing illumination. The only weakness for MSER is that
it is sensitive to image blur. It can perform better in colorful
visible image than in blurring IR image.

2.2.2. Binary Descriptors. (a) ORB descriptor was proposed
by Reblee et al. [32]. It builds upon BRIEF by adding a
rotation invariance mechanism that is based on measuring
the patch orientation using first-order moments. BRIEF
compares the same set of smoothed pixel pairs for each local
patch that it describes. For each pair, if the first smoothed
pixel intensity is larger than that of the second, BRIEF writes
1 in the final descriptor string and 0 otherwise. ORB also uses
unsupervised learning to learn the sampling pairs.

(b) BRISK descriptor was proposed by Leutenegger in
2011 [33]. It uses a hand-crafted sampling pattern that is
composed of set of concentric rings. BRISK uses the long-
distance sampling pairs to estimate the patch orientation and
the short distance sampling pairs to construct the descriptor
itself through pixel intensity comparisons.

(c) AKAZE uses the Accelerated-KAZE detector esti-
mation of orientation for rotating the LDB grid to achieve
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(a) SIFT feature points (b) MSER feature points

(c) SURF feature points (d) ORB feature points

(e) BRISK feature points (f) AKAZE feature points

Figure 2: Comparison of different descriptors.

Figure 3: Initial candidate matching points.

rotation invariance [34]. In addition, AKAZE also uses the
A-KAZE detector’s estimation of patch scale to subsample the
grid in steps that are a function of the patch scale.

2.2.3. Comparison of Different Descriptors. Figure 2 shows
the results of SIFT, MSER, SURF, ORB, BRISK, and AKAZE
descriptors. In general, binary descriptors are faster than
histogram-based descriptors. ORB obtains the fewest feature
points in both visible and IR images. For visible image, SIFT
and BRISK obtain much more feature points than MSER,
SURF, and AKAZE. For IR image, SIFT and SURF obtain
much more feature points than other descriptors. But SURF
feature points are more evenly distributed in whole IR image
than all other methods. That is conducive to the following
registration. We have tried to change the parameters of these
detectors but found that parameters made little contribution
to the improvement of uneven distribution. So we choose
SURF as feature extractors for subsequent matching process.

2.3. Initial Candidate Matching Point Pairs Generation. After
SURF features extraction, Euclidean distance is used to

measure the similarity of feature points in two images. For
a feature point in IR image, it looks for two nearest points
measuredwithEuclideandistance in visible image. If the ratio
of the neatest distance 𝑑𝑁𝐷 to next nearest distance 𝑑𝑁𝑁𝐷
is less than threshold 𝜀 in formula (4), the points with the
nearest distance are considered as a candidate matching point
pair.

𝑑𝑁𝐷𝑑𝑁𝑁𝐷 < 𝜀 (4)

where 𝜀 controls the number of matching points.The number
will decrease as 𝜀 decreases. After massive experiments, the
default value is 0.8. The initial candidate matching points in
IR and visible images are shown in Figure 3. There are many
mismatching points that need to be refined.

2.4. Candidate Matching Points Refining

2.4.1. Geometric Constraints Refining. The centers of IR and
visible image can be considered approximately identical
when the images are obtained at a long distance. IR image
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Figure 4: Similar triangle constraints.

center is noted as (𝑥𝑜𝑟, 𝑦𝑜𝑟), visible image center is noted as(𝑥𝑜V, 𝑦𝑜V), and any corresponding matching points (𝑥𝑖𝑟, 𝑦𝑖𝑟)
and (𝑥𝑖V, 𝑦𝑖V) should obey the following geometric con-
straints:(1)The dip angles of corresponding matching points to
their own image centers are approximately equal:arctan(

(𝑥𝑖𝑟 − 𝑥𝑜𝑟)(𝑦𝑖𝑟 − 𝑦𝑜𝑟)) − arctan((𝑥𝑖V − 𝑥𝑜V)(𝑦𝑖V − 𝑦𝑜V))
 < 𝑇 (5)

where 𝑇 is a threshold for dip angle difference; the matching
points should be deletedwhen the dip difference is larger than𝑇. (2)The corresponding matching points should be within
the same quadrants in both IR and visible images coordinate
system. In other words, the vertical and horizontal coordi-
nate differences of corresponding matching points and their
respective image centers should have the same sign shown as
formula (6):

(𝑥𝑜𝑟 − 𝑥𝑖𝑟) ∗ (𝑥𝑜V − 𝑥𝑖V) > 0
(𝑦𝑜𝑟 − 𝑦𝑖𝑟) ∗ (𝑦𝑜V − 𝑦𝑖V) > 0 (6)

(3) Since the IR scene is larger than visible scene, the pixel
distance in IR image should be less than that in visible image:

√(𝑥𝑜𝑟 − 𝑥𝑖𝑟)2 + (𝑦𝑜𝑟 − 𝑦𝑖𝑟)2
< √(𝑥𝑜V − 𝑥𝑖V)2 + (𝑦𝑜V − 𝑦𝑖V)2

(7)

The candidate matching points should be deleted if any
constraints above are not satisfied.

2.4.2. Similar Triangle Constraint Refining. After geometric
constraints refining, some mismatching points are deleted.
But there are still “many-to-one” and crossing mismatching
points. We will refine them further with similar triangle
constraint.

Assume that P and Q are matching point sets after
geometric constraint. Any 3 feature points (noncollinear) in
IR image can form a triangle Δ𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑗𝑃𝑘, (𝑖 < 𝑗 < 𝑘, 𝑃𝑖, 𝑃𝑗,𝑃𝑘 ∈ 𝑃). The corresponding triangle in visible image isΔ𝑄𝑖𝑄𝑗𝑄𝑘 (𝑖 < 𝑗 < 𝑘,𝑄𝑖, 𝑄𝑗, 𝑄𝑘 ∈ 𝑄). These two triangles
should be similar, shown in Figure 4(a).

According to the characters of similar triangles, there
exists 𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑗𝑄𝑖𝑄𝑗 =

𝑃𝑗𝑃𝑘𝑄𝑗𝑄𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘𝑃𝑖𝑄𝑘𝑄𝑖 (8)

We define dd1 and dd2 as

𝑑𝑑1 =
𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑗 / 𝑄𝑖𝑄𝑗𝑃𝑗𝑃𝑘 / 𝑄𝑗𝑄𝑘

𝑑𝑑2 = 𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑘 / 𝑄𝑖𝑄𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑃𝑘 / 𝑄𝑗𝑄𝑘
(9)

From formula (8), we know that dd1 and dd2 in formula
(9) should equal 1. But for noise interruption, they should
approximately equal 1: 𝑑𝑑1 − 1 < 𝑇0𝑑𝑑2 − 1 < 𝑇0 (10)

T0 is a threshold near to zero. In this paper, T0 is 0.1.
In Figure 4(b), |𝑃i𝑃j|/|𝑄i𝑄j| > |𝑃i𝑃k|/|𝑄i𝑄k|, 𝑑𝑑1 > 1,

and 𝑑𝑑2 < 1; they are not similar triangles even if their side
lengths satisfy formula (10). In this situation, we should firstly
sort their side lengths; only the similar triangle with the same
sort can be kept. After that, therewill also be another situation
inversed as Figure 4(c). It can be removed with formula (11):

→𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑗𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑗 −
→𝑄𝑖𝑄𝑗𝑄𝑖𝑄𝑗

 < 𝑇1 (11)

Formula (11) means that unit vector of any pair of vertices
(such as →𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑗 and →𝑄𝑖𝑄𝑗) in similar triangle should be approx-
imated. T1 is also a threshold near zero. In this paper, T1 is
0.1.

In order to improve the matching accuracy, a traversal
similar triangle test method is adopted. For the matching
point set P and Q with n pairs of matching points, we ran-
domly select 3matching points to consist𝐶3𝑛 pairs of triangles.
Then, we introduce an accumulator for each matching point.
When any pairs of triangle satisfy the above similar triangle
constraints, the accumulator increases by 1. After traversing
all these triangles, the larger the accumulator is, the higher
the probability of correct matching is for this point pair.
When the accumulator value is larger than threshold T2, the
corresponding point pair is considered as a correct matching
point pair. The point pairs corresponding to the first k largest
accumulators are considered as k correct candidate matching
point pairs.

2.4.3. Fine Matching with RANSAC. After refining with geo-
metric and similar triangle constraints, the reservedmatching
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Table 1: Comparison of different matching algorithms.

Method feature point numbers in IR/Visible image Candidate matching points Fine matching points Correct points
SIFT+RANSAC 664/11,433 664 6 0
SURF+RANSAC 523/2,766 523 4 0
Our method 553/2,766 72 3 3

Figure 5: Refining result of geometric constraint.

Figure 6: Refining result of similar triangle constraint.

Figure 7: Result of RANSAC fine matching.

points are almost correct except several separate points. In
order to improve the correct matching further, RANSAC
fine matching algorithm is finally used for the prior reserved
matching points.

The refining process is shown in Figures 5–7. After
refining with geometric constraints there are 12 pairs of
matching points in Figure 5. After similar triangle refining,
5 pairs are left in Figure 6. After RANSAC matching, only 3
pairs of correct matching points are reserved in Figure 7.

After consecutive procedure of geometric constraints,
similar triangle, and RANSAC matching, the reserved point
pairs are all correctly matched. In order to evaluate the effect
of proposed algorithm, a comparison to SIFT+RANSAC and
SURF+RANSAC is shown in Table 1. It is shown that the
traditional SIFT+RANSAC and SURF+RANSAC matching
methods are not applicable to multimodal images. Our
proposedmethod with successive geometric, similar triangle,
and RANSAC constraints can obtain the correct matching
point pairs in IR and visible images.

2.5. Transformation Matrix Calculation. In our application,
both IR and visible cameras are equipped with microdistor-
tion lens. The distortion is so small that it can be ignored in

image registration process. The IR and visible cameras have
approximate parallel optical axis and follow the perspective
projection model. The coordinates between two images are
shown as formula:

[[[[
𝑥
𝑦1
]]]]
= [[[
𝑚0 𝑚1 𝑚2𝑚3 𝑚4 𝑚5𝑚6 𝑚7 1

]]]
[[[
𝑥𝑦1
]]]
= 𝑀[[[

𝑥𝑦1
]]]

(12)

where (𝑥, 𝑦), (𝑥, 𝑦) are coordinates of corresponding
matching points in IR and visible images.M is transformation
matrix between the two images. Eight parameters require at
least 4 pairs of matching points.

As shown in Figure 7, we cannot ensure that there are
more than 4 pairs of correct matching points in a single image
pair with the prior matching procedures. If the number of
matching point pairs is less than 4, it is insufficient to calculate
the 8 parameters in matrixM. On the other side, even though
we got 4 pairs in one single image pair, the transformationwill
have deviation on another position if the matching pairs are
too concentrated. It will still lead to bias if we use this matrix
for registration.
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Figure 8: Flow chart of image fusion algorithm.

In order to improve the precision of transformation
matrix, we create an accumulative set Tpts from respective
matching points sets 𝑝𝑡𝑠(𝑖) of multiframe images where
objects are in different position:

𝑇𝑝𝑡𝑠 = {𝑝𝑡𝑠 (1) , . . . , 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑖) , . . . , 𝑝𝑡𝑠 (𝑛)} (13)

where n is the number of selected frames, 𝑝𝑡𝑠(𝑖) is the
matching points set in the ith frame image pairs, and Tpts
is the accumulative point sets with the selected 𝑛 frames of
image pairs. In practice, we accumulate at least 12 correct
matching point pairs for parameters calculation.

Substitute Tpts coordinates into formula (12); we can
get the transformation matrix parameters with the Least
Squares method. The transformation matrix obtained with
this method has higher accuracy and applicability.

3. Improved Contourlet Transform
Fusion Combined with Total Variation and
Local Region Energy

3.1. Improved Contourlet Transform. Contourlet transform is
a multiscale geometric image analysis method. It completes
multiscale analysis and direction analysis separately. Firstly,
an image is multiscale decomposed with Laplacian Pyramid
(LP)method to capture the singular points. With LP process,
the source signal is decomposed into a low frequency and a
band-pass signal of difference between source and predicted
signal. Then, the band-pass signals of each pyramid level are
direction-filtered.The singular points distributed in the same
direction are combined into a coefficient by a directional filter
bank (DFB). Both LP andDFB canbe fully reconstructed.The
discrete Contourlet transform of their combination can also
be reconstructed perfectly. After registration, the resolution
of both visible and IR images is 960×576. There are 3 LP
decomposition levels in Contourlet transform. The direction
numbers of DFB are 2-3-4.

The procedure of IR and visible images fusion with
improved Contourlet transform is shown in Figure 8. There
are 3 steps:(1) Contourlet transform to both IR and visible images,
respectively, to get their coefficients of high and low fre-
quency subbands under different scales.(2) Different fusion rules fused low and high frequency
coefficients. For low frequency subband, the coefficients

are fused with total variation model. For high frequency
subbands, the coefficients are fused with local region energy.(3) The fusion image is reconstructed by inverse Con-
tourlet transform.

3.2. Low Frequency Fusion with Total Variation Model. Due
to different principles of IR and visible imaging, different
images include their own information. An IR image indicates
the thermal distribution of objects. However, a visible image
contains detailed information such as color and contour of
objects. The low frequency subband keeps the approximate
characteristics and contains most energy of source images.
The familiar weighted fusion for low frequency subband will
reduce the scales of both thermal radiation in IR image and
colors in visible image, which will reduce the contrast of
fusion. In this paper, the low frequency subband fusion is
transformed into the minimization of optimization problem
of total variation (TV) model.

Assume that the IR, registered visible, and fused image
are all gray images of𝑚×𝑛.Their column vectors are 𝑢, V, 𝑥 ∈𝑅𝑚𝑛×1. Since the targets in IR image are usually much more
distinct than in visible image, we expected that the difference
between fused and IR image in formula (14) is as small as
possible:

𝜀1 (𝑥) = ‖𝑥 − 𝑢‖1 (14)

On the other hand, we also need details of objects. A
simple method is to make the fused image have similar pixel
intensity to the visible image. But the detailed appearance
of object depends more on gradient than on pixel intensity.
So fused image should have similar gradient rather than
pixel intensity to visible image.The difference in formula (15)
should also be as small as possible.

𝜀2 (𝑥) = ∇𝑥 − ∇V1 (15)

where ∇ is gradient operator.
The coefficient solution of low frequency subband fusion

can be expressed as a minimization problem of an objective
function in formula (16).

𝜀 (𝑥) = 𝜀1 (𝑥) + 𝜆𝜀2 (𝑥) = ‖𝑥 − 𝑢‖1 + 𝜆 ‖∇𝑥 − ∇V‖1 (16)

where 𝜀1(𝑥) indicates that fused image 𝑥 has similar pixel
intensities to IR image 𝑢; 𝜀2(𝑥) indicates that fused image 𝑥
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has similar gradients to visible image V; and 𝜆 is a positive
constant that controls trade-off between the two terms. The
objective function (16) aims to transfer the gradients/edges in
visible image onto the corresponding positions in IR image.
So the low frequency fusion image should look like an IR
image but with more appearance details.

Obviously, the objective function (16) is convex and has
global optimal solution. The first term 𝜀1(𝑥) is smooth, and
the second term 𝜀2(𝑥) is nonsmooth. Assuming 𝑧 = 𝑥 − V,
then (16) can be rewritten as

𝑧∗ = arg min{𝑚𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑧𝑖 − (𝑢𝑖 − V𝑖) + 𝜆𝐽 (𝑧)} (17)

where

𝐽 (𝑧) = 𝑚𝑛∑
𝑖=1

∇𝑖𝑧 = 𝑚𝑛∑
𝑖=1

√(∇ℎ𝑖 𝑧)2 + (∇V𝑖 𝑧)2 (18)

The new objective function (17) is a standard total
variation (TV) minimization problem. It is the model for
low frequency subband fusion. 𝑧∗ can be calculated with 𝜆
regularization of the TV minimization problem. Then the
global optimal solution of fusion image is 𝑥∗ = 𝑧∗ + V. The

column vector of 𝑥∗ ∈ 𝑅mn×1 is the low frequency fusion
coefficients.

3.3. High Frequency Fusion with Local Region Energy. High
frequency subbands stand for details of images. The local
region energy is used for high frequency subband coefficients
fusion. Not only the pixel itself but also its local neighbor
pixels are involved in the calculation. The procedure is as
follows:(1) For two images A and B, calculate their own local
region energies 𝐸𝑙,𝐴, 𝐸𝑙,𝐵 on their corresponding pyramid
level centered (n, m) separately:

𝐸𝑙 (𝑛, 𝑚)
= ∑
𝑛∈𝐽,𝑚∈𝐾

𝜔 (𝑛, 𝑚) [𝐿𝑃𝑙 (𝑛 + 𝑛, 𝑚 + 𝑚)]2 (19)

where 𝐸𝑙(𝑛,𝑚) is local region energy centered (𝑛,𝑚) on the𝑙th level of Laplacian Pyramid; 𝐿𝑃𝑙 is the 𝑙th level image;𝜔(𝑛, 𝑚) is the weight coefficient corresponding to 𝐿𝑃𝑙; 𝐽,𝐾
define the range of local region in images A and B, and 𝑛, 𝑚
are inner points in J and K.(2) Calculate the matching degree between correspond-
ing local regions in two images:

𝑀𝑙,𝐴𝐵 (𝑛,𝑚) = 2∑𝑛∈𝐽,𝑚∈𝐾 {𝜔 (𝑛, 𝑚) 𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐴 (𝑛 + 𝑛, 𝑚 + 𝑚) 𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐵 (𝑛 + 𝑛, 𝑚 + 𝑚)}𝐸𝑙,𝐴 (𝑛,𝑚) + 𝐸𝑙,𝐵 (𝑛, 𝑚) (20)

where 𝐸𝑙,𝐴, 𝐸𝑙,𝐵 are calculated with formula (19).(3) According to the matching degree, different fusion
rules are adopted as follows:

If 𝑀𝑙,𝐴𝐵(𝑛,𝑚) < 𝛼 (𝛼 = 0.85), it indicates that the
correlation between two source images is low.The coefficient
with larger energy is used as fused coefficients shown as
formula (21).

𝑖𝑓 𝐸𝑙,𝐴 (𝑛,𝑚) ≥ 𝐸𝑙,𝐵 (𝑛,𝑚) ,
𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐹 (𝑛,𝑚) = 𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐴 (𝑛, 𝑚)
𝑖𝑓 𝐸𝑙,𝐴 (𝑛,𝑚) < 𝐸𝑙,𝐵 (𝑛,𝑚) ,
𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐹 (𝑛,𝑚) = 𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐵 (𝑛, 𝑚)

(21)

If𝑀𝑙,𝐴𝐵(𝑛,𝑚) ≥ 𝛼, it indicates that the correlation degree
between two source images is very large, and the weighted
average fusion method shown in (22) is better.

𝑖𝑓 𝐸𝑙,𝐴 (𝑛,𝑚) ≥ 𝐸𝑙,𝐵 (𝑛,𝑚) ,
𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐹 (𝑛,𝑚) = 𝑊𝑙,max (𝑛,𝑚) 𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐴 (𝑛, 𝑚)

+𝑊𝑙,min (𝑛,𝑚) 𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐵 (𝑛,𝑚)

𝑖𝑓 𝐸𝑙,𝐴 (𝑛,𝑚) < 𝐸𝑙,𝐵 (𝑛,𝑚) ,𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐹 (𝑛,𝑚) = 𝑊𝑙,min (𝑛,𝑚) 𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐴 (𝑛, 𝑚)+𝑊𝑙,max (𝑛,𝑚) 𝐿𝑃𝑙,𝐵 (𝑛, 𝑚)
(22)

where

𝑊𝑙,min (𝑛,𝑚) = 12 − 12 (1 −𝑀𝑙,𝐴𝐵 (𝑛, 𝑚)1 − 𝛼 ) (23)

𝑊𝑙,max (𝑛,𝑚) = 1 −𝑊𝑙,min (𝑛,𝑚) (24)

4. Experiment Results and Analysis

The performance of proposed registration and fusion algo-
rithm is discussed in this section. The registration results
of single frame and multiframe image pairs are introduced
in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the performance comparison
between source images and 5 state-of-the-art fusion results is
presented and discussed. In Section 4.3, 15 frames of image
pairs sampled from daytime and night videos separately will
be used to evaluate the stability of proposed algorithm.

4.1. Results of Single and Multiframe Registration. Since
single frame pair cannot ensure getting enough matching
point pairs for transform matrix calculation, the multiframe
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Figure 9: Infrared and visible images.

(a) Single frame registration (b) Multiframe registration

Figure 10: Fusion result of single and multiframe registration.

accumulative features method not only solves the problem
of insufficient matching points in single frame pair but also
improves the applicability of transform model with evenly
distributed feature points. The IR and visible source images
of railway scene are shown in Figure 9. Their fused image
with single frame registration (using 4 pairs of feature points
in single image pair) is shown in Figure 10(a). The left rail
in the fused image is not aligned very well because of the
concentrated feature points for matrix calculation. The fused
image with multiframe registration is shown in Figure 10(b).
The coincidence of all objects is much better than that in
Figure 10(a).

4.2. Fusion Performance Evaluation. Figure 11 shows the
source images and fusion results of 5 state-of-the-artmethods
(including ours) for daytime and night images. From top
to bottom, they are source IR image, registered visible
image, fusion result with gray weighted average, Contourlet
transform, wavelet transform, total variation fusion, and our
proposed method. The left column shows daytime images;
and the right column shows night images. In Figure 11, the
fusion results of gray weighted average, wavelet transform,
and total variation aremuch smoother andmore blurred.The
results of Contourlet transform and ours are much sharper
and closer to source IR image. The result of our method at
night is sharpest and of highest gray value. It not only kept the
thermal information of IR image, but also greatly weakened
the strong disturbance light at night.

Due to the subjective assessment varying from person to
person, we also introduce objective evaluation with quanti-
tative indicators. Average gray, standard deviation, average
gradient, information entropy, and edge intensity are used for
quantitative analysis. Their definitions are as follows:

(a) Average gray is the mean value of all pixels in the
image, defined as

𝐴V𝑒 = 1𝑛 × 𝑚
𝑛−1∑
𝑖=0

𝑚−1∑
𝑗=0

𝑃 (𝑖, 𝑗) (25)

where𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) is the gray value at pixel (𝑖, 𝑗); 𝑛,𝑚 are horizontal
and vertical size of image; and Ave is the average gray of the
image.

(b) Standard deviation describes the dispersion between
all pixels and average gray, defined as

𝜎 = √∑𝑚−1𝑖=0 ∑𝑛−1𝑗=0 [𝑃 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐴V𝑒]2𝑚 × 𝑛 (26)

(c) Average gradient, also known as sharpness, reflects
image sharpness and variation in texture details, defined as

𝐴V𝑒V = ∑𝑛−1𝑖=0 ∑𝑚−2𝑗=0 𝐹 (𝑖 + 1, 𝑗) − 𝐹 (𝑖, 𝑗)(𝑛 − 1) × 𝑚 (27)

𝐴V𝑒𝐻 = ∑𝑛−2𝑖=0 ∑𝑚−2𝑗=0 𝐹 (𝑖, 𝑗 + 1) − 𝐹 (𝑖, 𝑗)(𝑛 − 1) × 𝑚 (28)

𝐴𝐺 = √𝐴V𝑒2V + 𝐴V𝑒2𝐻 (29)

where 𝐴V𝑒V, 𝐴V𝑒𝐻 are average gradients in vertical and
horizontal direction, respectively and AG is the average
gradient of the fused image F.

(d) Information entropy is used to evaluate the richness
of image information. We assume that the gray values of each
pixel in an image are independent samples; then the gray
distribution is 𝑃 = {𝑃0, 𝑃1, . . . , 𝑃𝑖, . . . , 𝑃𝑛}; Pi is the probability
of the gray value i in image, that is, the ratio of𝑁𝑖 (the pixels
number with gray value i) to N (the total pixels number in
the image). L is the total number of gray levels in the image.
According to Shannon's theorem, information entropy of an
image is defined as

𝐻 = −𝐿−1∑
𝑖=0

𝑃𝑖 log𝑃𝑖 (30)
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(a) Images at daytime
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(b) Images at night

Figure 11: Comparison of visual quality of source and fused images of various methods at daytime and night.

(e) Edge intensity is essentially the amplitude of edge
gradient. The first-order difference in directions 𝑥 and 𝑦 is
defined as

∇𝑃𝑥 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑃 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑃 (𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) (31)

∇𝑃𝑦 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑃 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑃 (𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) (32)

The amplitude of gradients is

𝐺 (𝑖, 𝑗) = √∇𝑃𝑥 (𝑖, 𝑗)2 + ∇𝑃𝑦 (𝑖, 𝑗)2 (33)
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Table 2: Quantitative evaluation of source image and fusion results at daytime.

evaluation indicators Source image Fusion results
IR Registered visible gray weighted average Contourlet Transform Wavelet transform Total variation proposed

average gray 88.37 17.28 67.09 67.37 67.07 76.66 91.60
standard deviation 47.73 43.20 37.07 40.13 37.85 46.46 51.63
average gradient 2.60 2.55 2.41 4.90 3.37 2.64 4.89
Information entropy 6.70 1.87 6.46 6.87 6.61 6.95 7.07
edge intensity 27.74 22.15 24.21 47.04 30.33 27.18 46.98

Table 3: Quantitative evaluation of source image and fusion results at night.

evaluation indicators Source image Fusion results
IR Registered visible gray weighted average Contourlet Transform Wavelet transform Total variation proposed

average gray 32.40 13.97 26.89 27.10 26.90 21.22 33.06
standard deviation 27.49 35.89 22.74 26.06 22.91 26.48 29.27
average gradient 1.67 1.07 1.44 2.61 1.65 1.55 2.65
Information entropy 5.82 1.83 5.76 5.93 5.82 5.09 6.06
edge intensity 17.70 11.53 15.23 27.69 17.07 16.56 28.05

For all the five indicators, the higher the value is, the
better its performance is. The quantitative evaluation results
for Figure 11 are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

For daytime image fusion results in Table 2, relative to
the high value of source images, our proposed fusion method
improved 3.66% at average gray, 8.17% at standard deviation,
and 5.52% at information entropy. Because of the differences
between IR and visible images, the improvement at average
gradient and edge intensity is even more, 88.08% and 69.36%,
respectively. Compared to other 4 methods, our method
performs the best in average gray, standard deviation, and
information entropy and the second best in average gradient
and edge intensity. In general, compared to source images
and other 4 fused results, our proposed method has the best
performance.

For night image fusion results in Table 3, relative to
the high value of source images, our proposed fusion
method improved 2.03% at average gray, 4.12% at information
entropy, and 56.68% and 58.47% at average gradient and edge
intensity, respectively. But it has lower standard deviation
than visible source image because of great illumination
variation of lamps and shining of torch in dark environment.
The illumination variety of large standard deviation leads to
mass misdetection in visible images analysis. That is what we
want to eliminate at night. In conclusion, our proposed fusion
algorithm improved all other evaluation indicators except
standard deviation. It has the best performance among the
5 fusion methods.

4.3. Stability Verification of Fusion Algorithm. Section 4.2
only shows the effectiveness of our algorithm on one typical
frame pair at daytime and night separately. In order to
verify the stability and reliability of our algorithm, 15 frames
of image pairs sampled from different daytime and night
videos, respectively, are used for quantitative evaluation. In
this section, besides three indicators of standard deviation,

information entropy, and sharpness defined in Section 4.2,
we also introduced another two indicators of mutual infor-
mation and cross entropy defined as follows:

(a) Mutual information represents a measure of corre-
lation between multiple variables. The mutual information𝑀𝐼((𝐴, 𝐵) : 𝐹) between images A, B, and F is defined as

𝑀𝐼 ((𝐴, 𝐵) : 𝐹)
= 𝐿−1∑
𝑖=0

𝐿−1∑
𝑗=0

𝐿−1∑
𝑘=0

𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) log 𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘)𝑃𝑎𝑏 (𝑖, 𝑗) 𝑃𝑓 (𝑘)
(34)

Similarly, the relation chart between i and 𝑃ab(𝑖, 𝑗) can be
thought as a normalized joint grayscale histogram of images
A and B; the relation chart between i and 𝑃abf (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) is the
normalized joint grayscale histogram of images A, B, and F.

The larger the mutual information is, the more informa-
tion the fusion image gets from source images.

(b) Cross entropy is used to measure the information dif-
ference of gray distribution between two images. Assuming
reference image R and fusion image F, the cross entropy of R
and F is defined as

𝐶𝐸𝑅,𝐹 = 𝐿−1∑
𝑖=0

𝑃𝑅𝑖 log 𝑃𝑅𝑖𝑃𝐹𝑖 (35)

where 𝑃𝑅𝑖 and 𝑃𝐹𝑖 are gray distribution of reference image R
and fusion image F, respectively.

The smaller the cross entropy value is, the more infor-
mation the fusion image gets from source images and the
better performance the fusion algorithm has. Because of the
different quality of daytime and night images, we evaluate
them separately as follows:

(1) Fusion Evaluation of Daytime Images. We sampled 15
frames of image pairs from daytime videos and compared 5
evaluation indicators of 4 state-of-the-art methods and our
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Table 4: Average evaluation value of different fusion methods at daytime.

Standard deviation Mutual information Information entropy Cross entropy Sharpness
Gray weighted average fusion 36.686 1.571 6.454 1.084 3.099
Contourlet transform fusion 39.767 1.771 6.860 0.802 7.202
Wavelet transform fusion 37.463 1.644 6.602 0.860 5.224
Total variation fusion 44.223 1.687 6.889 0.590 3.099
Proposed 51.078 1.717 7.061 0.279 6.923

Table 5: Average evaluation value of different fusion methods at night.

Standard deviation Mutual information Information entropy Cross entropy Sharpness
Gray weighted average fusion 22.270 1.555 5.674 0.623 1.540
Contourlet transform fusion 25.425 1.722 5.841 0.628 2.852
Wavelet transform fusion 22.413 1.597 5.729 0.587 1.936
Total variation fusion 26.322 1.681 5.066 0.849 1.618
Proposed 28.846 1.690 6.001 0.134 2.828

proposed method. The 4 compared methods include gray
weighted average, Contourlet transform, wavelet transform,
and total variation methods. The 5 indicators including stan-
dard deviation, mutual information, information entropy,
cross entropy, and sharpness of 5 methods are shown in
Figures 12(a)–12(e). In Figure 12, except the large deviation in
standard deviation, information entropy, and cross entropy
of total variation method, all the other indicators of 5
methods have little deviation in the 15 frames. So, we can
draw the conclusion that, except total variation method,
the other 4 fusion methods have stability for different day
images.

The average values of 15 daytime frame pairs are shown
in Table 4. In the 5 evaluation indicators, for cross entropy,
the less its value is, the more information of source images is
translated into the fused image and the better the fusion effect
is. For the other 4 indicators, the larger they are, the better the
fusion effect is. For the 5 algorithms, our proposed method
is the best in standard deviation, information entropy, and
cross entropy and the second best in mutual information and
sharpness. It improved 15.5% at standard deviation, 2.5% at
information entropy, and 52.7% at cross entropy compared
to the second best method. And as the second best one in
mutual information and sharpness, the difference to the best
one is very little. In summary, our proposed method is much
better than other methods and can get best performance for
day images fusion.

(2) Fusion Evaluation of Night Images. The visible images
usually do not have good quality at night because of bad
illumination and disturbance light. Sowe should also evaluate
the fusion effect for night images. We still sampled 15
frames of railway night image pairs from different night
videos. The 5 evaluation indicators of different methods
are shown in Figures 13(a)–13(e). In Figure 13, different
methods have relatively stable performance. The deviations
of all indicators are much greater than daytime because of
the poor quality of night visible images. The deviations of
5 methods on the same frame have similar trends. This

phenomenon indicates that deviations depended more on
image qualities rather than on different fusion methods. In
fact, frame 6 has the biggest deviation because of strong
disturbance lights.

The average values of 15 night frames pairs are shown
in Table 5. In Table 5, our proposed method has the best
performance in standard deviation, information entropy,
and cross entropy and improved 9.6%, 18.5%, and 77.2%,
respectively, compared to the second best one. It is also the
second best method in mutual information and sharpness.
In summary, our proposed method has the most outstanding
performance for night images fusion. It reduced the strong
disturbance of torchlight and improved the contour and
thermal information of objects at night.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel registration and fusion
algorithm for multimodal railway images with different field
of views. One of the main novelties is the multimodal
matching SURF features refining procedure with geometric,
similar triangle, and RANSAC constraints in registration
process. Another novelty is the improved Contourlet trans-
form image fusion algorithm combined with total varia-
tion model and local region energy. Experiment results of
railway images validate the effectiveness of our proposed
registration and fusion approach. Compared to other 4
state-of-the-art methods, our method performs best and
improves 15.5%, 2.5%, and 52.7% for day images and 9.6%,
18.5%, and 77.2% for night images compared to the second
best one in standard deviation, information entropy, and
cross entropy. And it is the second best one in mutual
information and sharpness. Our method greatly reduced the
strong disturbance light of torch at night. This paper gives
impetus to the research on objects detection in complex
circumstance. As for future work, we plan to use the fusion
results to study the railway clearance intrusion detection
methods.
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Figure 12: Quantitative evaluation of day images fusion.
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Figure 13: Quantitative evaluation of night images fusion.
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Estimating the number of pedestrians based upon surveillance videos and images has been a critical task while implementing
intelligent signal controls at intersections. However, this has been a difficult task considering the pedestrian waiting area is an
outdoor scenario with complex and time-varying surrounding environment. In this study, a method for estimating pedestrian
counts based on multisource video data has been proposed. First, the partial least squares regression (PLSR) model is developed
to estimate the number of pedestrians from single-source video (either visible light video or infrared video). Meanwhile, the
temporal feature of the scenario (daytime or nighttime) is identified based on visible light video. According to the recognized time
periods, pedestrian count detection results from the visible light and infrared video data can be obtained with preset corresponding
confidence levels.The empirical experiments showed that this fusion method based on environment perception holds the benefits
of 24-hour monitoring for outdoor scenarios at the pedestrian waiting area and substantially improved accuracy of pedestrian
counting.

1. Introduction

Estimating the number of pedestrians is critical within the
intelligent transportation system.The pedestrian counts have
been a vital input for intersection signal control [1], the
guidance of passenger flow, and early warning of large-scale
crowd gathering [2, 3]. However, the approach of estimating
pedestrian counts under outdoor scenarios, such as the
pedestrian waiting area, is still an unsolved challenge.

Generally, there are two main approaches to estimate the
number of pedestrians. One kind is based on reliable tracking
of individual pedestrians, which achieves the purpose of
counting pedestrians through identifying each individual
pedestrian based on image data [4–7]. However, this method
is suitable for the case where the pedestrian density is
low. If the pedestrian density is high and there is severe
pedestrian overlapping, the performance of the method will
be deteriorated. The other approach extracts feature from
image data and applies regression analysis techniques to
estimate the pedestrian counts rather than trying to identify
each pedestrian in the image.This method is concluded to be
more flexible since there is no need to track each pedestrian
in the image.

The surveillance video data have been frequently adopted
to estimate the number of pedestrians, which can be further
divided into visible light video and infrared video. Infrared
video is mostly used to determine whether there are people at
scene or whether the target is a human being [8–11]. But, they
were barely used for estimating the pedestrian counts. On the
contrary, tremendous efforts have been investigated on the
estimations of pedestrian counts using visible light video. For
instance, Davies et al. [12] used geometric features such as
areas and perimeters to estimate the number of pedestrians in
the image. He [13] proposed a two-region learning algorithm,
applying improved aggregate channel feature detection and
Gaussian process regression to estimate the number of pedes-
trians. Chan [14] segmented the image, extracted the features
of each segmentation region, and then used Gaussian process
regression to learn the correspondence between the features
and the number of pedestrians in each segment. Zhang
[15] applied dimensionality reduction techniques to process
high latitude features of images and performed regression
analysis. Li [16] proposed a feature description operator
combining wavelet transform and gray level cooccurrence
matrix and used SVM to obtain the pedestrian density model.
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Figure 1: Pedestrian-counting framework.

Yan [17] used the simile classifier to optimize the subimage
and then used the regression analysis model to establish the
relationship between subimage blocks and the number of
pedestrians. However, the abovementioned studies are based
on visible light video which is sensitive to lighting conditions
and cannot be implemented for monitoring the pedestrian
waiting area for the whole day.

In this study, we propose a pedestrian number estimation
method which is dependent on fusion of visible light video
and infrared video based on environment perception, in
order to realize 24-hour pedestrian counts detection for the
pedestrian waiting area. First, partial least squares regression
(PLSR) was employed to obtain the number of pedestrians
from the image based upon visible light video and infrared
video, respectively. Then, based on the environmental feature
obtained from the visible light video, an information fusion
model is established to obtain the number of pedestrians
in the image. The specific schematic diagram is shown in
Figure 1.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we describe the image processing and how to
extract features from images. Then, Section 3 describes the
establishment of the pedestrian count estimation model and
how to fuse the result of visible light detection with the result
of infrared detection. And the report and analyses of the
experimental results are given in Section 4 while Section 5
summarizes the work and discusses future directions.

2. Image Processing

In this section, visible light image processing and infrared
image processing procedures are introduced correspond-
ingly.

2.1. Visible Light Image Processing. The most important task
in image processing is to extract the foreground of themotion
from the image. For visible light images, background differ-
ence method was adopted to obtain the motion foreground
in the image.

Since the background image would gradually change
along the time in the actual scene, the background image

needs to be updated in real time. Kalman filter was used to
update the background here. To be specific, the background
image at the time 𝑡 is determined by the background image
at time 𝑡 − 1 and the real-time image at time 𝑡, which
includes both prediction and update. The forecast formula is
as follows:

𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 − 1)
�̂� (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 − 1) + 𝑄 (1)

where 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 − 1) is the background optimal value at time𝑡 − 1, 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the background prediction value at time𝑡, 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 − 1) is the covariance at time 𝑡 − 1, �̂�(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is
the prediction of covariance at time 𝑡, and𝑄 is the systematic
process error.

The background update formula for time 𝑡 is as follows:
𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = �̂� (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)

(�̂� (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) + 𝑅)
𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)

+ 𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) [𝐼V𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) − 𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)]
𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = (1 − 𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)) �̂� (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)

(2)

where 𝑅 is the system measurement error, 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the
system gain, 𝐼V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the gray image acquired by the
visible light camera at time 𝑡, and 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the time 𝑡
background. The optimal value 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the covariance at
time 𝑡.

The visible light image 𝐼V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is differentiated from the
corresponding background image 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡). The background
difference result 𝐹V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is

𝐹V𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐼V𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) − 𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) (3)

Then, a binary region-of-interest (ROI)mask proposed by
Chan [18] was applied to 𝐹V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), which not only reduces
the amount of subsequent calculations, but also prevents
some interference in noninterest areas. After applying the
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Figure 2: Visible light image processing (a) Original image. (b) Background image. (c) Background difference result. (d) ROI mask. (e)
Foreground image. (f) Final result.

ROI mask, the binary foreground of visible light images𝐹V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is calculated by

𝐹V𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = {{{
1, 𝐹V𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) > 𝑇ℎV𝑖
0, 𝐹V𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) ≤ 𝑇ℎV𝑖 (4)

where𝑇ℎV𝑖 is the threshold used for binary processing. In our
experiments, we set 𝑇ℎV𝑖 = 45.

For the image 𝐹V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), the closed operation (dilation
followed by erosion operation) is to fill the small holes in the
connected domain, connect adjacent objects, and smooth the
boundary [19]. Then, it analyzes the connected domain and
eliminates the connected domain with smaller area to remove
noise [20]. The final result of visible light image processing is
the image𝑀V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡). Then the set of blobs in𝑀V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is

𝐵V𝑖 = {𝑏V𝑖1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑏V𝑖𝑘, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑏V𝑖𝑛} (5)

where 𝑏V𝑖𝑘 is the 𝑘-th blob in the image 𝑀V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) and 𝑛 is
the total number of blobs in the image𝑀V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡).

For example, Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are the original
and background images, respectively. Figure 2(c) shows the
background difference result 𝐹V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡). Figure 2(d) is the
ROI mask. Figure 2(f) is the final result𝑀V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡).
2.2. Infrared Image Processing. The infrared video data are
imaged by thermal radiation, which is not sensitive to
ambient light. Since the pedestrian generally appears as
a highlighted area in the infrared image, we extract the
foreground of the image by the gray value of the image. First,
the projection images of the infrared images on the R, G, and
B color channels are analyzed to find the projection image
which has the greatest difference between pedestrians and

the surrounding environment. Figure 3 illustrates that, in the
projection image on the G color channel, the characteristics
of the pedestrian are the most prominent and easier to
distinguish. This projection image is defined as the grayscale
image 𝐼𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡).

With the application of the ROI mask, the binary fore-
ground of infrared images 𝐹𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is calculated by

𝐹V𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = {{{
1, 𝐼𝑖𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) > 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛
0, 𝐼𝑖𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) ≤ 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 (6)

where𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 is the threshold used for binary processing. In our
experiments, we set 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 = 120.

For the image 𝐹V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), the closed operation and
connected domain analysis are also performed to remove the
noise and ensure the integrity of the pedestrian. The final
result of the infrared image is 𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡). Then the set of
blobs 𝐵𝑖𝑛 in𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is

𝐵𝑖𝑛 = {𝑏𝑖𝑛1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑘, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑛} (7)

where 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑘 is the 𝑘-th blob in the image 𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) and 𝑛 is
the total number of blobs in the image𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡).

For example, Figure 4(a) is the image 𝐼𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡). Fig-
ure 4(b) is the ROI mask and Figure 4(d) is the final result𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡).
2.3. Feature Extraction. Here the visible light image feature
extraction procedure was taken as an example, while the
feature extraction of infrared images is similar.The contained
features of blobs and the inferred number of pedestrians
were further extracted. Take the blob 𝑏V𝑖𝑘 as an example to
calculate its geometric features and positional features using
the following steps:
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Figure 4: Infrared image processing (a) Original image. (b) ROI mask. (c) Foreground image. (d) Final result.

(1) Area 𝐴𝑘, which is the weighted sum of all pixels in the
blob,

𝐴𝑘 = 𝑋∑
𝑥=1

𝑌∑
𝑦=1

𝑏V𝑖𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦) (8)

(2) Number of edge points 𝐸𝑃𝑘, which is the weighted
sum of pixels on the boundaries of the blob,

𝐸𝑃𝑘 = 𝑋∑
𝑥=1

𝑌∑
𝑦=1

𝜀 [𝑏V𝑖𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦)] (9)
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where 𝜀[𝑏V𝑖𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦)] denotes the edge image that is generated
by the Sobel edge detector on the image 𝑏V𝑖𝑘.

(3) Length of the spot 𝐿𝑘, which is the maximum number
of pixels in the horizontal direction of the blob,

𝐿𝑘 = max( 𝑌∑
𝑦=1

𝑏V𝑖𝑘 (1 : 𝑒𝑛𝑑, 𝑦)) (10)

(4) Height of the spot𝐻𝑘, which is the maximum number
of pixels in the vertical direction of the blob,

𝐻𝑘 = max( 𝑋∑
𝑥=1

𝑏V𝑖𝑘 (𝑥, 1 : 𝑒𝑛𝑑)) (11)

(5) Horizontal position 𝑃𝑋𝑘, which is the horizontal
position of the center pixel of the blob in image 𝑀V𝑖 (for
infrared images it is𝑀𝑖𝑛),

𝑃𝑋𝑘 = max (𝜎 [𝑏V𝑖𝑘]) +min (𝜎 [𝑏V𝑖𝑘])2 ) (12)

where 𝜎[𝑏V𝑖𝑘] denotes a horizontal position set of the pixels
of the spot 𝑏V𝑖𝑘 in the image𝑀V𝑖.

(6) Vertical position 𝑃𝑌𝑘, which is the vertical position of
the center pixel of the blob in image𝑀V𝑖 (for infrared images
it is𝑀𝑖𝑛),

𝑃𝑌𝑘 = max (𝛽 [𝑏V𝑖𝑘]) +min (𝛽 [𝑏V𝑖𝑘])2 ) (13)

where 𝛽[𝑏V𝑖𝑘] denotes a vertical position set of the pixels of
the spot 𝑏V𝑖𝑘 in the image𝑀V𝑖.

Features 𝐴, 𝐸𝑃, 𝐿, and 𝐻 have strong correlations with
pedestrian crowd density. In general, at the same position
of the image, the larger the values of 𝐴, 𝐸𝑃, 𝐿, and 𝐻, the
more the number of pedestrians included in the blob. And the
further away a pedestrian is from the camera lens, the smaller
he is in the image.Therefore, we use position features 𝑃𝑋 and𝑃𝑌 to record the positional relationship between pedestrians
and the camera lens to ensure the accuracy of pedestrian
counting.

Since the final decision result is based on visible light
detection results and infrared detection results, an indicator
was further introduced to selectively believe based on the
distinct detection methods in different situations. In this
study, the ambient brightness 𝐵𝑅 from the visible light image
is the indicator.

𝐵𝑅𝑡 = ∑𝑋𝑥=1∑𝑌𝑦=1 𝐼V𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)𝑥𝑦 (14)

where 𝐵𝑅𝑡 denotes the ambient brightness at time 𝑡.
3. Model Establishment

This section focuses on how to infer the number of pedestri-
ans from the extracted features. There are mainly two tasks
being carried out: (1) a pedestrian count estimation model
was developed based on the features of single-source video to
establish; (2) then information fusion model was established
based on the detection results of multisource video.

3.1. Pedestrian Count Estimation Model. In order to estimate
the number of pedestrians in the blob and prevent the
problem that overaggregated data might fail to reveal the true
correlation between variables, we apply partial least squares
regression (PLSR) [21, 22]. PLSR is a method for multivariate
statistical analysis. It draws on the idea of extracting infor-
mation from explanatory variables in principal component
regression, and can effectively solve the multiple correlation
problem between variables.

The independent variable {𝑥1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑥𝑝} contains 𝑝 ele-
ments and the dependent variable {𝑦1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑦𝑞} contains𝑞 elements. In order to study the statistical relationships
between the dependent variable and the independent vari-
ables, assume there are 𝑛 sample observations, which con-
stitute the independent variable set 𝑋 = [𝑥1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑥𝑝]𝑛×𝑝
and the dependent variable set 𝑌 = [𝑦1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑦𝑞]𝑛×𝑞. The
normalization results of 𝑋 and 𝑌 are 𝐸0 = (𝐸01, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝐸0𝑝)𝑛×𝑝
and 𝐹0 = (𝐹01, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝐹0𝑞)𝑛×𝑞.

First, the main components are extracted in 𝐸0 and 𝐹0. 𝑡1
and 𝑢1 are the first component of 𝑋 and 𝑌. Then 𝑡1 and 𝑢1
need to meet the following conditions:

𝑡1 = 𝐸0𝑤1 𝑤1
𝑢1 = 𝐹0𝑐1 𝑐1 = 1

max
𝑤1,𝑐1

cov (𝑡1, 𝑢1) = cov (𝐸0𝑤1, 𝐹0𝑐1)

s.t {{{
𝑤1𝑤1 = 1
𝑐1𝑐1 = 1 , = 1

(15)

where cov(𝑡1, 𝑢1) denotes the covariance between 𝑡1 and 𝑢1.
After the first components 𝑡1 and 𝑢1 are extracted, the

regression of 𝑋 versus 𝑡1 and the regression of 𝑌 versus 𝑢1
are performed, respectively. If the regression equation has
reached a satisfactory accuracy, the algorithm terminates;
otherwise, the second round of component extraction will
be performed using the residual information of 𝑋 and 𝑌.
So reciprocate until a satisfactory accuracy is achieved. If we
finally extract a total of 𝑚 components 𝑡1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑡𝑚, PLSR will
be implemented by implementing 𝑦𝑘 regression of 𝑡1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑡𝑚
and then expressed as 𝑦𝑘 regression equations for the original
variables 𝑥1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑥𝑝 (𝑘 = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑞).

Take the visible light image 𝑀V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) as an example.
Based on PLSR, we establish the pedestrian estimation model
where the feature set {𝐴𝑘, 𝐸𝑃𝑘, 𝐿𝑘, 𝐻𝑘, 𝑃𝑋𝑘, 𝑃𝑌𝑘} of the blob𝑏V𝑖𝑘 is an input and the number of pedestrians 𝑃𝑁𝑘 included
in the spot 𝑏V𝑖𝑘 is an output.

𝑃𝑁𝑘 = 𝑓 (𝐴𝑘, 𝐸𝑃𝑘, 𝐿𝑘, 𝐻𝑘, 𝑃𝑋𝑘, 𝑃𝑌𝑘) (16)
Based on the above model, the number of pedestrians

included in each blob in the image 𝑀V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is calcu-
lated. The total number of pedestrians 𝑃𝑁V𝑖 in the image𝑀V𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is

𝑃𝑁V𝑖 = 𝑛∑
𝑘=1

⌊𝑃𝑁𝑘 + 0.5⌋ (17)

where ⌊𝑃𝑁𝑘 + 0.5⌋ denotes rounding of 𝑃𝑁𝑘.
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Figure 5: Examples of experimental data.

𝑃𝑁V𝑖 is the detection result of visible light. Using the same
method, we can get the infrared detection result 𝑃𝑁𝑖𝑛.
3.2. Information Fusion Model. The environment of outdoor
scenarios like the pedestrian waiting area varies substan-
tially along the daytime due to the lighting conditions,
temperature, etc. In order to ensure the accuracy of the
pedestrian count estimations, a method of combining the
visible light detection result with the infrared detection result
was proposed with its advantages of applying feasibility
in different scenarios. First, the current scenario (day or
night) is identified based on the ambient brightness 𝐵𝑅𝑡
obtained above. Then, according to the recognition result
of the scenario, a corresponding confidence level is set for
the detection result of the visible light and the detection
result of the infrared. In the case of good daylight and good
light, we believe the detection result of visible light; otherwise
we believe the detection result of infrared. Therefore, the
information fusion result 𝑃𝑁𝑡 at time 𝑡 is

𝑃𝑁𝑡 = 𝛼V𝑖𝑃𝑁V𝑖 + 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑁𝑖𝑛
s.t 𝛼V𝑖 = {{{

0, 𝐵𝑅𝑡 < 𝑇ℎ𝑏𝑟
1, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒,

𝛼𝑖𝑛 = {{{
1, 𝐵𝑅𝑡 < 𝑇ℎ𝑏𝑟
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

(18)

where 𝛼V𝑖 is the confidence level of visible light detection
result and 𝛼𝑖𝑛 is the confidence level of infrared detection
result. 𝑇ℎ𝑏𝑟 is the environment segmentation threshold and
we set it 𝑇ℎ𝑏𝑟 = 75.
4. Empirical Analysis

Theempirical analysis was conducted at the campus of Tongji
University. A total of 106 groups of daytime images and 18
groups of night images (as shown in Figure 5) were collected.
The visible image is 640∗480 pixels, and the infrared image

is 320∗240 pixels. This section uses 8-fold cross validation to
divide the image set into a training set and a test set and then
to check the accuracy of the proposed method.

4.1. Daytime Scenario. For the subset of daytime images, the
visible light detection results are shown in Table 1 and the
infrared detection results are shown in Table 2. Figure 6
is a schematic diagram of information fusion in a daytime
scenario. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the visible light
image is clearer and the noise in the processing result of the
visible light image is smaller. This is because the resolution
of the visible light image is higher than that of the infrared
image. Therefore, the result of information fusion gives
credibility to the detection result of visible light, which is
consistent with the actual situation.

4.2. Nighttime Scenario. For a group of night images, since
there are no street lights near the experimental site, this
would cause the visible light detection complete failure.
Therefore, the visible light detection result is 0. The infrared
detection results are shown in Table 3. Figure 7 is a schematic
diagram of information fusion in a night scenario. Since
the ambient brightness at this time is very low, the result
of the information fusion is selected to believe the infrared
detection result, which is consistent with the actual situation.

4.3. Influence of Thresholds 𝑇ℎV𝑖 and 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛. The thresholds𝑇ℎV𝑖 and 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 are key parameters in this study, which were
used to distinguish pedestrians from the background in the
image. If 𝑇ℎV𝑖 and 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 are too large, a large number of pixels
representing the pedestrians in the image will be misjudged
as the background, which will result in incomplete motion
foreground. As a consequence, the final pedestrian count
result will be small. If 𝑇ℎV𝑖 and 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 are too small, a large
number of pixels representing the background in the image
will be misjudged as pedestrians, so that the foreground of
themotionwill contain a lot of noise. And the final pedestrian
count result will be large.

Here different thresholds 𝑇ℎV𝑖 were performed as an
example, and the threshold 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 is similar. For the same
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Visible light original image Visible light foreground

Infrared original image Infrared foreground
Information

fusion

PNi=3

BR=110.65

PNin=4

PNt = 3

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of information fusion in a daytime scenario.

Table 1: Visible light detection results in a daytime scenario.

Blob number 𝑘 Input Output
𝐴𝑘 𝐸𝑃𝑘 𝐿𝑘 𝐻𝑘 𝑃𝑋𝑘 𝑃𝑌𝑘 𝑃𝑁𝑘 Rounded results

1 2478 271 38 120 213.5 92.5 0.97255 1
2 2295 261 35 117 250 135 0.76629 1
3 2581 279 37 126 241.5 194 0.80096 1
Visible light
detection result𝑃𝑁

𝑣𝑖

3

Table 2: Infrared detection results in a daytime scenario.

Blob number 𝑘 Input Output
𝐴𝑘 𝐸𝑃𝑘 𝐿𝑘 𝐻𝑘 𝑃𝑋𝑘 𝑃𝑌𝑘 𝑃𝑁𝑘 Rounded results

1 2504 343 55 103 152 84 2.5982 3
2 1345 173 28 76 154.5 136.5 0.78543 1
Infrared detection
result 𝑃𝑁

𝑖𝑛

4

Visible light original image Visible light foreground

Infrared original image Infrared foreground

Information
fusion

PNi=0

BR=0.202

PNin=1

PNt =1

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of information fusion in a night scenario.
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(a) Original image (b) 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 = 30 (c) 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 = 45 (d) 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 = 70

Figure 8: The results of motion foreground extraction with different threshold 𝑇ℎV𝑖.
Table 3: Infrared detection results in a nighttime scenario.

Blob number 𝑘 Input Output
𝐴𝑘 𝐸𝑃𝑘 𝐿𝑘 𝐻𝑘 𝑃𝑋𝑘 𝑃𝑌𝑘 𝑃𝑁𝑘 Rounded results

1 1159 154 29 69 133 104 0.91752 1
Infrared detection
result 𝑃𝑁

𝑖𝑛

1

Table 4: The results of pedestrian counting with different threshold 𝑇ℎV𝑖.
𝑇ℎ
𝑣𝑖

Blob number 𝑘 Input Output Detection result𝐴𝑘 𝐸𝑃𝑘 𝐿𝑘 𝐻𝑘 𝑃𝑋𝑘 𝑃𝑌𝑘 𝑃𝑁𝑘 Rounded results
30 1 5840 534 82 122 181.5 180.5 2.73 3 3
45 2 4045 517 76 112 176.5 177.5 2.37 2 2

70
1 1864 263 36 104 172.5 158.5 1.04 1

12 613 130 26 48 207.5 196.5 0.22 0
3 521 91 20 36 149.5 197.5 0.36 0

visible image, we set the threshold 𝑇ℎV𝑖 to 30, 45, and 70,
respectively. The results of the extraction of the motion
foreground are shown in Figure 8 and the results of the
pedestrian detection are shown in Table 4. According to
Figure 8 and Table 4, we can find that when the threshold𝑇ℎV𝑖 is too small (𝑇ℎV𝑖=30), the motion foreground contains
more noise, and the final pedestrian count result is too large.
When threshold 𝑇ℎV𝑖 is too large (𝑇ℎV𝑖=70), the motion
foreground is incomplete and the final pedestrian count
results are small.Therefore, the thresholds𝑇ℎV𝑖 and𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑛 need
to be set according to the characteristics of the data and the
actual situation.

4.4. Contribution of the Features. The method in this paper
is based on six features (Section 2.3 Feature Extraction).
In order to evaluate the contribution of these features to
the final result, the average elastic coefficient is introduced.
The bigger the average elastic coefficient of the feature, the
greater contribution to the final result. And the average elastic
coefficient 𝐸 is

𝐸 = �𝑦/𝑦
�𝑥/𝑥 (19)

where 𝑥 is the average of the independent variables and 𝑦 is
the average of the dependent variables.

In the visible lightmodel and the infraredmodel, the aver-
age elastic coefficient of each feature is calculated separately.
The calculation results are shown in Figure 9. We have found
that the feature 𝑃𝑋 is the most influential feature of the final
result in both the visible light model and the infrared model,
because 𝑃𝑋 is the most important parameter to represent the
distance from the pedestrian to the lens in the testing scenario
of this paper. On the other hand, the features 𝐴, 𝐸𝑃, and 𝐿
are reasonable predictors of crowd density, which reflects the
number of pedestrians from different angles. One possible
explanation for the low contribution of features 𝐻 and 𝑃𝑌
is that the camera’s field of view is parallel to the road, not
vertical or oblique in the testing scenario of this paper.

4.5. The Efficiency of Background Update. Visible light video
detection is based on background differences to obtain
motion foreground. Since the environment around the
pedestrian waiting area varies greatly in a day, real-time
background update is a must. Here, the efficiency of the
background update method based on Kalman filter is tested.
Three rounds of tests were performed on 102 images. The
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Figure 9: The calculation results of average elastic coefficient.
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Figure 10: The test results of background update efficiency.

results are shown in Figure 10 and Table 5. (Note: this test
was performed on a laptop and the test software is MATLAB
2017b.)

According to Table 5 and Figure 10, it can be found that
the average time of background update is about 0.0168s. The
result is ideal and canmeet the needs of practical applications.

4.6. Accuracy Verification. The accuracy of the proposed
method is verified based on 8-fold cross validation. 124
images are randomly divided into 8 groups. Each group is
in turn used as a test set for the model, and the remaining 7
groups serve as a training set for the model.The experimental
results are shown inFigure 11 andTable 6. As can be seen from
Figure 11, the accuracy of the individual visible light detection

Fused information
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Infrared video only
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Figure 11: The results of 8-fold cross validation.

Table 5: The efficiency of background update.

Number Total time/s Average time/s
1 1.6985 0.0167
2 1.7535 0.0172
3 1.6967 0.0166

is sometimes higher than that of the individual infrared
detection, and sometimes lower. However, the accuracy of
information fusiondetection is always the highest. Combined
with Table 6, the average accuracy of information fusion
detection is higher than that of the individual visible light
and infrared detections, while considering both daytime
scenarios and nighttime scenarios.

Moreover, since there is no public dataset containing
both infrared and visible light images, we test other methods
on the dataset of this paper to show the advantage of the
proposed method. Table 7 listed the prediction accuracy
comparisons. It can be seen that the fusion method could
provide better performance with lower MSE and higher
accuracy as compared to the existing methods. Therefore,
for 24-hour pedestrian counting in outdoor scenarios, the
fusion method between visible light video and infrared video
from the perspective of environment perception is more
effective than the single video (visual videos or infrared
videos).

5. Conclusion

In this study, a fused method between visible light video
and infrared video based on environment perception for
estimating the number of pedestrians has been proposed.
And the method is intended to combine visual light informa-
tion with infrared information to enable pedestrian counting
techniques for complex outdoor scenarios. The proposed
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Table 6: The results of 8-fold cross validation.

The number of test Visible light video only Infrared video only Fused information
1 66.67% 73.33% 80.00%
2 80.00% 86.67% 93.33%
3 73.33% 66.67% 80.00%
4 81.25% 75.00% 87.50%
5 66.67% 80.00% 86.67%
6 73.33% 66.67% 80.00%
7 80.00% 80.00% 86.67%
8 68.75% 87.50% 87.50%
Average accuracy 73.75% 76.98% 85.21%

Table 7: The comparison of MSE and accuracy.

Paper MSE Accuracy
[12] 0. 726 62.50%
[15] 0.412 76.88%
Proposed method in this
study

0.246 85.21%

approach is depending on two aspects: the estimation of the
number of pedestrians based on single-source video and the
information fusion based on multisource detection results.
First, PLSR was applied to combine the dimensionality
reduction analysis with the regression analysis to establish
the pedestrian number estimation model based on single-
source video. The method holds the advantages of reducing
the redundancy of the data in the feature set and effectively
solving the multiple correlations between variables. Mean-
while, the ambient brightness was employed to identify the
scene of images and integrate the visible light detection result
and the infrared detection result. The empirical analyses
showed that, for 24-hour pedestrian counting in outdoor
scenarios, the proposed method has better performance than
the method using single information source, which expands
the application scenario of pedestrian counting and provides
reference for relevant research.

As for future analyses, one thing that needs to be
expanded is the sample size of the empirical analyses and test
the feasibility of utilizing deep learning networks to identify
different scenarios (day, night, rain, fog, etc.). Besides, being
under heavy fog or rain conditions will substantially increase
the noise of video, and how to reduce the interference of
these noises on pedestrian count would be a challenging
issue in the future to be investigated. In addition, continued
improvements of the information fusion model and the
feasibility of employing new sensing equipment (such as
laser scanners) to estimate the number of pedestrians will be
tested.
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Neuromorphic vision sensor is a new passive sensing modality and a frameless sensor with a number of advantages over traditional
cameras. Instead of wastefully sending entire images at fixed frame rate, neuromorphic vision sensor only transmits the local pixel-
level changes caused by the movement in a scene at the time they occur. This results in advantageous characteristics, in terms of low
energy consumption, high dynamic range, sparse event stream, and low response latency, which can be very useful in intelligent
perception systems for modern intelligent transportation system (ITS) that requires efficient wireless data communication and
low power embedded computing resources. In this paper, we propose the first neuromorphic vision based multivehicle detection
and tracking system in ITS. The performance of the system is evaluated with a dataset recorded by a neuromorphic vision
sensor mounted on a highway bridge. We performed a preliminary multivehicle tracking-by-clustering study using three classical
clustering approaches and four tracking approaches. Our experiment results indicate that, by making full use of the low latency
and sparse event stream, we could easily integrate an online tracking-by-clustering system running at a high frame rate, which far
exceeds the real-time capabilities of traditional frame-based cameras. If the accuracy is prioritized, the tracking task can also be
performed robustly at a relatively high rate with different combinations of algorithms. We also provide our dataset and evaluation
approaches serving as the first neuromorphic benchmark in ITS and hopefully can motivate further research on neuromorphic
vision sensors for ITS solutions.

1. Introduction

Neuromorphic vision sensors, inspired by biological vision,
use an event-driven frameless approach to capture tran-
sients in visual scenes. In contrast to conventional cameras,
neuromorphic vision sensors only transmit local pixel-level
changes (called “events”) caused by movement in a scene at
the time of occurrence and provide an information rich stream
of events with a latency within tens of microseconds. To be
specific, a single event is a tuple (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑝), where x, y are the

pixel coordinates of the event in 2D space, t is the time-stamp
of the event, and 𝑝 is the polarity of the event, which is
the sign of the brightness change (increasing or decreasing).
Furthermore, the requirements for data storage and compu-
tational resources are drastically reduced due to the sparse
nature of the event stream. Apart from the low latency and
high storage efficiency, neuromorphic vision sensors also
enjoy a high dynamic range of 120 dB. In combination, these
properties of neuromorphic vision sensors inspire entirely
new designs of intelligent transportation systems. In order
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to elucidate the mechanism of neuromorphic sensors more
clearly, a comparison between standard frame-based cameras
and neuromorphic vision sensors is shown in Figure 1.

Traditionally, frame-based vision sensors serve as the
main information sources for vision perception tasks of
ITS, which results in well-known challenges, such as the
limited real-time performance and substantial computational
costs. The key problem lies in the fact that conventional
cameras sample their environment with a fixed frequency
and produce a series of frames, which actually contain
enormous amounts of redundant information but lost all the
information between two adjacent frames. Hence, traditional
vision sensors waste memory access, energy, computational
power, and time on the one hand and also discard sig-
nificant information between continuous frames on the
other hand. These properties bring about great limitations
on its applications. For an intelligent transportation system
equipped with conventional cameras, appearance feature
extraction based on learning methods is the major strategy
of environment perception tasks, which is acknowledged to
be computationally demanding [3]. Moreover, in order to
get good detection and tracking performance, large amounts
of labeled data as well as dedicated and expensive hardware
such as GPU are indispensable for the training and learning
process.

In this paper, a novel approach for the tracking system of
the intelligent transportation systems (ITS) is proposed based
on the neuromorphic vision sensor. And we will publish our
dataset and evaluation approaches as well, aiming to provide
the first neuromorphic benchmark in ITS and motivate
further research on neuromorphic vision sensors for ITS
solutions. To fully demonstrate the feasibility and potential
of the approach, different detection and tracking algorithms
are presented and compared in this paper. In detection stage,
we utilize and evaluate three classical clustering approaches:
mean-shift clustering (MeanShift) [4], density based spatial
clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [5], and
WaveCluster [6]. In terms of tracking stage, we carry out
online multitarget tracking via four different algorithms: sim-
ple online and real-time tracking (SORT) [7], the Gaussian
mixture probability hypothesis density filter (GM-PHD) [8],
the cardinalized probability hypothesis density filter (GM-
CPHD) [9], and probabilistic data association filter (PDAF)
[10].

In combination, we propose the first neuromorphic
vision based multivehicle detection and tracking system in
ITS, with the unique properties of neuromorphic vision
sensors mentioned above. The performance of the system
is evaluated with a dataset recorded by a neuromorphic
vision sensor mounted on a highway bridge. According to
the experiment results, the tracking-by-clustering system can
run at a rate of more than 110Hz, which far exceeds the
real-time performance of traditional frame-based cameras.
With priority given to accuracy, the tracking task can also be
performed more robustly and precisely using different algo-
rithm combinations. Thiswork is extended from a conference
paper which is published on the Joint German/Austrian
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 2017 [11]. We extended
it from 4 aspects. First, we extend the testing data sequences

to 3 sequences for the experiment section. Second, we
evaluate 3 detection-by-clustering approaches instead of 2
in [11]. Third, we extend to evaluate 4 tracking approaches
instead of 1 in [11]. Finally, based on these differences, we
analyze the results in different views with new outcomes
[11].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we list the relatedwork in the context of previousmultivehicle
detection and tracking methods. In Section 3, we introduce
the variety of neuromorphic vision sensors and dataset. The
algorithms utilized for detection and tracking are illustrated,
respectively, in Section 4.The experiment results are analyzed
and discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, we draw the
conclusion and point out the possible further work.

2. Related Work

In the past decade, detecting and tracking multiple vehicles
in traffic scenes for traffic surveillance, traffic control, and
road traffic information systems is an emerging research
area for intelligent transport systems [12–15]. Most of the
existing vehicle tracking systems are based on the video
cameras [16]. Previous approaches of vision based multiple
vehicles detection and tracking could be subdivided into four
categories: frames difference and motion based methods [17–
19], background subtraction methods [15, 20], and feature
based methods [21, 22]. Meanwhile, a few camera-based
datasets for vehicle detection and tracking come to light in
recent years [23–25], which promote the research for ITS.

All previousmultivehicle detection and tracking methods
leverage images acquired by traditional frame-based cameras.
Conventional cameras may suffer from various motion-
related issues (motion blur, rolling shutter, etc.) which may
impact performance for high-speed vehicles detection and
tracking. Neuromorphic vision sensors are widely applied
to robotics [26–29] and vehicles [30–32]. A few relevant
neuromorphic vision datasets [33, 34] have been released
in recent years, which facilitate the neuromorphic vision
application for object detection and tracking. Recent years
also witness the various applications for detection and
tracking tasks with neuromorphic vision sensor such as
feature tracking [35, 36], line tracking [37], and microparticle
tracking [38].

However, there is still a lack of neuromorphic datasets and
relevant applications with neuromorphic vision sensors in
intelligent transport system, albeit such sensors instinctively
enjoy superiority in high-speed motion recording, which can
correspondingly facilitates the high-speed multiple vehicle
detection and tracking in ITS systems. Thus, it is meaningful
to apply neuromorphic vision techniques to ITS systems.

3. Neuromorphic Vision Sensor and Dataset

3.1. Neuromorphic Vision Sensor. A short description of
different versions of neuromorphic vision sensors is provided
in this section which is also mentioned in [11]. The purpose
is to encourage researchers who are not familiar with neuro-
morphic vision sensors to explore the potential applications
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Figure 1: Visualization of the output from a neuromorphic vision sensor and a standard frame-based camera when facing a rotating disk with
a black dot. Comparing to conventional frame-based camera which transmitted complete images at fixed latency, the neuromorphic vision
sensor [1] emitted events individually and asynchronously at the time they occur.This figure is adopted from [2].

in the intelligent system. Figure 2 shows different versions of
neuromorphic vision sensors.

Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS). Dynamic Vision Sensors
(DVS) are a new generation of cameras that are sensitive to
intensity change, more specifically, to intensity logarithmic
change. A DVS pixel typically generates one to four events
(spikes) when an edge crosses it. DVS output consists of
a continuous flow of events (spikes) in time, each with
submicrosecond time resolution, representing the observed
moving reality as it changes, without waiting to assemble or
scan artificial time-constrained frames (images).

EmbeddedDynamicVision Sensor (eDVS). For embedded sys-
tems in mobile robotics such as unmanned aerial vehicle, an
USB interface to transmit raw events is not desirable, nor is a
desktop PC for event processing acceptable. For this purpose,
a small embedded DVS (eDVS) is developed consisted of
a DVS chip and a compact 64MHz 32bit microcontroller
directly connected to the DVS chip.

Miniature Embedded Dynamic Vision Sensor (meDVS). The
miniaturized version of the eDVS(meDVS) has minimum
size (18cm×18cm) and lightest weight (2.2g) of DVS so far.
The typical power consumption is 300mW. The strengths
of meDVS make it desirable to any applications on the
limited storage, bandwidth, and low latency of the on-board
embedded system of the intelligent system.

Dynamic and Active Pixel Vision Sensor (DAVIS). In this
paper we use a new neuromorphic vision sensor which is
named the Dynamic and Active Pixel Vision Sensor (DAVIS)
[39].Themodel DAVIS240 camera has a higher resolution of
240x180, higher dynamic range, and lower power consump-
tion and allows a concurrent readout of global shutter image
frames, which are captured using the same photodiodes as for

the DVS event generation. In this work, we only use the event
data.

3.2. Dataset and Benchmark. We present a labeled dataset
for the evaluation of an online multivehicle detection and
tracking system in ITS domain. The raw event data are
collected by a neuromorphic vision sensor which is mounted
on the bridge in a highway scenario. The neuromorphic
vision sensor used in this paper is called dynamic and
active pixel sensor (DAVIS) with a model No. DAVIS240C.
We have labeled three event sequences in this work.
The first event sequence (named EventSeq-Vehicle1) is of
length 45.4𝑠 having 110.7𝑀𝑒V𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 and on average contains
2, 438𝐾𝑒𝑝𝑠 (Kilo events per second). The second event
sequences (named EventSeq-Vehicle2) is of length 32.4𝑠 with
79.4𝑀𝑒V𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 and on average contains 2, 450𝐾𝑒𝑝𝑠. The third
event sequence (named EventSeq-Vehicle3) is of length 21.8𝑠
having 53.4𝑀𝑒V𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 and on average contains 2, 450𝐾𝑒𝑝𝑠.The
vehicles are moving in both the directions, i.e., towards and
away from the camera in multiple lanes. The vehicles in the
dataset range from small cars to the trailers and trucks, which
makes the dataset diverse and challenging in nature.

We manually annotated all the vehicles’ positions and
unique identity in three event sequences using the openly
available video annotation tool called ViTBAT [40]. For
annotation, the video was created from the binary events
data file. We accumulated events data into video frames at
three different time intervals: 10𝑚𝑠, 20𝑚𝑠, and 30𝑚𝑠. The
description and data format of our dataset can be seen from
Table 1.

4. Online Multitarget Detection and Tracking

We illustrate our multiobject tracking-by-clustering system
in this section. In contrast to traditional object detection
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: Different versions of neuromorphic vision sensors: (a) Dynamic Vision Sensor 128 (DVS128). (b) Embedded Dynamic Vision
Sensor (eDVS). (c) Miniature Embedded Dynamic Vision Sensor (meDVS). (d) Dynamic and Active Pixel Vision Sensor (DAVIS). This
figure is adopted from [11].

Table 1: The standard file format in our benchmark. In event.txt, timestamp recodes the timestamp of each raw event, x and y are the
coordinates of the event’s origin, and p is the event’s polarity. In det.txt, box x and box y are x and y coordinates of the bounding box and
box width and box height are the width and height of each bounding box. The events which fall into a bounding box from start timestamp
to end timestamp are accumulated to a cluster. Each cluster has an ID. The items’ definitions in gt.txt and track.txt are similar to det.txt file,
except that the gt.txt shows the ground truth and track.txt shows the result of tracking.

File name Description Format
event.txt One event per line (timestamp, x, y, p)
det.txt One detection measurement per line (starttimestamp, endtimestamp, box x, box y, box width, box height)
gt.txt One ground-truth measurement per line (starttimestamp, endtimestamp, ID, box x, box y, box width, box height)
track.txt One tracking measurement per line (starttimestamp, endtimestamp, ID, box x, box y, box width, box height)

approaches, we generate our object hypothesis directly from
the measurements with a classic clustering method. The
advantage is that we can skip the background modeling
step (dynamic foreground segmentation), as most events
transmitted by the dynamic vision sensor are generated by
dynamic objects. In order to estimate the states of the actual
objects, we integrate an online multitarget tracking method
into our system. It is our opinion that only highly effective
and online tracking methodology can take full advantage of
neuromorphic vision cameras.

4.1. Vehicle Detection by Clustering. As neuromorphic sen-
sors only transmit relative light intensity changes for each
pixel, methods using appearance features, such as color and
texture as input, cannot be utilized. Clustering methods, on
the contrary, are very suitable for this situation. Hence we
present three different clustering algorithms in this section,
which do not depend upon the prior knowledge of the
number and shape of the clusters. In addition, only dynamic
information in the form of sparse streams of asynchronous
time-stamped events can be gained from neuromorphic
vision sensors. In order to arrive at a meaningful interpre-
tation and make the most of neuromorphic vision sensors’
advantages, it is necessary to accumulate event streams before
applying clustering algorithms. We accumulate event data
for different time intervals (10ms, 20ms, and 30ms), making
it synchronized and more informative, after which three

classic clustering approaches, MeanShift [4], DBSCAN [5]
and WaveCluster [6], are carried out and compared. The
following subsections illustrate these clustering approaches
briefly.

Detection by MeanShift [11]. Estimation of the gradient of
a density function via MeanShift and the iterative mode
seeking procedure was developed by Fukunaga and Hostetler
in [41]. The mean-shift algorithm has been exploited in low
level computer vision tasks, including image segmentation,
color space analysis, face tracking, etc., by reason of its
properties of data compaction and dimensionality reduction
[4]. Specifically, the mean-shift algorithm considers the input
as a probability density function and the objective of the
algorithm is to find the modes of this function. These modes
represent the centers of the discovered clusters. The input
points are fed to the kernel density estimation and then the
gradient ascent method is applied to the density estimate.The
density estimation kernel uses two inputs: the total amount of
points and the bandwidth or the size of the window.Themain
disadvantage of the mean-shift algorithm lies in its iterative
nature and difficulty of filtering out noise.

Detection by DBSCAN [11]. DBSCAN uses density based
spatial clustering for applications with noise. For each point
𝑝, the associated density is calculated by counting the number
of points in a search area of specified radius, Eps (the
maximum radius of the neighbourhood from point), around
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the point. The points with density higher than the specified
threshold value, MinPts (the minimum number of points
required to form a dense region), are classified as core points
while the rest are classified as noncore points. A cluster is
yielded if 𝑝 is a core point; otherwise, if 𝑝 is a border point,
thennopoint is density-reachable from𝑝 andDBSCAN takes
the next point from the database [5]. The main advantage of
DBSCAN is that it can find the clusters of arbitrary shapes.

Detection by WaveCluster. The basic idea of WaveCluster is
to quantize the feature space of the image firstly and then
apply discrete wavelet transform on it, after which we can
find the connected components (clusters) in the subbands
of transformed feature space [6]. For best clustering result,
the quantization scale as well as the component connection
algorithm should be applied according to the raw data. In
the context of this paper, the accumulated event data can be
regarded as 2-dimensional data. With selected interval 𝑚 in
each dimension, we can now divide the event data into 𝑚2
grids, and each grid 𝑖 contains 𝑁𝑖 data point. Considering
the multiresolution property of wavelet transform, different
grid sizes can be adopted at different scales of transform. In
the second step of WaveCluster algorithm, discrete wavelet
transform will be applied on the quantized feature space
[6]. Afterwards, a new feature space 𝑇𝑘 is acquired. We can
also filter out the noise in 𝑇𝑘 with a selected threshold.
With the new set of units 𝑇𝑘, connected components in the
transformed feature space can be detected as clusters. Details
of the algorithm can refer to [6].

4.2. Online Multitarget Tracking. In order to make full use
of the advantages of event data, we have chosen four classic
tracking algorithms, which are relatively small in computa-
tion and highly effective. Our online multitarget tracking is
a simple and standard method which is widely explored in
traditional camera-based multiobject tracking [42]. As the
event data have no texture information, we use the bounding
box overlap as a simple association metric for the data
association problem. All these tracking algorithms are briefly
described in the following sections.

Tracking by SORT [11]. We utilize a single hypothesis tracking
methodology with standard Kalman filter and data associa-
tion using Hungarian method [7]. In order to assign detected
clusters to existing targets, each target’s geometry and image
coordinates are estimated by predicting its new state in the
current frame. The cost matrix for each detected cluster
and each existing target is calculated as the intersection
over union distance (IOU). The Hungarian algorithm is
used to optimally solve the assignment problem. We also
define a minimum IOU to reject assignments where the
detected cluster to target cluster overlap is less than the
threshold. When a new cluster enters into the camera field
of view or when an existing target leaves the camera view,
target identities get updated, either by adding new IDs or
by according deletion. The same methodology for tracking
has been used in this work as presented in [7]. Instead of
solving for detection for tracking in a global assignment

problem, we choose an early deletion of lost targets policy,
which prevents unbounded growth of the number of track-
ers.

Tracking by GM-PHD. GM-PHD filter is a recursive algo-
rithm which jointly estimates the time-varying number of
targets and their states from the observation sets in the pres-
ence of data association uncertainty, noise, false alarms, and
detection uncertainty. The algorithm models the respective
collection of targets and measurements as random finite sets
and applies the probability hypothesis density (PHD) recur-
sively for posterior intensity propagation, which is basically
the first order-statistic of the random finite set in time. With
linear and Gaussian assumptions, the target dynamics and
birth process and the posterior intensity at any time step
are considered to be Gaussian mixture. The recursions with
number of Gaussian components management increase the
efficiency. In tracking world, the intensity is also known as
probability hypothesis density [8]. The further mathematical
insights into the algorithm and its recursive linear Gaussian
version can be studied in [8]. As stated in the previous section,
the birth model for the targets is chosen to be linear in this
work, which also stands for this and upcoming approaches
for tracking.

Tracking by GM-CPHD. In probability hypothesis density
(PHD) filter, the posterior intensity of the random finite set
of targets is propagated, recursively. In cardinalized PHD
(CPHD) filter, both the posterior intensity and posterior car-
dinality distribution are propagated jointly, hence making it a
generalization of PHD recursion. The accuracy and stability
are increased by incorporating the cardinality information
[9].This work is basically the implementation of closed-form
solution to CPHD recursion under the assumption of linear
Gaussian target dynamics and birthmodel.The algorithmcan
also be extended to nonlinear models using linearization and
unscented transformation techniques. While comparing with
standard PHD filter, CPHD filter not only side steps the need
of data association task in conventional tracking methods
but also improves the accuracy of the individual target state
estimates and the variance of the estimated number of targets
[9].

Tracking by PDAF. The probabilistic data association filter
(PDAF) computes the probabilities for target being tracked
for each valid measurement. This measurement origin uncer-
tainty is accounted by this probabilistic or Bayesian infor-
mation. As the linear models for the targets birth dynamics
and measurement equations are assumed, therefore, the
developed PDAF algorithm is based on Kalman filter. PDAF
works on the validated measurements at the current time
and for each measurement, an association probability is
calculated for computing the weight of current measurement
in a combined innovation. This combined innovation helps
in updating the estimation of the state. And finally, the state
covariances are updated for computing the measurement
origin uncertainty [10]. The detailed mathematical insights
into the PDAF algorithm with its extensions can be studied
from [10].
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Table 2: Evaluation metrics for vehicle detection, TP is the total
number of true positives, FP is the total number of false positives,
and GT indicates ground truth.

Metrics Better Perfect Description
Precision higher 100% Ratio of TP / (TP+FP)

Recall higher 100% Ratio of correct detections to total
number of GT boxes

5. Experiments and Results

We evaluate the performance of various tracking-by-
clustering implementations on our dataset. The evaluation
results are provided by following the standard MOT
challenge metrics [43]. We analyze the performance and
runtime of the three classical clustering algorithms, as well
as the four tracking algorithms for multivehicle tracking-
by-clustering task, where stream inputs are accumulated at
different intervals (10ms, 20ms, and 30ms time intervals).

5.1. Metrics. For performance evaluation, we follow the
current evaluation protocols for visual object detection and
multiobject tracking. Although these protocols are designed
for frame-based vision sensors, they are still suitable for
quantitative evaluation of our tracking method. In this work,
we accumulate events to frames in different time intervals. In
this work we have two evaluation metrics (see Table 2) which
are defined in [44].

Since our detection results from clustering methods have
no probability score, we are not able to provide the mean
precision to summarize the shape of the precision/recall
(ROC) curve which is widely adopted in object detec-
tion evaluation in computer vision. The evaluation metrics
for multivehicle tracking used in this work is defined in
[43], well-known as the MOT challenge metrics. Evaluation
scripts are available on MOT Challenge official website
(https://motchallenge.net). More details are as follows:

(i) MOTA(↑): Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy. This
measure combines three error sources: false positives,
missed targets, and identity switches.

(ii) MOTP(↑): Multiple Object Tracking Precision. The
misalignment between the annotated and the pre-
dicted bounding boxes.

(iii) MT(↑): mostly tracked targets. The ratio of ground-
truth trajectories that are covered by a track hypothe-
sis for at least 80% of their respective lifespan.

(iv) PT(↑): number of partially tracked trajectory.

(v) ML(↓): mostly lost targets. The ratio of ground-truth
trajectories that are covered by a track hypothesis for
at most 20% of their respective lifespan.

(vi) FP(↓): the total number of false positives.

(vii) FN(↓): the total number of false negatives (missed
targets).

(viii) IDs(↓): the total number of identity switches.

(ix) FM(↓): the total number of times a trajectory is
fragmented (i.e., interrupted during tracking).

5.2. Performance Evaluation. In this section, we report the
performance and runtime of the selected approaches for
multivehicle detection and tracking. Firstly, we compare
the detection performance of the three clustering methods
(DBSCAN, MeanShift, and WaveCluster). Then the impacts
of different sampling time intervals on detection results are
studied. Finally, the tracking performance and runtime for
different tracking methods are evaluated.

5.2.1. Online Multivehicle Detection. In this work, event
data are considered as pure 2D point data. The clustering
technique is applied to generate object proposals. The event
data for different time intervals (10ms, 20ms, and 30ms) are
accumulated and can be seen in Figure 3. It is straightforward
to see that clusters of event data reflect moving vehicles. The
noise events surrounding each cluster are mainly generated
by the environmental changes and sensor noise. Therefore,
prior to generating object hypotheses, a background activity
filtering step is performed to filter out the noise from the
events. For each event, background activity filter checks
whether one of the 8 (vertical and horizontal) neighbouring
pixels has had an event within the last “us Time” microsec-
onds. If not, the event being checked will be considered as
noise and removed. In other words, whether a new event is
considered as “signal” or “noise” is determined by whether
there is a neighbouring event generated within a set interval
(us Time). Figure 4 shows the accumulated events frame
before and after the application of activity filter.

Figure 5(a) shows DBSCAN clustering results. For
DBSCAN, the search radius, Eps, is chosen as 5 and the
density, MinPts, is chosen as 10. The points with density
higher than the specified threshold value, MinPts, are clas-
sified as core points while the rest are classified as noncore
points. Those noncore points are also classified as noise
points. Seven clusters including noise events have been
detected. Figure 5(b) shows the MeanShift clustering results,
with a chosen bandwidth of 20. The MeanShift algorithm
successfully detected six clusters. And we can see many
clusters were detected using WaveCluster from Figure 5(c).
MeanShift divides many noises and objects into one cluster,
and WaveCluster treats many noises as a single cluster.
Their common shortcoming is that they cannot distinguish
between object (here is car) and noise well.

The detection performance is assessed by clustering
approach in terms of the metrics of recall and precision. The
evaluation of DBSCAN, MeanShift, and WaveCluster on our
neuromorphic data with different time intervals is shown
in Table 3. We can see that the performance of clustering
algorithms increases significantly from 10ms time interval to
20ms time interval, which shows that detection-by-clustering
methods, used in this work, perform better with more events
per time interval. But, from the performance of 30 ms
interval, we can also know that, with the accumulation of
events, more and more noise points appear, and the accuracy
of the detection algorithm decreases. The results indicate

https://motchallenge.net
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: (a) Events accumulated in 10ms time interval. (b) Events accumulated in 20ms time interval. (c) Events accumulated in 30ms time
interval.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Background activity filter. (a) Events accumulated in 20ms time interval prior to filtering. (b) Events accumulated in 20ms time
interval after filtering. This figure is adopted from [11].

that the detection performance is highly dependent on the
number of events during the accumulated time. This points
out an alternative way of accumulating a constant number
of events instead of constant time intervals may increase the
robustness of our detection-by-clustering approach. Among
the three algorithms, MeanShift performs the worst. The
reason behind it is that the density estimation of MeanShift is
affected by the randomnoise fromDAVIS. Secondly, since the
MeanShift is aiming at globular clustering, itmaymerge some
small targets when detecting as illustrated in Figure 5. Lastly,
the kernel bandwidth and window size remain the same in
detection, resulting in bad performance when detecting fast
moving and size-changing vehicles in our scenario. From
Table 3, the detection accuracy of WaveCluster is higher
overall. But, the detection effect of WaveCluster at 10ms time
interval is relatively poor, noise cannot be eliminated, and
the detection performance is greatly affected by the number
of events. In order to make the tracking algorithms get a
better performance in different time intervals of the three
datasets.We chooseDBSCANas detection algorithmused for
comparing the tracking results.

5.2.2. Online Multivehicle Tracking. In this part, the four
tracking algorithms have been implemented, i.e., simple

online and real-time tracking (SORT), GM-PHD filter, GM-
CPHD filter, and the PDA filter. The tracking performance
for the four trackers applied to the three vehicle sequences
datasets is presented below.

Figure 6 shows the tracking results of SORT, GM-PHD
filter, GM-CPHD filter, and the PDA filter using a series of
input events for 20ms time interval. It can be seen from
the continuous figures, such as Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c),
that our tracking algorithms perform better with moving
vehicles when a new vehicle enters into the camera field
of view or when an existing target leaves the camera view,
target identities get updated, either by adding new IDs or by
according deletion.

If any detected target in the current event frame had an
overlap with an untracked detected target in previous frame,
it would be registered with a new ID. As can be seen from
Figure 6, most of the targets are well tracked. Especially, in
the same continuous time interval, SORT tracks 29 targets,
which is the largest number of targets tracked in the four
algorithms. And the GM-PHD tracks 19 targets, followed by
GM-CPHD with 15. However ID switching or target missing
errors can also be witnessed from Figures 6(d)–6(l), PDAF
performs the worst in terms of the problems of the number
of targets, ID assignment and missed targets. And it can be
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Figure 5: Detection-by-clustering results of (a) DBSCAN clustering applied to the events data accumulated at 20ms time interval. (b)
MeanShift clustering applied to the events data accumulated at 20ms time interval. (c) WaveCluster clustering applied to the events data
accumulated at 20ms time interval (best viewed in color).

Table 3: The performance of clustering algorithm.

Dataset Tis DBSCAN MeanShift WaveCluster
Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision

EventSeq-Vehicle1 10ms 53.1% 60.6% 44.5% 41.9% 44.4% 49.2%
EventSeq-Vehicle1 20ms 62.8% 64.5% 46.6% 40.7% 63.1% 64.4%
EventSeq-Vehicle1 30ms 61.9% 61.9% 44.3% 40.7% 61.8% 64.9%
EventSeq-Vehicle2 10ms 46.4% 51.9% 39.8% 38.0% 38.7% 41.4%
EventSeq-Vehicle2 20ms 52.3% 53.3% 38.3% 35.0% 51.9% 53.0%
EventSeq-Vehicle2 30ms 46.2% 47.2% 33.2% 33.5% 47.2% 52.1%
EventSeq-Vehicle3 10ms 41.1% 54.4% 35.1% 40.1% 32.1% 41.8%
EventSeq-Vehicle3 20ms 49.7% 59.4% 35.5% 36.8% 49.6% 58.0%
EventSeq-Vehicle3 30ms 47.7% 55.6% 33.5% 35.3% 49.0% 57.5%

clearly seen from Figures 6(k) and 6(l) that the same target
is given different ID at different times, indicating that target
lost occurs. Hence, the performance of our algorithms shows
the limitations of the tracking-by-clustering system to some
extent.

Table 4 shows the tracking performance metrics, i.e.,
MOTA, MOTP, MT, PT, ML, FP, FN, IDs, and FM for all
the four trackers, i.e., SORT, GM-PHD filter, GM-CPHD
filter, and the PDA filter for each 10ms, 20ms, and 30ms
time intervals fed with EventSeq-Vehicle1. As the tracking
component is highly dependent on the detection results,
the number of times an ID-switched (IDs) is pretty large
due to the inconsistent detection results. From the overall
tracking performance evaluation results in Table 4, the value
ofMOTAandMOTP for four tracking algorithms is relatively
higher. After applying these frame-by-frame-based tracking
approaches, it is not surprising that we get large number
of false detection, missed detection, ID switch, and frag-
mentation (FM). One possible way to decrease the number
of missed detection, ID switch, and fragmentation (FM) is
replacing the simple associationmetric in this paper to amore
informed metric including motion information; it is able to
track objects through longer periods of occlusions and disap-
pearances. Tables 5 and 6 present the tracking performance
metrics for EventSeq-Vehicle2 and EventSeq-Vehicle3, which
are not as good as that of EventSeq-Vehicle1. It is especially

obvious in EventSeq-Vehicle2 with 30ms time interval, where
the evaluation metrics of MOTA for tracking algorithms are
very low.Themain reason behind it lies in the occasional flash
of huge amount of noise as shown in Figure 7, which would
seriously obscure the tracking targets, resulting in periodic
fluctuation in the performance of the algorithm. This “noise
flash” phenomenon can attributed to the unstable working
state of the sensor and variable environmental conditions. It
also indicates that our three datasets are very representative
and challenging. Such limitation of the neuromorphic vision
sensor will also be discussed in Section 6.2.

As the first work of multitarget tracking based on neuro-
morphic vision sensor, we are not able to compare to state-
of-the-art tracking algorithms. Instead, we provide our eval-
uation results as a baseline tracker for future neuromorphic
vision based multiobject tracking methods.

Runtime. The experiment is carried out on a laptop with Intel
Core�i7-6700HQ CPU with 2.60GHz quad core processor
and 8.00 GB of RAM. Table 7 shows that the average FPS of
the DBSCAN algorithm is 36, 17, and 8 for 10ms, 20ms, and
30ms time intervals, respectively. The decreasing frame rate
is due to the increased number of events in the density search
area, resulting in a more iterative process. Of course, the
runtime performance is related to the selection of algorithms;
for example, WaveCluster has almost the same frame rate at
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Figure 6: Tracking results from Frame 28 to Frame 44 for SORT, GM-PHD, GM-CPHD, and PDAF tracker.The numbers in black font near
to cluster show the tracking ID (each object hypothesis is associated a tracker with a unique ID). The ID switching and lost IDs can also be
witnessed from those sequences of input data (best viewed in color).

different time intervals. Additionally, in spite of the ordinary
computer resources, MeanShift has a high running efficiency.
For the tracking component, SORT is able to reach 552 FPS as
shown inTable 8. Such a high frame rate indicates a promising

application of the sensors. According to the experimental
results, our tracking-by-clustering system can run at a rate of
more than 110 Hz when our tracking algorithms is combined
with efficient detection algorithms, such as MeanShift. In
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Table 4: The tracking performance for EventSeq-Vehicle1 using different tracking methods (SORT, GM-PHD, GM-CPHD, and PDAF) with
detection through DBSCAN clustering. The impact of time intervals from 10ms to 30ms was studied.

Tis Tracker MOTA↑ MOTP↑ MT↑ PT↑ ML↓ FP ↓ FN↓ IDs↓ FM↓
10ms SORT 36.2% 69.2% 8 79 20 2891 16369 146 1302
10ms GM-PHD 24.0% 69.1% 1 85 21 4924 16649 1541 4097
10ms GM-CPHD 21.1% 69.2% 3 89 15 7480 15621 900 3616
10ms PDAF 20.9% 69.1% 0 86 21 5653 18228 158 4678
20ms SORT 35.0% 70.2% 18 71 18 2905 6893 92 444
20ms GM-PHD 35.1% 70.6% 18 70 19 2523 7019 323 770
20ms GM-CPHD 25.7% 70.5% 12 75 20 3974 7180 152 716
20ms PDAF 24.5% 70.4% 4 80 23 3576 7815 95 1371
30ms SORT 28.5% 70.4% 12 69 26 1950 5190 94 265
30ms GM-PHD 23.6% 70.8% 14 67 26 2323 5224 190 478
30ms GM-CPHD 18.3% 70.7% 8 76 23 2870 5259 135 481
30ms PDAF 19.3% 70.5% 1 76 30 2402 5701 66 900

Table 5: The tracking performance for EventSeq-Vehicle2 using different tracking methods (SORT, GM-PHD, GM-CPHD, and PDAF) with
detection through DBSCAN clustering. The impact of time intervals from 10ms to 30ms was studied.

Tis Tracker MOTA↑ MOTP↑ MT↑ PT↑ ML↓ FP ↓ FN↓ IDs↓ FM↓
10ms SORT 24.4% 70.2% 3 53 29 2170 14929 183 942
10ms GM-PHD 13.4% 69.4% 0 60 25 3807 14994 1000 2524
10ms GM-CPHD 7.8% 69.7% 2 69 14 7452 13084 528 2524
10ms PDAF 13.8% 69.8% 0 57 28 4403 15206 100 3050
20ms SORT 5.7% 68.1% 7 49 28 3304 7393 81 331
20ms GM-PHD 15.6% 70.6% 11 52 21 2839 6524 290 729
20ms GM-CPHD 11.3% 70.6% 10 57 17 3824 6196 118 655
20ms PDAF 11.5% 70.5% 4 58 22 3091 6948 76 995
30ms SORT 0% 67.3% 3 45 37 2069 5496 53 183
30ms GM-PHD 7.6% 70.3% 5 50 30 1888 5001 149 328
30ms GM-CPHD -0.7% 70.1% 4 57 24 2872 4694 100 389
30ms PDAF 5% 69.9% 3 55 27 1969 5216 49 542

comparison, DeepSort method [45] only reaches a runtime
speed of 40 Hz despite the use of high performance GPU.

6. Conclusion and Discussion

6.1. Conclusion. In this paper, the first neuromorphic vision
based multivehicle detection and tracking system in ITS
is proposed. We provide our datasets and approaches as
a baseline tracker for future neuromorphic vision based
multiobject tracking methods. A variety of algorithms to
perform the tracking task are presented, of which different
combinations can be chosen for different accuracy and rate
requirements. Hopefully, our preliminary study can motivate
further research in this field, considering that the sparse
stream of event data from the sensor captures only motion
and salient information, which is perfect for the intelligent
infrastructure systems. The proposed event-based online
multiple target tracking-by-clustering system utilizes strik-
ingly simple algorithms while it achieves good detection and
tracking performance with respect to runtime requirement.

Specifically, three clustering algorithms, i.e., DBSCAN,
MeanShift, and WaveCluster, were explored to deal with

the sparse data from neuromorphic sensor. After studying
the detection results, the DBSCAN was selected for fur-
ther detection stage due to its more robust and accurate
outcome. Based on the detection results from DBSCAN,
four different trackers were studied and their results were
compared. The selected trackers were SORT, GM-PHD filter,
GM-CPHD filter, and the PDA filter. From the experimental
results, the tracking algorithm combined with DBSCAN can
achieve higher accuracy, while combined with MeanShift
can achieve higher frame rate of more than 110Hz. Different
combinations of algorithms can be applied depending on
different requirements of accuracy and real-time perfor-
mance.

6.2. Discussion. To the best of our knowledge, the presented
system is the first application of neuromorphic vision sensor
on ITS which makes it well suited as a baseline, allowing for
new researcher to work on intersection of the neuroscience
and intelligent system. In our future work, different event
encoding methods will be tried, adaptive algorithms will be
explored, and the benchmark will be extended to pedestrian
detection and tracking. Different filters, other than the basic
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Table 6:The tracking performance for EventSeq-Vehicle3 using different tracking methods (SORT, GM-PHD, GM-CPHD, and PDAF) with
detection through DBSCAN clustering. The impact of time intervals from 10ms to 30ms was studied.

Tis Tracker MOTA↑ MOTP↑ MT↑ PT↑ ML↓ FP ↓ FN↓ IDs↓ FM↓
10ms SORT 24.6% 69.5% 1 34 24 1258 10838 109 611
10ms GM-PHD 12.9% 68.9% 1 42 16 2484 10956 666 1903
10ms GM-CPHD 12.5% 69.1% 2 41 16 3844 9957 363 1646
10ms PDAF 13.8% 69.0% 0 38 21 2710 11173 70 2166
20ms SORT 10.1% 69.3% 5 33 21 1990 5225 64 235
20ms GM-PHD 21.4% 70.1% 5 38 16 1475 4699 188 490
20ms GM-CPHD 13.4% 70.4% 5 36 18 2218 4698 94 402
20ms PDAF 17.4% 70.2% 1 40 18 1682 4948 59 707
30ms SORT 4.0% 69.0% 1 32 26 1329 3815 41 141
30ms GM-PHD 14.3% 70.3% 7 35 17 1199 3311 120 285
30ms GM-CPHD 6.1% 70.4% 4 34 21 1712 3300 58 240
30ms PDAF 12.9% 70.6% 3 34 22 1112 3548 46 406
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Figure 7: (a), (b), and (c) are the original images with the noise; (d), (e), and (f) are the results of the detection (best viewed in color).

activity filter, can be exploited to filter out the noise from
the input data received from neuromorphic vision sensor. As
a baseline, new approaches including recent deep learning
based methods are supposed to improve the detection and
tracking performance, especially the ability to identify vehicle
types, such as trucks and cars and different pedestrians such
as the elderly, children, etc.

Limitation. Admittedly, our algorithm still has some short-
comings. As can be seen in Figure 7, with noise becom-
ing severer, the tracking system will make errors, such

as missed detection, multiple targets detection as one, the
false detection of noise points as the target, and so on.
The reason mainly lies in the immaturity of neuromorphic
sensor technology. To be specific, the inherent defects of the
current neuromorphic sensor lead to instability in collecting
event information, which affects the quality of data and thus
degrades the performance of the algorithms. Hence, a devel-
opment of the sensor is indispensable before wide application
of it in intelligent transportation system (ITS). It is also
significant to note that, in order to take full advantage of event
data, completely new neuromorphic vision algorithms are
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Table 7: The FPS for EventSeq-Vehicle1 using different detection
methods (DBSCAN, MeanShift, and WaveCluster). The impact of
time intervals from 10ms to 30ms was studied.

Detector Tis FPS
DBSCAN 10ms 36
MeanShift 10ms 160
WaveCluster 10ms 17
DBSCAN 20ms 18
MeanShift 20ms 107
WaveCluster 20ms 19
DBSCAN 30ms 8
MeanShift 30ms 71
WaveCluster 30ms 15

Table 8: The FPS for EventSeq-Vehicle1 using different tracking
methods (SORT, GM-PHD, GM-CPHD, and PDAF).

Tracker FPS
SORT 552
GMPHD 3
GMCPHD 4
PDAF 46

required instead of extending existing methods of computer
vision, taking into account the brand new information stream
and the extremely high frame rate of the neuromorphic vision
sensor.
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Inclementweather acutely affects road surface anddriving conditions and can negatively impact trafficmobility and safety.Highway
authorities have long been using road weather information systems (RWISs) to mitigate the risk of adverse weather on traffic.
The data gathered, processed, and disseminated by such systems can improve both the safety of the traveling public as well as
the effectiveness of winter road maintenance operations. As the road authorities continue to invest in expanding their existing
RWIS networks, there is a growing need to determine the optimal deployment strategies for RWISs. To meet such demand, this
study presents an innovative geostatistical approach to quantitatively analyze the spatiotemporal variations of the road weather
and surface conditions. With help of constructed semivariograms, this study quantifies and examines both the spatial and temporal
coverage of RWIS data. A case study of Alberta,which is one of the leaders in Canada in the use of RWISs, was conducted to indicate
the reliability and applicability of the method proposed herein.The findings of this research offer insight for constructing a detailed
spatiotemporal RWIS database to manage and deploy different types of RWISs, optimize winter road maintenance resources, and
provide timely information on inclement road weather conditions for the traveling public.

1. Introduction

Inclement weather acutely affects road and driving condi-
tions. Approximately 22% of vehicle crashes and 25% of
total travel time delays are reported to be adverse weather-
related in the USA [1, 2]. To mitigate the risk of adverse
weather on traffic, proactive strategies for transportation
management and road maintenance operations have been
developed based on road weather data [3–5]. As the predom-
inant sources of road weather data, stationary road weather
information systems (RWISs) [6] provide high temporal but
limited spatial data coverage. In contrast, a mobile RWIS [7],
which has vehicles collecting road and atmospheric condition
information, provides spatially continuous but temporally
discrete measurements. To reap the benefits of both systems,
road weather data from stationary and mobile RWIS can
be integrated to construct an RWIS database with both

high temporal and spatial coverage. However, installing and
operating both stationary and mobile RWISs is costly. In
practice, how to deploy stationary and mobile RWIS to
achieve complete spatial and temporal coverage in a cost-
effective way is yet unresolved. Spatiotemporal coverage is
the maximum distance and time lag, beyond which the
measurements are no longer representative. It is apparent
that an RWIS network with better spatiotemporal coverage
will generate more timely and reliable estimations. Timely
and reliable road surface condition information is critical for
transportation authorities to perform road maintenance and
provide weather impact warnings to travelers [8–10]. Adverse
road weather impact warnings, such as driving risk alert,
advisory speed, and alternative route recommendations, can
only be designed when real-time road weather condition
data is of high spatiotemporal coverage and resolution.
Thus, a cost-effective RWIS network design and deployment
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require an understanding of spatiotemporal variability in
road weather information. To realize such goals, the spa-
tiotemporal coverage of RWIS must be quantified. This study
quantifies that data.

Traditionally, RWISsmeasure atmospheric and pavement
conditions in the field and send data to the traffic manage-
ment centre (TMC) for road weather impact analysis. Tomás
et al. [5] proposed an autonomous system that monitors,
detects, and forecasts weather incidents with data from
stationary RWISs. Gu et al. [11] proposed a regression Kriging
method to interpolate road weather conditions using mobile
RWIS data. Integrated with other data sources, RWISs can
support advanced road weather management. Mahoney and
Myers [12] introduced a winter road maintenance decision-
support system, which integrates weather and road condition
data along with maintenance operation rules of practice.
Similarly, Cluett et al. [13] developed a framework concept
that integrates weather and traffic operation data. In addition,
the emerging connected vehicle (CV) technologies enable
convenient communication between TMC and road users. In
the state ofWyoming,USA, the road condition information is
broadcasted from roadside units to CVs for spotting weather
impact warnings [14].

Vehicles equipped with road weather sensors can also
serve as mobile RWISs and enrich road weather-related
data sources. Dey et al. [10] provided a comprehensive
practice review and found that CVs can be used as mobile
RWISs to enhance route-specific road weather data collec-
tion, condition estimation, and traffic management. Petty
and Mahoney [15] revealed the potential of CVs in road
weather data collection. In addition to the basic atmospheric
observations, the data from onboard vehicle sensors, such
as wiper state and antilock braking systems, can also be
used in road weather condition estimation. With CV-enabled
data in hand, Drobot et al. [16, 17] designed a quality
and accuracy check process, which includes crosschecks
with sensor specifications, climatological ranges, neighboring
vehicle, and station measurements, for weather-related data
from probe vehicles. Other data analysis shows that the
quality of temperature and pressure data is affected by many
factors, such as vehicle type, speed, and precipitation occur-
rence [16], and the temperature data from probe vehicles
closely resembles data from stationary weather stations [17].
Most recently, Boyce et al. [18] developed a road weather
condition assessment and forecast system, called Pikalert
System. It integrates observations from connected vehicles
with those from stationary RWIS, radar, and weather model
analysis fields. Then it recommends snow and ice removal to
road maintenance personnel and provides road weather and
condition information to the public.The prototype of the tool
has been tested in the Kansas City, USA, since the fall of 2017
[19].

RWISs, the stationary ones in particular, collect road
weather condition information effectively but expensively.
Additionally, a single RWIS data source can only take
measurements that are either rich in space or rich in
time—not both. Constructing a database that has both high
spatial and temporal coverage data calls for an effective
distribution of RWIS Environment Sensor Stations (ESSs)

and vehicles. To plan and distribute a cost-effective RWIS
network, researchers have attempted to measure the moni-
toring capability of RWISs by experience-based and model-
based methods. Manfredi et al. [20] suggested that an
area with stable road weather and surface conditions can
be regarded as regional representativeness in RWIS ESS
allocation. Using experience-based methods, Mackinnon
and Lo [21] conducted RWIS network expansion design by
considering traffic loads, collision rates, climatic zones, and
availability of meteorological information. For model-based
methods, Singh et al. [22] assumed that the RWIS spatial
coverage is a decreasing function of distance. Zhao et al.
[23, 24] determined the spatial coverage based on spatial
variability. They computed the standard deviation of weather
severity in microzones. The spatial coverage of a station was
then defined as the size of the critical buffers where the
standard deviation changes most quickly with the buffer size.
Kwon et al. [25, 26] introduced a spatial variogram approach
to determine the autocorrelation range that measures the
spatial variability of road weather conditions. The quantified
monitoring capability of a stationary RWIS was then used as
an input to determine optimal stationary RWIS density [25]
and allocate RWIS in a road network [26].

All the studies above attempted to analyze the patterns
of spatial dependence in road weather conditions. While
time series analysis is a method commonly used to quantify
correlation over time, to the authors’ knowledge, there still
lacks research that investigates spatiotemporal variability of
road weather conditions. Incorporating spatial and temporal
analysis, spatiotemporal analysis benefits from complete
spatiotemporal information and the interactive effects of
combining spatial and temporal data. The spatiotemporal
variogram commonly used in geostatistics is a useful way
to model spatial and temporal dependency and their inter-
actions. It allows researchers to visualize the spatiotemporal
variability and estimate the spatiotemporal autocorrelation. A
variety of studies have applied the spatiotemporal variogram
model to estimate spatiotemporal environmental, meteoro-
logical or climatological distributions [27–30].

To bridge the spatiotemporal research gap, this study
applied the spatiotemporal variogram to measure the spa-
tiotemporal coverage of RWISs. A case study of Alberta,
Canada, was conducted to test the proposed method and
look into seasonal trends of spatiotemporal data represen-
tativeness. There were three objectives of this study: (1)
propose a method to quantify the spatiotemporal coverage
of RWIS data; (2) evaluate the proposed method with real-
world RWIS data; and (3) investigate the seasonal variations
of spatiotemporal coverage. Determining the spatiotemporal
coverage of RWIS data can provide a guideline that helps
decision makers deploy stationary and mobile RWISs. Also,
the spatiotemporal coverage works as an essential parameter
in data integration and fusion among multiple data sources.

The remainder of this paper is organized into sections:
The next section looks into the theory behind the spa-
tiotemporal variogram; the Methodology section details the
proposed method of this study, including the research pro-
cedure, data quality diagnostics, spatiotemporal variogram
modelling, and cross validation; the Case Study section
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deploys the proposed method in the study site to investigate
the monthly spatiotemporal correlations; and, finally, the last
section discusses the concluding remarks and suggests future
work.

2. Spatiotemporal Variogram

Geostatistics is known as a class of numerical techniques
that characterize spatial attributes and infers variability from
the autocorrelation of insufficient data and measure the
uncertainty associated with estimation [31]. However, data
variability sometimes develops simultaneously in both space
and time [32]. As such, the traditional pure spatial analysis
has been incorporated with temporal analysis, namely, spa-
tiotemporal geostatistics analysis.

Generally, the key element in spatiotemporal geostatistics
is finding a valid and reliable spatiotemporal variogram that
quantifies the data structure in space and time domains. A set
of variables 𝑧 = {𝑧(𝑠, 𝑡) | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇} varies within a spatial
domain 𝑆 and a temporal domain 𝑇. The spatiotemporal
variogram is estimated as half of the mean squared difference
between data separated by a given spatial and temporal lag
(ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) [33, 34]:

𝛾 (ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡)

= 1
2𝑛 (ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡)

𝑛(ℎ
𝑠
,ℎ
𝑡
)

∑
𝑖=1

[𝑧 (𝑠𝑖, 𝑡𝑖) − 𝑧 (𝑠𝑖 + ℎ𝑠, 𝑡𝑖 + ℎ𝑡)]2
(1)

where 𝛾(ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) is the semivariance of the empirical vari-
ogram; 𝑧(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) is the measurement at the spatial location 𝑠𝑖
and temporal location 𝑡𝑖; and 𝑛(ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) is the number of pairs
in the observation. Note that ℎ𝑠 is the Euclidean distance,
which is a two- or three-dimensional spatial distance vector.
Additionally, there should be no trend of systematic variation
in the dataset and thus the estimated variogram is inde-
pendent of the individual location. Figure 1 shows a three-
dimensional spatiotemporal variogram (Figure 1(a)) together
with its projection on the front or side planes (Figure 1(b)).
The variogram in Figure 1(b) can be regarded as a pure spatial
or temporal variogram.

A variogrammodel can be described by three parameters:
the nugget effect, range, and sill. The nugget effect is the
variance at the distance of zero, representing the microscale
variation or measurement error. The range is the distance
at which the data is no longer autocorrelated and the
semivariance starts to level off. That is to say, the spatial and
temporal ranges correspond to the spatially and temporally
correlated portions in the variogram. Beyond the range,
the semivariance becomes a constant value. The sill is the
semivariance where the variogram levels off [35].

Typically, the empirical variogram is then smoothed by
a mathematical model as the estimated model is commonly
irregular, and the real data structure is likely unknown
[36]. An appropriate model ensures the positive definite-
ness of the variogram and sufficient flexibility for the data
autocorrelation structure. Thus, many models, including
the separable covariance model, product-sum covariance
model, and metric covariance model, have been proposed.

The separable covariance model assumes that the space-
time covariance function is the product of separate spatial
temporal components (i.e., 𝐶(ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) = 𝐶𝑠(ℎ𝑠)𝐶𝑡(ℎ𝑡)). This
model separates the dependence on the two domains and
simplifies the variogram modelling. In contrast, the product-
sum covariance model (i.e., 𝐶(ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) = 𝑘𝐶𝑠(ℎ𝑠)𝐶𝑡(ℎ𝑡) +𝐶𝑠(ℎ𝑠) + 𝐶𝑡(ℎ𝑡), with 𝑘 > 0) was proposed to analyze the
interaction between spatial and temporal domains. Also, the
metric covariance model includes a space-time anisotropy
ratio 𝜅 to incorporate distance in time and space (i.e.,
𝐶(ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) = 𝐶𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡√ℎ2𝑠 + (𝜅 ⋅ ℎ𝑡)2). Evaluation criteria, such
as root-mean-square-error (RMSE) and mean squared error
(MSE), can be applied to assess the goodness-of-fit. By
measuring the difference between the observed values and
the estimated values, the model that best reproduces the
variability of the dataset can be selected.

3. Methodology

3.1. Research Procedure. This study analyzed the spatiotem-
poral patterns of RWIS data in three steps (see Figure 2).
First, the raw RWIS data was extracted from the database
and input into the data quality diagnostics module. The data
quality diagnostics module included the data completeness
test, reasonable range test, and model analysis test. Specifi-
cally, the data completeness test identified missing records;
the reasonable range test recognized erroneous data that
are out of a reasonable range; and the model analysis test
searched for erroneous data using acceptable regions defined
by models. Based on these tests, the data quality diagnostics
module excluded invalid and erroneous data in the following
steps. Then, with the processed data in hand, this study
included the construction and fit of the variogram models
by different types of spatiotemporal variograms. The fitted
model parameters and the goodness-of-fit were obtained
during this stage. Next, by comparing the goodness-of-fit,
the best fitted variogram was selected. In this way, the
spatiotemporal coverage of RWIS data was measured from
the fitted spatiotemporal variogram.

3.2. Data Quality Diagnostics. In this study, missing and
erroneous data was diagnosed by applying a diagnostics
algorithm. RWISs typically take both road and weather-
related measurements from various sensors. For data from
a specific sensor, the diagnostics algorithm screened the
raw data to check data completeness and quality in three
tests: the data completeness test, reasonable range test, and
model analysis test. First, if a data value from one sensor
was void in one record, it was diagnosed as a missing
measurement. Next, data that fell outside of the reasonable
ranges was recognized as erroneous. The reasonable ranges
were determined based on sensor specifications, location-
specific climatological ranges, and historical data ranges
[16, 17]. Then, in the model analysis test, data that fell
beyond acceptable regions was reported as invalid. The
algorithm predetermined acceptable regions according to the
relationship among data from different sensors in one record.
For example, the feasible road surface temperature (RST)
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Figure 2: Spatiotemporal coverage quantification research procedure.

regions were defined by the regression of the generalized
additive model (GAM) from historical data, which is detailed
below. GAM was applied to build the relationship between
RST and other data. Once RST measurements exceeded the
model estimation by a certain percentage (e.g., ±20%), the
measurements were determined to be erroneous data. In
this way, the diagnostics algorithm identified and removed
missing and erroneous measurements from the dataset.

In the data quality diagnostics process, GAM became
a generalized linear model with linear predictors. The lin-
ear predictors were linearly correlated with their unknown
smooth functions [37]. The smooth functions expressed the
nonparametric nonlinear associations with predictors. The
following equations show the GAM formulation.

𝑉 = 𝛽0 + 𝑓1 (𝑥1) + 𝑓2 (𝑥2) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑓𝐼 (𝑥𝐼) (2)

𝑓𝑖 (𝑥𝑖) =
𝐽

∑
𝑗=1

𝑠 (𝑥𝑗) (3)

In (2), 𝑉 is the variable of interest; 𝛽0 is the intercept; and
𝑓𝑖(𝑥𝑖) represents the smooth function of the predictor 𝑥𝑖,
which is formulated as (3).The predictors can include spatial,
temporal, and spatiotemporal parameters.

3.3. Spatiotemporal Variogram Modelling. The processed
dataset was then applied to construct spatiotemporal vari-
ogram models. The basic steps to construct a spatiotemporal
variogram are as follows.

First, the systematic trend was removed from the original
data. The variogram estimator 𝛾(ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) was valid only when
therewas no systematic variation.Themeasurements 𝑧(𝑠𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘)
were decomposed into a mean component 𝑚(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) and a
residual component 𝑟(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) (i.e., 𝑧(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) = 𝑚(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) +𝑟(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘)). 𝑚(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) represents the trend while 𝑟(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) rep-
resents the fluctuations to be estimated by spatiotemporal
variograms. The mean component can be estimated by
various theoretical or numerical models. In this step, the
residuals were extracted from the original measurements.
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Next, the variogram estimator 𝛾(ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) was calculated as
shown in (1). Note that the residuals 𝑟(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) from the last step
were regarded as measurements 𝑧(𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) in (1). The empirical
variogram was obtained in this step.

Then, variogram models were fitted. The typical vari-
ograms of separable, product-sum, and metric covariance
models are given by the following equations, respectively
[38].

𝛾𝑠𝑡 (ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) = sill ⋅ (𝛾𝑠 (ℎ𝑠) + 𝛾𝑡 (ℎ𝑡) − 𝛾𝑠 (ℎ𝑠) ⋅ 𝛾𝑡 (ℎ𝑡)) (4)

where 𝛾𝑠𝑡 is the modelled spatiotemporal variogram, 𝛾𝑠 is the
spatial variogram, 𝛾𝑡 is the temporal variogram, and 𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑙 is the
overall sill.

𝛾𝑠𝑡 (ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) = (k ⋅ sill𝑡 + 1) ⋅ 𝛾𝑠 (ℎ𝑠) + (k ⋅ sill𝑠 + 1)
⋅ 𝛾𝑡 (ℎ𝑡) − k ⋅ 𝛾𝑠 (ℎ𝑠) ⋅ 𝛾𝑡 (ℎ𝑡) )

(5)

where 𝑘 is positive and sill𝑠 and sill𝑡 are sills in space and time.

𝛾𝑠𝑡 (ℎ𝑠, ℎ𝑡) = 𝛾𝑗 (√ℎ2𝑠 + (𝜅 ⋅ ℎ𝑡)2) (6)

where 𝛾𝑗 is any known variogram including a nugget effect
and 𝜅 is the space-time anisotropy ratio.

When spatiotemporal variogram models were con-
structed, the model parameters, e.g., spatial and temporal
ranges, were extracted from the models. In addition, for
interpolation usingKrigingmethods, the residual component
was then interpolated on a fine grid and added to the mean
component to generate a fine grid map.

3.4. Cross Validation. To quantify the goodness-of-fit
between the fitted models and the empirical variogram, the
authors chose MSE as the measure of effectiveness. MSE
allowed the authors to evaluate the overall difference between
surfaces. MSE was calculated by the following equation. After
comparing MSE among different models, the model with the
best goodness-of-fit was selected.

MSE = 1
𝑛 ⋅ 𝑚

𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝑚

∑
𝑗=1

(𝛾𝑠𝑡 (ℎ𝑠,𝑖, ℎ𝑡,𝑗) − 𝛾 (ℎ𝑠,𝑖, ℎ𝑡,𝑗))2 (7)

where 𝛾𝑠𝑡(ℎ𝑠,𝑖, ℎ𝑡,𝑗) and 𝛾(ℎ𝑠,𝑖, ℎ𝑡,𝑗) are modelled and actual
spatiotemporal variogram at spatial distance ℎ𝑠,𝑖 and tempo-
ral distance ℎ𝑡,𝑗, respectively.

4. Case Study

4.1. Study Site. The study area was located in the province of
Alberta in Canada. Alberta has a humid continental climate,
which often produces extremely cold winters [39].The traffic
problems brought by snowfalls in severe winters are always
one of the major concerns of road authorities [21]. To acquire
real-time road weather and surface condition data, Alberta
is one of the leading provinces in Canada building an RWIS
network.With innovative sensors and cameras, the stationary
RWISs collect detailed road weather and surface conditions,
which can be inputs for winter maintenance operations and
weather impact warning applications. In this study, data from
stationary RWIS ESSs in the vicinity of Edmonton were
selected. Figure 3 schematically shows the locations of the 48
stationary RWIS ESSs selected. Stationary RWISs can record
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Figure 4: Nonlinear associations between RST and predictors. (a) Daily average air temperature. (b) Time of day. (c) Latitude. (d) Longitude.

both road- and weather-related data at prespecified temporal
resolutions. The data they measure includes latitude, lon-
gitude, elevation, air temperature, humidity, precipitation,
surface temperature, and wind speed. RST is one of the
most important parameters for road condition prediction
(e.g., black ice). Road conditions are sensitive to RST, so this
research took it as a measure for estimation. RWIS datasets
were available from 2014 to 2016. During this period, data
from winter seasons (from October to March) was chosen.

4.2. Data Quality Diagnostics. In the dataset used for this
study, the data missing ratio was 1.76% and the erroneous
ratio was 6.59%. To identify erroneous RSTmeasurements in
the model analysis test, specific GAMmodel predictors were
selected: daily average air temperature, time of day and the
latitude and longitude of the stations. The “mgcv” package
in the R software (version 3.4.3) [40] was used to fit the
GAM model. The nonlinear relationships obtained from the
GAM model to identify the acceptable regions are shown in
Figure 4. The RST measurements that exceeded ±20% of the
model estimation were defined as erroneous data.

The monthly sample size after data quality check is
exhibited in Figure 5(a). Each month has 86,498 RST mea-
surements on average. The descriptive statistics for monthly
RST data are plotted in Figure 5(b). In Figure 5(b), the central
mark on each box is the median value and the edges are
the 25th and 75th percentiles. The individual data points
beyond the whiskers are outliers. It can be observed that
there is an obvious seasonal trend between shoulder months
(October andMarch) and winter months (fromNovember to
February).

4.3. Spatiotemporal Coverage. The spatiotemporal variogram
modelling was coded in the R software program [40].
The “gstat” package was used to construct and fit the
spatiotemporal variogram models. The original data was
detrended to obtain residuals by removing the local mean
values. The empirical spatiotemporal variogram for each
month was built from the variance of difference between
any two spatiotemporal residual points. To fit the empirical
spatiotemporal variogram, some initial guess of the model
parameters was taken from pure spatial variograms and time
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Figure 5: Data summary after data quality check. (a) Monthly sample size. (b) Boxplot of the processed dataset.

series analysis. Then the spatiotemporal variograms were
fitted using the “fit.StVariogram” function. An algorithm in
the family of quasi-Newton methods [41], called L-BFGS-
B (Limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno-
B) optimization algorithm, estimated the model parameters.

For the monthly empirical variogram, three spatiotem-
poral variograms were fitted: separable, product-sum, and
metric variograms. The fitted model parameters are listed in
Table 1. Among the models, the product-sum model gave
the smallest MSE compared to others. Therefore, only the
product-summodel was used to fit the variability structure of
RST in the following analysis. Figure 6 shows the empirical
and fitted product-sum variograms for November 2014 and
January 2015. The empirical variograms visualize the spa-
tiotemporal variability of RST data. The parameters from the
fitted variograms quantify the spatiotemporal patterns and
help to estimate RST in any unobserved space-time point.

The variograms in Figure 6 illustrate the correlation
between any two pairs of spatiotemporal data points: the
higher the variogram 𝛾𝑠𝑡, the higher the correlation. The
values for the rangemodel parameter were extracted from the
fitted variograms. The data was uncorrelated when the spatial
distance or time lag between data points went beyond the
ranges. Thus, the ranges were related to data representative-
ness and can be interpreted as the spatiotemporal coverage.
In Figure 6, the lines on the front and side planes are the
pure spatial variogram at the zero time lag and temporal
variograms at the zero spatial distance, respectively.

As observed fromTable 1 and Figure 6, themodel parame-
ters differ between months. Thus, the model parameters were
extracted from monthly fitted spatiotemporal variograms to
examine whether seasonal trends exist. Figure 7 illustrates
the monthly variations of spatial and temporal ranges around
the winter seasons from 2014 to 2016. The ranges indicate
that RST measurements were correlated within a distance
on the spatial scale and within a time lag on the temporal
scale. The maximum and minimum ranges in space were
7.37 km (March 2015) and 35.55km (January 2016), and those
in time were 6.81 h (February 2016) and 16.90h (January
2015). Although ranges varied across months and years, it is
still obvious that the data from themonths suffering from low
temperatures had higher spatial and temporal coverage. RST
measurements from RWIS in the winter months (December,
January, and February) generally represented more in space
and time than the shoulder months (October and March).
This phenomenon is reasonable and related with meteorolog-
ical variations. The severe winter months in Alberta, Canada,
experience extremely cold temperatures during which the
RST stays in a low level steadily.Thus, eachRSTmeasurement
in winter months can cover more in space and time. On
the contrary, shoulder months witness the transition between
seasons. The meteorological variations in either space or
time are larger than in other months. As a result, one RST
measurement point in shouldermonths (October andMarch)
represents road surface conditions in a small coverage of
space and time.
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Figure 6: Spatiotemporal variograms. (a) Empirical variogram of Nov 2014. (b) Fitted variogram of Nov 2014. (c) Empirical variogram of Jan
2015. (d) Fitted variogram of Jan 2015.

The spatiotemporal coverage results provide a reference
for decision makers to plan an RWIS network and hence
undertake necessary road maintenance and traffic manage-
ment. The spatiotemporal coverage from variograms is the
maximum distance and time lag, beyond which the measure-
ments are no longer representative. In practice, apart from
the coverage values from variograms, lower coverage values
can be defined to guarantee higher acceptable estimation
accuracy.

As previously discussed, RST was chosen without loss of
generality, but other road surface and weather indicators can
also follow the same procedure to determine their respective
spatiotemporal coverage. Once the spatiotemporal coverage
is finalized, the density of stationary RWIS and the frequency
of mobile RWIS can be specified. On the one hand, as
data from stationary RWIS ESSs are discrete in the space

domain, the spatial coverage is an essential factor that needs
to be considered in planning a stationary RWIS network.
Since the spatiotemporal variogram gives a spatial range
(𝑆𝑅), measurements from a stationary RWIS ESS can be
regarded representative in the distance of 𝑆𝑅. Then, along
the target roadway, at least one RWIS is required to be
allocated every 𝑆𝑅 × 2. On the other hand, mobile RWIS
provides discrete data in time, so the temporal coverage is
a prerequisite in scheduling mobile RWIS vehicles. Using
the temporal range (𝑇𝑅) from the variogram, measurements
from a mobile RWIS can be regarded as representative in a
time interval of 𝑇𝑅. To construct a database with complete
temporal information, one mobile RWIS vehicle should be
scheduled to collect road weather data at least every 𝑇𝑅 × 2.
Moreover, to predict temporal changes in the near future, the
time headway between two vehicles should be less than 𝑇𝑅.
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Table 1: Fitted model parameters for the spatiotemporal variogram. (a) Separable covariance model. (b) Product-sum covariance model. (c)
Metric covariance model.

(a)

Space Time Overall Sill [∘C2] MSE [∘C2]
Range [kma] Nugget [∘C2] Range [hb] Nugget [∘C2]

November 2014 14.23 0.00 5.14 0.00 11.81 13.06
January 2015 20.73 0.00 6.90 0.00 13.70 13.48

(b)

Space Time k MSE [∘C2]
Range [km] Nugget [∘C2] Sill [∘C2] Range [h] Nugget [∘C2] Sill [∘C2]

November 2014 14.23 0.01 3.41 8.09 0.01 14.55 0.01 0.80
January 2015 20.73 0.01 5.17 14.50 0.01 19.87 0.01 0.60

(c)

Range Nugget [∘C2] Sill [∘C2] MSE [∘C2]
November 2014 532178 0.68 16.40 1.36
January 2015 640430 2.69 18.84 2.74
akm = kilometre.
bh = hour.
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Figure 7: Monthly range variations from spatiotemporal variogram. (a) Spatial. (b) Temporal.

Similarly, in a CV environment, only when the penetration
rate of CV-enabled vehicles fulfills a full temporal coverage,
the CV data can then be interpolated to generate a fine map
that shows spatiotemporal variability of road surface and
weather conditions.

5. Conclusions and Future Research

Reliable road maintenance and traffic management call for
road surface and weather data collection with high coverage;

however, RWISs collect road and weather data at a high cost.
To help in planning a cost-effective RWIS network, a quantifi-
cation method was developed to determine spatiotemporal
coverage of RWIS data. The proposed method was assessed
using authentic RWIS data. There are several key results from
this research:

(a) Due to technical problems, the measurements that the
studied RWIS ESSs collected contained a certain percentage
of missing and erroneous data. Data quality diagnostics and
imputation should be given great consideration.
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(b) Among the three spatiotemporal variogram models,
the product-sum model outperforms the others. The spatial
and temporal range values from the model identify the
spatiotemporal coverage of RWIS data. The spatiotempo-
ral coverage can be used to decide the RWIS distribu-
tions to achieve a fine understanding of the spatiotemporal
variability.

(c) A seasonal trend was found behind the monthly
spatiotemporal coverage. Data from winter months covers
more in space and time than data from shoulder months. The
seasonal trend should be considered in the RWIS network
design and operation.

(d) Analysis of spatiotemporal semivariograms suggested
a stationary RWIS ESS should be located at least every
71.1 km, while a mobile RWIS vehicle should be deployed at
least every 33.8 h in the Alberta case.

Based on the observations from this study, the proposed
method can be applied in assigning an influence radius
of RWIS ESS observations in various road weather-related
applications. The current study can be extended in sev-
eral directions. First, spatial stratified heterogeneity of the
demand surface will be tested and attributed accordingly [42,
43]. In our present study, semivariograms are constructed
by assuming a stationary process, which means the underly-
ing spatiotemporal structures are translation-invariant over
space and time. This rather strong assumption might not
hold true when used in large regions with high spatial (i.e.,
landscape) and temporal (i.e., season) heterogeneity. Second,
since semivariogram parameters are sensitive to the property
of population, the way of sampling, and the method of
estimation, further investigation is required on the spatial
sampling trinity to examine the conclusiveness of the findings
presented in our study. This will be particularly important
when the study is extended to the stage of optimal RWIS
network planning. Third, the stationary and mobile RWIS
data will be integrated and fused to construct a database
with high coverage in both space and time. Data from
different sources may not match even in the same time and
location. It is challenging to fuse data among multiple data
sources and extend their temporal and spatial coverage. A
practical, accurate, and time-efficient data integration and
fusion method is still required for efficient and reliable
road surface and weather condition estimation. Furthermore,
the spatiotemporal coverage defined in this study could
possibly vary depending upon several external factors, such
as geographical and topological characteristics of the site
under investigation. Hence, more case studies are essential to
obtain more conclusive results.
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Due to their simplicity and operating mode, magnetic loops are one of the most used traffic sensors in Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS). However, at this moment, their potential is not being fully exploited, as neither the speed nor the length of the
vehicles can be surely ascertained with the use of a single magnetic loop. In this way, the vast majority of them are only being
used to count vehicles on urban and interurban roads. For this reason, in order to contribute to the development of new traffic
sensors and make roads safer, this paper introduces a theoretical study to explain the design and peculiarities of the innovative
double loops, how to calculate their magnetic field and three different methods to calculate their inductance. Finally, the different
inductance values obtained by these three methods will be analyzed and compared with experimental measurements carried out
by our research group in order to know which method is more accurate and if all of them are equally reliable.

1. Introduction

Magnetic loops are the most common sensors on roads
around the world since they are an affordable and highly
developed technology with a simple operation that is not
affected by environmental conditions [1–7]. Although these
ones imply to drill and work on the road for their installation
and possible future repairs like the rest of intrusive sensors
[8], in practice, magnetic loops still have a long future ahead.
Even though they might seem outdated, these are actually
a widely extended and well-known reliable technology that
offers good performance at a low price. Proof of this is that
today they continue to be installed on the roads and they are
even fundamental elements in the new algorithms for traffic
management [9–15].

Their operation is straightforward, since it is based on the
impedance variation that is recorded in the magnetic loops

during the passage of vehicles over them, and as shown in
Figure 1, an entire system usually consists of three parts [16]:

(I) A magnetic loop formed by a wire with one or more
turns superficially buried in the pavement.

(II) A cable that links the magnetic loop with the control
booth, which is also buried in the pavement.

(III) An electronic unit located in the control booth that
contains an oscillator and amplifiers to excite the
inductive loop.

In order to have a better understanding of how they work,
there are many publications and bibliography [1] since they
are one of the most widespread sensors. However, a brief
physical explanation is provided in the following points:

(i) The electronic unit together with the magnetic loop
forms an oscillator circuit.
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Figure 1: Magnetic loop system scheme.

(ii) The current which passes through the loop produces
a magnetic field →𝐻 around the cable as shown in (1),
where 𝑁 is the number of turns of the loop, 𝐼 is the
current expressed in Amperes, and 𝑙 is the length of
the loop expressed in meters.

→𝐻 = 𝑁 ⋅ 𝐼𝑙 (1)

(iii) This magnetic field →𝐻 produces a magnetic flux 0
through the loop as shown in (2), where →𝐵 is the
magnetic flux density, →𝑆 is the surface enclosed by the
loop, 𝜇𝑟 is the relative magnetic permeability of the
medium, and 𝜇𝑜 is a constant value (4𝜋 ⋅ 10−7 N / A2).

0 = →𝐵 ⋅ →𝑆 = 𝜇𝑟 ⋅ 𝜇𝑜 ⋅ →𝐻 ⋅ →𝑆 (2)

(iv) The result is that the inductance of a common single
loop 𝐿 expressed in Henrys is obtained as follows:

𝐿 = 𝑁 ⋅ 0𝐼 = 𝑁 ⋅ →𝐵 ⋅ →𝑆𝐼 (3)

In this way, when a vehicle or any object built with ferromag-
netic materials passes through the magnetic field generated
by a magnetic loop buried on the road with a surface area→𝑆 , a number of turns 𝑁, and a current intensity 𝐼 as shown
in Figure 2, there is a decrease in the global magnetic field
because of the currents that are induced in the vehicle.

As seen in (3), the loop inductance is proportional to the
magnetic flux, which causes that when passing a vehicle over
it, the inductance also decreases. Moreover, like any oscillator
circuit, the oscillation frequency of the whole system will be
given by

𝑓 = 𝑘𝐿 (4)

where 𝑘 is a constant that depends on the characteristics of
the electronic components used in the construction of the

Magnetic Flux

Inductive Loop

Figure 2: Magnetic loop operation mode.

oscillator circuit. Thus, when a vehicle passes over a loop,
we can obtain what is commonly known as “the vehicle
magnetic profile” or “the vehicle inductance signature” by
analyzing the inductance or frequency variation recorded.
This magnetic profile is different for each type of vehicle
as seen in Figure 3, which allows classifying the different
vehicles as motorcycles, cars, trucks and buses. However,
while the vehicle magnetic profiles for the single loops are
widely known, the magnetic profiles left by the passage of
vehicles over the double loops have not yet been studied,
although we can anticipate that these new magnetic profiles
will offer much more information than the previous ones.

To estimate the vehicle speed and classify them, nowadays
it is necessary to use two single loops, since a single one is
not able to get all the necessary parameters to do it. After
analyzing the magnetic profile, there are two unknown data
(vehicle length and vehicle speed) with the variation of a
single parameter (inductance or oscillation frequency).

For that reason, there are usually two loops per lane
separated by a certain distance. In this manner, the passage
of a vehicle over the first loop is recorded in the detector, and
after a short interval of time, the vehicle passes again over
the second loop where it is also recorded [8, 17]. Then, as the
distance between both loops is known by design, the vehicle
speed, the direction of traffic and the vehicle length can be
finally estimated, as well as the vehicle axle detection [14].
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Figure 3: Magnetic profiles. (a) Car. (b) Bus.

Nevertheless, with the use of the double loops this
problem would be solved and it would only be necessary
to use one loop to find out all the previous data, since
they have a simpler, more compact and more economical
electronics. Moreover, having a single signal instead of two
would facilitate the implementation of the measurement
system.

Therefore, our work will aim to present and describe the
characteristics of the double loop, to offer different methods
to calculate its inductance, to verify which one provides better
results and to improve the functional characteristics of the
popular single loops, which despite being the most installed
sensor on the roads, they are actually only dedicated to
count vehicles. The presentation of the new vehicle magnetic
profiles, the parameters that can be extracted with them and
the advantages offered over the conventional loop will be the
subject of the following paper.

2. Electromagnetic Analysis

The design, shape, and construction of a rectangular or
circular single loop are well-known worldwide [3]. However,
although every day there are more algorithms and new
systems to regulate traffic based on magnetic loops [18, 19],
the double loop capable of providing better performance than
the current loops at lower cost is still unknown.

A double loop is no more than the union of two rectan-
gular loops, which can have different dimensions and turns
(not to be confused with two single loops spaced at a certain
distance as described above). How to implement this type of
loop can be quite varied, but a classic way to proceedwould be
to build the outer loop and then a smaller inner loop located
at one extreme. However, another way to build it could be to
construct a small loop and then put another small one next to
the first one. In all cases, the direction of the current in each
loop can be chosen with the aim of generating different types
of configurations. At any rate, in our study we will present
a general theoretical analysis capable of simulating any type
of design. Therefore, in order to analyze this type of loop, the
space will be divided into three sections as shown in Figure 4.

X
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S1S2

S3

P(x, y, z)

Figure 4: Double loop presented in three sections.

(i) The first section, 𝑆1, corresponds to the three red
segments located in the plane of the negative values of𝑋. Two segments parallel to the 𝑋-axis with a length
of 𝑎 and one segment parallel to the 𝑌-axis with a
length of 2𝑏.

(ii) The second section, 𝑆2, corresponds to the three
turquoise segments located in the plane of the positive
values of𝑋. Two segments parallel to the𝑋-axis with
a length of 𝑑 and one segment parallel to the 𝑌-axis
with a length of 2𝑏.

(iii) The third section, 𝑆3, corresponds to the blue segment
located on the 𝑌-axis at 𝑋 = 0 which has a length of2𝑏.

In this way, point 𝑃 where the magnetic field will be
calculated will be determined by its coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧).
Consequently and as shown in Figure 4, the distances from
any point of the double loop (𝑥 , 𝑦, 𝑧) to the point of analysis
of the magnetic field 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) will be defined as follows:

𝑟1𝑎 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑟2𝑎 = √(𝑥 + 𝑎)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦)2 + 𝑧2
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𝑟3𝑎 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑟1𝑏 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑟2𝑏 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑟3𝑏 = √(𝑥 − 𝑑)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦)2 + 𝑧2
𝑟1𝑐 = √𝑥2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦)2 + 𝑧2

(5)

In order to perform the electromagnetic analysis, the starting
point will be the physical phenomenon of magnetic field
generation due to the electrical currents flowing through
a conductor. Maxwell’s equations [20] revealed that the
divergence of →𝐵 is zero:

→∇ ∙ →𝐵 = 0 (6)

This indicates that →𝐵 has the solenoidal property (with no
divergence), which means that the magnetic field →𝐵 can be
represented using an auxiliary vector function →𝐴 as follows:

→𝐵 = →∇ 𝑥 →𝐴 (7)

And thus →∇ ∙ (→∇𝑥→𝐴) = 0 (8)

The auxiliary vector →A is called magnetic potential vector [21]
and it is related to the sources of the stable current density J
which are responsible for generating themagnetic field.Then,
in the case of a linear conductor, →A is given by

→𝐴 = ∫
𝑙

𝜇𝑜𝐼𝑑 ̀𝑙4𝜋𝑟 (9)

where 𝐼 is the current in the linear conductor and 𝑟 is the
distance from the conductor to the analysis point. However,
(9) represents a solution for the case of thin conductors, but
the general solution must include a volumetric integral. In
this way, the magnetic potential vector for each segment of
our inductive double loop is obtained as follows:

Section 𝑆1
→𝐴1𝑠1𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln

√(𝑥 + 𝑎)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 − 𝑎 − 𝑥
√(𝑥)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 − 𝑥

→𝐴2𝑠1𝑦 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln
√(𝑥 + 𝑎)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 + 𝑏 − 𝑦
√(𝑥 + 𝑎)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 − 𝑏 − 𝑦

→𝐴3𝑠1𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln
√𝑥2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 − 𝑥

√(𝑥 + 𝑎)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 − 𝑎 − 𝑥

(10a)

Section 𝑆2
→𝐴1𝑠2𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln

√𝑥2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 − 𝑥
√(𝑥 − 𝑑)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 + 𝑑 − 𝑥

→𝐴2𝑠2𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln
√(𝑥 − 𝑑)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 + 𝑑 − 𝑥

√𝑥2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 − 𝑥
→𝐴3𝑠2𝑦 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln

√(𝑥 − 𝑑)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 − 𝑏 − 𝑦
√(𝑥 − 𝑑)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 + 𝑏 − 𝑦

(10b)

Section 𝑆3
→𝐴1𝑠3𝑦 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln

√𝑥2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 + 𝑏 − 𝑦
√𝑥2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2 − 𝑏 − 𝑦 (10c)

In the previous expressions (𝐴 𝑖𝑠𝑗𝑘) it must be noted that, as
shown in Figure 4, the subindex 𝑖 refers to the considered
segment of the section 𝑠𝑗, which in turn corresponds to the
𝑘-axis. For example, →𝐴3𝑠2𝑦 would mean the third segment of
section 𝑆2 located on the 𝑌-axis, and the values 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑑
would correspond to the dimensions of the loop described
above. However, before proceeding with the electromagnetic
analysis of the double loop, we will define a series of terms to
simplify the previous equations. These terms will be

𝑅1 = √𝑥2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑅2 = √(𝑥 − 𝑑)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑅3 = √𝑥2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑅4 = √(𝑥 − 𝑑)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑅1𝑎 = √(𝑥 + 𝑎)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑅2𝑎 = 𝑅1

𝑅3𝑎 = √(𝑥 + 𝑎)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑏)2 + 𝑧2
𝑅4𝑎 = 𝑅3

𝑐1 = −𝑥
𝑐2 = 𝑑 − 𝑥
𝑑1 = −𝑏 − 𝑦
𝑑2 = 𝑏 − 𝑦
𝑐1𝑎 = −𝑎 − 𝑥
𝑐2𝑎 = 𝑐1
𝑑1𝑎 = 𝑑1

𝑑2𝑎 = 𝑑2

(11)
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In this way, combining (10a), (10b), and (10c) with (11), we
can obtain the magnetics potentials vectors in a simpler way
as seen in the following:

→𝐴1𝑠1𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln
𝑅1𝑎 + 𝑐1𝑎𝑅2𝑎 + 𝑐2𝑎

→𝐴2𝑠1𝑦 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln 𝑅3𝑎 + 𝑑2𝑎𝑅1𝑎 + 𝑑1𝑎

→𝐴3𝑠1𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln
𝑅4𝑎 + 𝑐2𝑎𝑅3𝑎 + 𝑐1𝑎

→𝐴1𝑠2𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln 𝑅1 + 𝑐1𝑅2 + 𝑐2
→𝐴2𝑠2𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln 𝑅4 + 𝑐2𝑅3 + 𝑐1
→𝐴3𝑠2𝑦 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln 𝑅2 + 𝑑1𝑅4 + 𝑑2

→𝐴1𝑠3𝑦 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 ln
𝑅4𝑎 + 𝑑2𝑎𝑅2𝑎 + 𝑑1𝑎

(12)

For the section 𝑆1, located in the plane of the negative
values of 𝑋, the magnetic potential vector would have two
components, 𝑥 and 𝑦:

→𝐴𝑠1 = (→𝐴1𝑠1𝑥 + →𝐴3𝑠1𝑥) 𝑥 + (→𝐴2𝑠1𝑦) 𝑦 (13)

For the section 𝑆2, located in the plane of the positive values
of 𝑋, the magnetic potential vector would also have two
components, 𝑥 and 𝑦:

→𝐴𝑠2 = (→𝐴1𝑠2𝑥 + →𝐴2𝑠2𝑥) 𝑥 + (→𝐴3𝑠2𝑦) 𝑦 (14)

Nevertheless, in the case of the section 𝑆3, located on the axis𝑌 at 𝑋 = 0, it would only have component 𝑦:
→𝐴𝑠3 = (→𝐴1𝑠3𝑦) 𝑦 (15)

Thus, once the magnetic potential vector has been calculated,
the magnetic field could already be obtained by applying the
curl to the magnetic potential vector in the same way as (7).
However, with the aim of obtaining the total magnetic field,
the calculation must be performed for each loop section. In
this manner, the equations of the three sections are presented
in (16), (17), and (18) respectively.

Section 𝑆1−Negative Values of 𝑋
→𝐵 𝑠1𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 [ 𝑧𝑅1𝑎 (𝑅1𝑎 + 𝑑1𝑎) − 𝑧𝑅3𝑎 (𝑅3𝑎 + 𝑑2𝑎)]
→𝐵 𝑠1𝑦 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 [ 𝑧𝑅1𝑎 (𝑅1𝑎 + 𝑐1𝑎) − 𝑧𝑅2𝑎 (𝑅2𝑎 + 𝑐2𝑎)

− 𝑧𝑅3𝑎 (𝑅3𝑎 + 𝑐1𝑎) + 𝑧𝑅4𝑎 (𝑅4𝑎 + 𝑐2𝑎)]

→𝐵 𝑠1𝑧 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 [( − (𝑥 + 𝑎)𝑅1𝑎 (𝑅1𝑎 + 𝑑1𝑎) + (𝑥 + 𝑎)𝑅3𝑎 (𝑅3𝑎 + 𝑑2𝑎))
− ( (𝑦 + 𝑏)

𝑅1𝑎 (𝑅1𝑎 + 𝑐1𝑎) − (𝑦 + 𝑏)
𝑅2𝑎 (𝑅2𝑎 + 𝑐2𝑎)

− (𝑦 − 𝑏)
𝑅3𝑎 (𝑅3𝑎 + 𝑐1𝑎) + (𝑦 − 𝑏)

𝑅4𝑎 (𝑅4𝑎 + 𝑐2𝑎))]
(16)

Section 𝑆2−Positive Values of 𝑋
→𝐵 𝑠2𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 [ −𝑧𝑅2 (𝑅2 + 𝑑1) − 𝑧𝑅4 (𝑅4 + 𝑑2)]
→𝐵 𝑠2𝑦 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 [ 𝑧𝑅1 (𝑅1 + 𝑐1) − 𝑧𝑅2 (𝑅2 + 𝑐2)

− 𝑧𝑅3 (𝑅3 + 𝑐1) + 𝑧𝑅4 (𝑅4 + 𝑐2)]
→𝐵 𝑠2𝑧 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 [( (𝑥 − 𝑑)𝑅2 (𝑅2 + 𝑑1) − (𝑥 − 𝑑)𝑅4 (𝑅4 + 𝑑2))

− ( (𝑦 + 𝑏)
𝑅1 (𝑅1 + 𝑐1) − (𝑦 + 𝑏)

𝑅2 (𝑅2 + 𝑐2) − (𝑦 − 𝑏)
𝑅3 (𝑅3 + 𝑐1)

+ (𝑦 − 𝑏)
𝑅4 (𝑅4 + 𝑐2))]

(17)

Section 𝑆3− Axis 𝑌 at 𝑋 = 0
→𝐵 𝑠3𝑥 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 [ 𝑧𝑅2𝑎 (𝑅2𝑎 + 𝑑1𝑎) − 𝑧𝑅4𝑎 (𝑅4𝑎 + 𝑑2𝑎)]
→𝐵 𝑠3𝑧 = 𝜇0𝐼4𝜋 [ 𝑥𝑅4𝑎 (𝑅4𝑎 + 𝑑2𝑎) − 𝑥𝑅2𝑎 (𝑅2𝑎 + 𝑑1𝑎)]

(18)

Hence, all this double loop electromagnetic analysis have led
us to the conclusion that the total magnetic field produced
by a double loop of dimensions 𝑎, 𝑑 and 2𝑏 at a certain
point 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) as shown in Figure 4 will be the sum of
the components obtained in (16), (17), and (18).The resulting
expression is shown in the following:

→𝐵 = (→𝐵 𝑠1𝑥 + →𝐵 𝑠2𝑥 + →𝐵 𝑠3𝑥) 𝑥 + (→𝐵 𝑠1𝑦 + →𝐵 𝑠2𝑦) 𝑦
+ (→𝐵 𝑠1𝑧 + →𝐵 𝑠2𝑧 + →𝐵 𝑠3𝑧) �̂� (19)

3. Experimental Measurements

After obtaining the expression that describes the magnetic
field generated by a double loop, the next step was to verify
that the theoretical results coincided with the experimental
ones. For this reason, a double loop was constructed in the
laboratory by our research team (Group of Traffic Control
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Figure 5: Outline of the double loop constructed.

System, ITACA Institute, Universitat Politècnica de València,
Spain). It was implemented with an external loop of𝑁1 turns
and, inside and over it, a smaller one of 𝑁2 turns located
in the negative half-plane, both with the same direction of
circulation. The scheme is shown in Figure 5.

With these conditions, we only were interested in the
component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the surface
of the loop (→𝐵𝑘), as the surface vector of the loop only
has component along the 𝑍-axis. Then, taking into account
the turns of each of the loop sections, this value was easily
obtained from (19) as follows:

→𝐵𝑘 = (𝑁1 + 𝑁2) ⋅ →𝐵 𝑠1𝑧 + 𝑁1 ⋅ →𝐵 𝑠2𝑧 − 𝑁2 ⋅ →𝐵 𝑠3𝑧
(20)

3.1. Characteristics of the Double Loop Constructed. Con-
ductor type is tinned copper wire conductors individually
insulated with polyvinyl chloride with a cross section of0.28 𝑚𝑚2.

Number of turns is 4 exterior turns (𝑁1) of 1.20 𝑥 0.46 𝑚
and 5 interior turns (𝑁2) of 0.40 𝑥 0.46 𝑚.

Dimensions is 1.20 𝑥 0.46 𝑚.
With these values, the parameters of the loop according to

the nomenclature used in Figures 4 and 5would be as follows:

𝑎 = 0.40𝑚
𝑏 = 0.23𝑚
𝑑 = 0.80𝑚

(21)

3.2. Characteristics of the Signal Used to Energize the Loop.
Frequency of the signal applied to the loop is 139.2 𝑘𝐻𝑧.

Signal type is rectangular.
Current intensity through the loop (𝑅𝑀𝑆) is 51.80 𝑚𝐴.

3.3. Region Where the Readings of the Magnetic Field Were
Carried Out. Height above the plane of the loop is 0.0825 𝑚.

Position is along the𝑋-axis in the center of the loop (𝑌 =0).
With the above-mentioned characteristics, the theoretical

calculation in the region of the measurements was carried
out by applying and programming the expression obtained in

Figure 6: Exposure Level Tester ELT-400.

Figure 7: ELT-400 configuration.

(20) inMatlab ©, while the experimental measurements were
performed in our laboratory in order to verify the goodness
of the theoretical model developed for the calculation of the
double loop magnetic field. The instrument used to measure
this magnetic field was the Exposure Level Tester ELT-400
shown in Figure 6.

This device contains a series of turns with a diameter of0.125 𝑚 and measures the magnetic field by means of this
spherical sensor. It is able to detect frequencies from 1𝐻𝑧
to 400 𝑘𝐻𝑧, although this can be set as wished. To perform
the measurements, the ELT-400 was configured as shown in
Figure 7 and as follows:

Selected frequency range: 30 𝐻𝑧 − 400 𝑘𝐻𝑧.
Reading range: 320𝜇𝑇.
RMS signal value.
After collecting and processing all the information, the

comparison between the calculated and measured values of
the magnetic field as well as the tolerance of the measuring
instrument (±35 𝑛𝑇) was made, which is shown in Fig-
ure 8.

It can be observed that the differences between the
measured and calculated magnetic field values are, except in
specific points, within the tolerance range of the instrument.
The difference between the theoretical and measured values
within the contour of the loop is below 20%of the reading and
the mean value is below 8%. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the theoretical model for double loops developed in this
paper predicts with a good precision the behavior of the
magnetic field. In addition, different types of tests were also
carried out with other types of loops, both single and double,
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Figure 8: Calculated and measured values of the magnetic field |B|.
The instrument tolerance is also considered.

varying the type and amplitude of the applied current, and
very similar results were obtained.

4. Methods for Inductance Calculation

Throughout time, various methods to calculate the induc-
tance of magnetic loops according to different geometric
configurations have been proposed [22–28], such as the
Mills’ method based on Grover’s equations [22]. Most of
the mathematical expressions for these calculations appear
in classical texts [23] and based on these expressions, the
inductance values presented by other different models of
loops can be easily deduced.

However, the development of computer systems has
allowed to implement numerical methods that make use of
the intrinsic definition of the physical process of magnetic
induction. In this regard, it would be convenient to include
our previously presented work [25], in which the methods to
calculate the inductance of a rectangular loop were analyzed
and compared with other calculation techniques and real
measures.

In this way, this time we will present three methods to
calculate the inductance of the innovative double loops, since
there are no studies about them. Therefore, these methods
will be deeply analyzed and compared in order to knowwhich
method is more effective and if all of them are equally good.
These three methods are as follows:

(A) Electromagnetic Analysis Method
(B) Numerical Integration Method
(C) Mills and Grover’s Method

(A) Electromagnetic Analysis Method. The first method to
calculate the inductance of a double loop is based on the elec-
tromagnetic analysis, which considers the use of a numerical
method that employs the expression of the magnetic field
generated by a double loop. This means to carry out a study
applied to the case of a double loop with the same structure
as Figure 4.

Theprocedure starts bymaking use of the flux calculation,
since all the loopswork in the sameway.However, in this case,
themagnetic field and the fluxwill present some peculiarities.

The magnetic flux will be obtained as the integral of the
product of the magnetic field by the differential surface all
along the entire surface of the loop:

0 = ∫𝑆 →𝐵𝐾 ∙ →𝑑𝑆 (22)

The expression of →𝐵𝐾 used in (22), which only taken into
account the field in the 𝑍 direction, will be the same as in
(20), and the differential surface can be easily replaced by the
product of the differential length according to the𝑋-axis and𝑌-axis as shown in the following:

0 = ∫𝑆 →𝐵→𝑑𝑆 = ∫𝑑

−𝑎
∫𝑏

−𝑏
𝐵𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥 (23)

To solve this expression, the integrals will be replaced by
summations. For this, it is necessary to obtain the magnetic
field in a series of points in space and consider a differential
surface 𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥 around.

In this way, if we defined 𝑁𝑥 as the number of points in
which the magnetic field will be measured along the 𝑋-axis
and 𝑁𝑦 as the number of points in which the magnetic field
will bemeasured along the 𝑌-axis, the 𝑑𝑥 and 𝑑𝑦 differentials
of (23) would be given by the following:

𝑑𝑥 = 𝑑 + 𝑎𝑁𝑥

𝑑𝑦 = 2𝑏𝑁𝑦

(24)

Consequently, the total flux through the loop would be as
shown in the following:

0 = 𝑁𝑥−1∑
𝑛=1

𝑁𝑦−1∑
𝑚=1

𝐵𝐾 (−𝑎 + 𝑛𝑑𝑥, −𝑏 + 𝑚𝑑𝑦, 0) 𝑓𝑥𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥 (25)

Summaries’ limits have been designed to prevent the mag-
netic field measurements on the conductors, since at these
points the value of 𝐵𝐾 presents a singularity. The summation
is extended to the rectangle defined by the points (−𝑎+𝑑𝑥, 𝑑−𝑑𝑥) in the𝑋-axis and (−𝑏 + 𝑑𝑦, 𝑏 − 𝑑𝑦) in the 𝑌-axis, but this
causes an error in the measurement that has been tried to be
solved by increasing the differential surface by 50%within the
limits of the summation points. For this reason, 𝑓𝑥 and 𝑓𝑦
factors have been introduced [23].The 𝑓𝑥 factor takes a value
1 in all points except in those where 𝑛 = 1 or 𝑛 = 𝑁𝑥 − 1
that has a value 1.5, and the 𝑓𝑦 factor also takes a value 1 in all
points except in those where 𝑚 = 1 or 𝑚 = 𝑁𝑦 − 1 that has a
value 1.5.

On the other hand, due to the abrupt change that appears
in the 𝐵𝐾 component of the magnetic field in the vicinity of
the conductors, it is evident the importance of choosing the
number of points 𝑁𝑥 and 𝑁𝑦. In our previous article [25], it
was shown that the optimal values of𝑁𝑥 and 𝑁𝑦 to minimize
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the error in the calculation of the inductance for a single
rectangular loop were given by

𝑁𝑥 = 𝑎 + 𝑑3𝑅𝐶

𝑁𝑦 = 2𝑏3𝑅𝐶

(26)

where𝑅𝑐 is the radius of the conductor used to build the loop
and 𝑎, 𝑑 and 2𝑏, the dimensions of the loop shown in Figures
4 and 5. However, in this case, the space has been divided
into three sections (two areas) as explained previously. For
the positive region of the 𝑋-axis the flux is concatenated by𝑁1 turns, and for the negative region of the𝑋-axis, the flux is
concatenated by𝑁1 ±𝑁2 turns as shown in Figure 5.The “+”
sign would be used when the current goes through both loops
in the same direction and the sign “−” when the current goes
through the loops in opposite directions. Therefore, we could
separate 𝑁𝑥 into two sections as shown in Equation (27),
which would represent the measured points, respectively, the
negative and the positive ones at the 𝑋-axis.

𝑁𝑥𝑎 = 𝑎3𝑅𝐶

𝑁𝑥𝑑 = 𝑑3𝑅𝐶

(27)

Finally, after all this mathematical and electromagnetic anal-
ysis, we could obtain the inductance of a double loop with
dimensions 𝑎, 𝑑 and 2𝑏 and with 𝑁1 and 𝑁1 ± 𝑁2 turns
respectively by the following expression:

𝐿0

= 1𝐼 [
[
𝑁𝑥𝑎−1∑
𝑛=1

𝑁𝑦−1∑
𝑚=1

(𝑁1 ± 𝑁2) 𝐵𝐾 (−𝑎 + 𝑛𝑑𝑥, −𝑏 + 𝑚𝑑𝑦, 0)

⋅ 𝑓𝑥𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥 + 𝑁𝑥𝑑−1∑
𝑛=1

𝑁𝑦−1∑
𝑚=1

𝑁1𝐵𝐾 (𝑛𝑑𝑥, −𝑏 + 𝑚𝑑𝑦, 0)

⋅ 𝑓𝑥𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥]
]

(28)

In this expression, 𝐼 represents the intensity used for the
calculation of the magnetic field and the rest of values
are known and have been described above. Nevertheless, it
should be pointed out that the result of this first method
will give the value of the inductance without considering the
thickness of the loop, since this method is based only on
the electromagnetic analysis of the magnetic field created by
a double loop. Therefore, in this first method the spacing
between the turns of the loop is considered null.

(B) Numerical Integration Method. After obtaining a first
way to calculate the inductance of a double loop that does
not take into account the spacing between turns, it seems
reasonable that the second presented method does. These
method, which apparently should provide more accurate

values, is the utilization of numerical integration techniques
but considering the size and spacing between the turns of
the loop (𝑆V). However, on this occasion the calculation will
be more complex than the last one, but these values are
supposed to be much more real, since in reality the cables
have a thickness that although it is minimal, it should be
contemplated.

For the purpose of calculation mentioned, it is assumed
an assembly in which the loops are stacked vertically. First,
the larger 𝑁1 turns would be installed and after, over them,
the smaller 𝑁2, assuming that are equi-spaced a distance 𝑆V.
In this way, for each turn of the loop, the flux through it would
be produced by the current that flows through the turn itself
plus the flux generated by each of the other turns of the loop
and which is concatenated by the one that is being analyzed.

The different flux components mentioned above will be
represented by the terms 0𝑖𝑗𝑘, where the subindex 𝑖 indicates
the type of loop which generates the field (1 Big, 2 Small), the
subindex 𝑗 indicates the type of loop which is crossed by the
magnetic field (1 Big, 2 Small) and the subindex 𝑘 indicates
the distance between the loop that generates de field and
the one which detects it. Hence, we can define the following
terms:

(i) 0110 is the flux generated by one of the turns of the
largest loops and which goes through them.

(ii) 0220 is the flux generated by one of the turns of the
smallest loops and which goes through them.

(iii) 011𝑖 is the flux generated by a big turn which goes
through the other big ones separated a distance 𝑖𝑆V.

(iv) 012𝑗 is the flux generated by a big loop which goes
through the other small ones separated a distance of𝑗𝑆V from the turn that has generated the flux.

(v) 022𝑘 is the flux generated by a small turn which goes
through the other small ones separated a distance of𝑘𝑆V.

(vi) 021𝑙 is the flux generated by a small loop which goes
through the other big ones separated a distance 𝑙𝑆V
from the turn that has generated the flux.

(vii) 𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑛 will be the minimum value between 𝑁1 and 𝑁2

and𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥will be the maximum value between𝑁1 and𝑁2.

With this nomenclature, the inductance of the double loop
would be given by the following:

𝐿𝐼𝐼𝐶 = 1𝐼 [𝑁1∑
𝑖=0

(𝑁1 − 𝑖) 011𝑖 ± 𝑁2∑
𝑖=0

(𝑁2 − 𝑖) 022𝑖

+ 𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑖 (012𝑖 ± 021𝑖) + 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥∑
𝑖=𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑛+1

𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑛 (012𝑖 ± 021𝑖)

+ 𝑁1+𝑁2−1∑
𝑖=𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥+1

(𝑁1 + 𝑁2 − 𝑖) (012𝑖 ± 021𝑖)]

(29)

The “+” sign would be used when the current goes through
both loops in the same direction while the sign “−” would
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be used when the current goes through the loops in opposite
directions. In any case, the fluxes described and shown in (29)
are given by the following:

011𝑖 = [
[
𝑁𝑥1−1∑
𝑛=1

𝑁𝑦1−1∑
𝑚=1

𝐵𝐾𝑅1 (−𝑑 + 𝑎2 + 𝑛𝑑𝑥, −𝑏 + 𝑚𝑑𝑦, 𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆V)

⋅ 𝑓𝑥𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥]
]

022𝑖 = [
[
N𝑥1−1∑
𝑛=1

𝑁𝑦1−1∑
𝑚=1

𝐵𝐾𝑅2 (−𝑎2 + 𝑛𝑑𝑥, −𝑏 + 𝑚𝑑𝑦, 𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆V)

⋅ 𝑓𝑥𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥]
]

012𝑖 = [
[
N𝑥1−1∑
𝑛=1

𝑁𝑦1−1∑
𝑚=1

𝐵𝐾𝑅1 (−𝑎2 + 𝑛𝑑𝑥, −𝑏 + 𝑚𝑑𝑦, 𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆V)

⋅ 𝑓𝑥𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥]
]

021𝑖 = [
[
𝑁𝑥1−1∑
𝑛=1

𝑁𝑦1−1∑
𝑚=1

𝐵𝐾𝑅2 (−𝑑 + 𝑎2 + 𝑛𝑑𝑥, −𝑏 + 𝑚𝑑𝑦, 𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆V)

⋅ 𝑓𝑥𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥]
]

(30)

In 011𝑖, 𝐵𝐾𝑅1(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) is the magnetic field component along
the 𝑍-axis generated by a large turn, extending from −𝑎 to+𝑑 along the 𝑋-axis and from −𝑏 to +𝑏 along the 𝑌-axis at
the point of space (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧).

In 012𝑖, 𝐵𝐾𝑅1(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) is also the magnetic field component
along the𝑍-axis generated by a large turn, extending from −𝑎
to +𝑑 along the 𝑋-axis and from −𝑏 to +𝑏 along the 𝑌-axis at
the point of space (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧).

In 022𝑖, 𝐵𝐾𝑅2(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) is the magnetic field component
along the 𝑍-axis generated by a small turn, extending from−𝑎 to 0 along the 𝑋-axis and from −𝑏 to +𝑏 along the 𝑌-axis
at the point of space (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧).

In 021𝑖, 𝐵𝐾𝑅2(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) is also the magnetic field component
along the 𝑍-axis generated by a small turn, extending from−𝑎 to 0 along the 𝑋-axis and from −𝑏 to +𝑏 along the 𝑌-axis
at the point of space (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧).

The values used in (29) and (30) (𝑁𝑥1,𝑁𝑦1, 𝑑𝑥, 𝑑𝑦,𝑓𝑥,𝑓𝑦)
are the same ones used to calculate the previous inductance
and 𝑁

𝑥1 takes the following value:

𝑁
𝑥1 = 𝑎3𝑅𝐶

(31)

As it can be seen, this method seems much more accurate
than the previous one, but it is true that there is a high amount
of operations and summations to perform, which will make
it more difficult to implement and with higher computational

cost. Therefore, taking into account the fact that the first
method did not consider spacing between the turns of the
loop, which is not physically correct, and that the second
method, although it does, is computationally complicated
because of the large number of operations and summations, it
leads us to think of a thirdmethod that also considers spacing
but is much simpler to implement.

(C) Mills and Grover’s Method. In order to calculate the
inductance of a double loop, Mills and Grover’s method will
be proposed. As said above, in this third and last method it
will be taken into account again that the size of the conductors
prevents all turns from being in the same coordinate 𝑍. To
consider this phenomenon, studies such as Mills’ emerged
[22, 28], from which new expressions of inductance were
deduced.

When working with double loops, the self-inductance of
the𝑁1 turns of the loop and, over them, the𝑁2 turns, equally
spaced a distance 𝑆V, is represented by the following:

𝐿𝑇 = 𝑁1𝐿10 ± 𝑁2𝐿20 + 𝑁1−1∑
𝑛=1

(𝑁1 − 𝑛)𝑀11 (𝑛𝑆V)

± 𝑁2−1∑
𝑛=1

(𝑁2 − 𝑛)𝑀22 (𝑛𝑆V)

+ 𝑁1∑
𝑛=1

𝑁2∑
𝑚=1

(𝑀12 (𝑆V (𝑁1 + 𝑚 − 𝑛))
± 𝑀21 (𝑆V (𝑁1 + 𝑚 − 𝑛)))

(32)

where

(i) 𝐿10 is the self-inductance of a rectangular loop with
only one large-size turn (𝑎 + 𝑑) 𝑥 2𝑏;

(ii) 𝐿20 is the self-inductance of a rectangular loop with
also only one small-size turn (𝑎 𝑥 2𝑏);

(iii) 𝑀11(𝑛𝑆V) is the mutual inductance between two turns
of a rectangular large loop separated between them at
a distance of 𝑛𝑆V;

(iv) 𝑀22(𝑛𝑆V) is the mutual inductance between two turns
of a rectangular small loop separated between them at
a distance of 𝑛𝑆V;

(v) 𝑀12(𝑆V(𝑁1 + 𝑚 − 𝑛)) are the mutual inductances
between a big-size turn and a small-size turn sepa-
rated at a distance of 𝑆V(𝑁1 + 𝑚 − 𝑛).

It must be noted that the above-mentioned parameters 𝐿10

and 𝐿20 are obtained as the sum of the internal and external
inductance of the conductors that constitute the loop as
follows:

𝐿0 = 𝐿0𝑖 + 𝐿0𝑒

𝐿10𝑖 = 2 (𝑎 + 𝑑 + 2𝑏) 𝐿 𝑖

𝐿20𝑖 = 2 (𝑎 + 2𝑏) 𝐿 𝑖

(33)

where 𝐿 𝑖 is the inductance per unit length, which must
consider the relationship between the inductance at a certain
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Figure 9: Features of two ideal parallel conductors of no straight
section for measuring mutual induction.
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Figure 10: Features of two parallel conductors to measure the
mutual induction.

frequency 𝐿 𝑖 and the inductance at low frequency 𝐿 𝑖0. In
order to carry out these operations, we will use Johnson’s
studies [23]. In this manner,

𝐿 𝑖 = 𝐿 𝑖0 ∙ 4𝑞 [𝑏𝑒𝑖 (𝑞) × 𝑏𝑒𝑖 (𝑞) + 𝑏𝑒𝑟 (𝑞) × 𝑏𝑒𝑟 (𝑞)
(𝑏𝑒𝑖 (𝑞))2 + (𝑏𝑒𝑟 (𝑞))2 ] (34)

where 𝑏𝑒𝑖(𝑞), 𝑏𝑒𝑟(𝑞), 𝑏𝑒𝑖(𝑞), and 𝑏𝑒𝑟(𝑞) are the imaginary
and real parts of the Bessel function of first order and their
derivatives, which are necessary for the calculationswhen this
method is applied. On the other hand, the inductance per
unit length at a low frequency is given by (35), but for copper
conductors it takes a value of 0.5 ⋅ 10−7𝐻/𝑚:

𝐿 𝑖0 = 𝜇0𝜇𝑟8𝜋 (35)

To obtain 𝐿𝑜𝑒 [22–27], we focus on the mutual inductance of
a pair of parallel conductors, whose expression is:

𝑀(𝑙, 𝑑) = ±𝜇0𝑙2𝜋
{{{
ln[

[
𝑙𝑑 + √1 + ( 𝑙𝑑)2]

]
− √1 + (𝑑𝑙 )

2 + 𝑑𝑙
}}}

(36)

As seen in Figure 9, 𝑙 is the length of the filaments and 𝑑 is
the separation between them (both quantities expressed in
meters), which results in an inductance expressed in Henrys.
This expression takes a positive sign when the current in both
cables has the same direction and takes a negative sign when
the current has opposite directions.

In addition, it is know that the external inductance of
a pair of parallel conductors with the dimensions shown in
Figure 10 is given by

𝐿𝑃 = 𝐿1 − 𝑀12 + 𝐿2 − 𝑀21 (37)

𝐿1 and 𝐿2 are the self-inductances of the simple conductors
and 𝑀12 and 𝑀21 are the mutual inductance measures
between the centers of the conductors, assuming a uniform
current distribution throughout the cross section of the
conductor. Mutual inductances have been considered to have
a negative sign as it has been assumed that the current in the
two conductors have opposite directions. Therefore, if both
conductors have the same dimensions:

𝐿 = 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑀 = 𝑀12 = 𝑀21

(38)

Thus:

𝐿𝑃 = 2 (𝐿 − 𝑀) (39)

The external self-inductance of a conductor is obtained
thanks to a method in which the conductor is replaced with
two conductors with a null straight section separated by a
distance equal to the radius of the conductor. In this waym

𝐿𝑃 = 2 (𝑀 (𝑙, 𝑅𝐶) − 𝑀(𝑙, 𝑑)) (40)

In addition, the inductance of a rectangular loop with a single
turn is given by the sum of the inductance of two pairs of
parallel conductors as follows:

𝐿0𝑒 = 𝐿𝑝1 + 𝐿𝑝2

𝐿0𝑒 = 2 [𝑀1 (𝑙1, 𝑅𝐶) − 𝑀1 (𝑙1, 𝑙2) + 𝑀2 (𝑙2, 𝑅𝐶)
− 𝑀2 (𝑙2, 𝑙1)]

(41)

where 𝑙1 = 𝑎 + 𝑑 and 𝑙2 = 2𝑏 for the big loop and 𝑙1 = 𝑎 and𝑙2 = 2𝑏 for the small loop.
As it can be deduced from this expression, the external

inductance of a rectangular loop with one turn is equal to the
mutual inductance of two identical coaxial rectangular loops
separated by a distance equal to the radius of the conductor.
In this way, the mutual inductance of two parallel rectangular
loops as shown in Figure 11 can be obtained from mutual
inductances between parallel conductors.

Therefore, the mutual inductance between the two rect-
angular loops with the same dimensions as shown in Figure 11
may be expressed as follows:

𝑀 = −2 [𝑀13 (𝐴,√𝐻2 + 𝐵2) − 𝑀11 (𝐴,𝐻)
+ 𝑀24 (𝐵,√𝐻2 + 𝐴2) − 𝑀22 (𝐵,𝐻)] (42)

In the above expression, the terms 𝑀𝑖𝑗 represent the mutual
inductance between the segment 𝑖 of the bottom loop and
the segment 𝑗 of the top loop. The reason to multiply the
expression by two is because the mutual inductances are all
symmetric, that is, for all 𝑖 and all 𝑗, 𝑀𝑖𝑗 = 𝑀𝑗𝑖.

On the other hand, to calculate the mutual induc-
tance between two parallel loops with different dimensions,
Grover’s equations must be used again, since they provide the
mutual inductance between two parallel straight conductors
as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Geometry for calculating themutual inductance between
two parallel and coaxial rectangular loops with the same dimen-
sions.
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Figure 12: Disposition of two parallel straight conductors.

According to Grover’s formula, the mutual inductance
between two parallel conductors with sizes 𝑙 and 𝑚 spaced
a distance 𝑑 and displaced at a distance 𝛿 is given by

𝑀𝐺 (𝑙, 𝑚, 𝑑, 𝛿) = 𝜇04𝜋 [𝛼 sinh−1 (𝛼𝑑) − 𝛽 sinh−1 (𝛽𝑑)
− 𝛾 sinh−1 (𝛾𝑑) + 𝛿 sinh−1 (𝛿𝑑) − √𝛼2 + 𝑑2

+ √𝛽2 + 𝑑2 + √𝛾2 + 𝑑2 − √𝛿2 + 𝑑2]
(43)

where

𝛼 = 𝑙 + 𝑚 + 𝛿,
𝛽 = 𝑙 + 𝛿,
𝛾 = 𝑚 + 𝛿

(44)

It should be pointed out that if the two conductors overlap
partially or totally, the parameter 𝛿 will have negative values.

In any case, from all these expressions it is finally possible
to obtain the inductance between two parallel rectangular
loops with different dimensions as shown in Figure 13, which
is simply another way of seeing Figures 4 and 5.

Therefore, the mutual inductance between the two paral-
lel loops is finally obtained as a sumof themutual inductances
of the parallel conductors where the terms 𝑀𝑖𝑗 represent
mutual inductances between two parallel rectilinear conduc-
tors with the same dimensions, and the terms𝑀𝐺𝑖𝑗 represent
the mutual inductances between two parallel rectilinear
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Figure 13: Disposition of two parallel loops of different dimensions.

conductors with different dimensions. This is shown in the
following:

𝑀𝐸�̇� (𝑑, 𝑎, 2𝑏,𝐻)
= 𝑀11́ (2𝑏, √𝑑2 + 𝐻2)

− 𝑀13́ (2𝑏,√(𝑑 + 𝑎)2 + 𝐻2)
− 𝑀31́ (2𝑏,√𝑎2 + 𝐻2) + 𝑀33́ (2𝑏,𝐻)
+ 𝑀𝐺22́ (𝑑 + 𝑎, 𝑎, ℎ, −𝑎)
− 𝑀𝐺2 ́4 (𝑑 + 𝑎, 𝑎, √4𝑏2 + 𝐻2, −𝑎)
− 𝑀𝐺42́ (𝑑 + 𝑎, 𝑎, √4𝑏2 + 𝐻2, −𝑎)
+ 𝑀𝐺4 ́4 (𝑑 + 𝑎, 𝑎, ℎ, −𝑎)

= 𝑀11́ (2𝑏, √𝑑2 + 𝐻2)
− 𝑀13́ (2𝑏,√(𝑑 + 𝑎)2 + 𝐻2)
− 𝑀31́ (2𝑏,√𝑎2 + 𝐻2) + 𝑀33́ (2𝑏,𝐻)
+ 2𝑀𝐺22́ (𝑑 + 𝑎, 𝑎, ℎ, −𝑎)
− 2𝑀𝐺2 ́4 (𝑑 + 𝑎, 𝑎, √4𝑏2 + 𝐻2, −𝑎)

(45)

Although this last equation may seem complicated and with a
large number of operations, it should not be forgotten that in
none of the previous expressions there are integrals or sum-
mations. The maximum operations that appear are square
roots and trigonometric functions. Therefore, it apparently
seems to be the method that best behaves computationally.
Moreover, this also considered spacing between the turns of
the loop as the second one.

Thus, once all methods have been presented, the induc-
tance values obtained are going to be compared to each other
to verify the similarity between them and know which the
best methods are and which are not.
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5. Results and Discussion

After making the description and performing the analysis
of the three methods, the first thing that stands out is that
there are two methods that consider the spacing between
the turns (𝑆V) and one which does not. For that reason,
what would be expected at first sight is that the accuracy
and complexity of the two methods which do consider this
are greater than the method which does not. Therefore, the
inductance values obtained by using the electromagnetic
analysis method should provide different values than the
other ones, but a simple explanation for this phenomenon
would be the fact of not having considered the flux lines that
are lost between the loops because of the fact that they have a
real thickness which is not zero.

To check all of the above, various test related to the
inductance values of the different methods and types of loops
were performed and are presented below. In fact, it was
studied the effect of increasing the number of turns in a
single and in a double loop and the effect of changing the
dimensions of a double loop.

5.1. How the Number of Turns Affects the Value of the
Inductance of a Single Loop. For the purpose of this study, a
single 2𝑥2 loop located and centered in the 𝑋𝑌 plane with
a cable radius of 0.75𝑚𝑚 and a turn spacing of 1.9𝑚𝑚 was
used. In this first test, the number of turns of the loop was
gradually increased to see the effect that it has on the value of
its inductance.With the nomenclature described in the paper,
the characteristics of this loop were as follows:

(i) 𝑎 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(ii) 𝑏 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(iii) 𝑑 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(iv) 𝑁1 = 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚 1 𝑡𝑜 7
(v) 𝑁2 = 0

As mentioned, in the ideal case it would be expected for
the three methods to provide similar results, but it is clearly
observed in Figure 14(a) that there are two methods that are
practically identical, and one method whose results are far
from the other ones. Therefore, the first point to emphasize
is that the Mills and Grover’s method and the numerical inte-
gration method, those that consider the separation between
turns, provide good and identical results, while the method
based on the electromagnetic analysis begins to fail when the
turns increase.

This means that the more turns the loops have, the more
different the results are, because the error of not considering
separation between turns increases for each turn.

5.2. How the Number of Turns Affects the Value of the
Inductance of a Double Loop. The next test was the same as
the previous one but instead of working with a single loop,
we will work with a double loop. This time, it was a double2𝑥2 loop formed by an external loop of 𝑁1 turns located
and centered in the 𝑋𝑌 plane and a smaller one of 𝑁2 turns
located in the half-plane of the negative values of 𝑋, both

with a cable radius of 0.75𝑚𝑚 and a turn spacing of 1.9𝑚𝑚.
In the previous analysis, only the number of turns 𝑁1 was
varied since it was a single loop and 𝑁2 = 0. However, as
we were working with a double loop, to check the effect of
increasing the number of turns, the value of𝑁1 was kept fixed
and 𝑁2 was the value that we were gradually increasing. In
this way, with the nomenclature described in the paper, the
characteristics of this double loop were as follows:

(i) 𝑎 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(ii) 𝑏 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(iii) 𝑑 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(iv) 𝑁1 = 3
(v) 𝑁2 = 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚 1 𝑡𝑜 7

The result obtained was really similar to the previous one.
As it can be seen in Figure 14(b), the two methods that
consider spacing provided practically identical values, while
the electromagnetic analysis method, as it does not, provided
different values, this time greater. The fact that the results
were even greater is because as we had concluded before,
the more turns the loops have, the more different the results
are, and there are more turns in a double loop (𝑁1 in the
first loop and 𝑁1 + 𝑁2 in the second one) than in a single
one (only 𝑁1). Thus, at this point we could already begin to
draw conclusions, but in order to make a study as rigorous as
possible, we will show more results from our analysis.

5.3. How the Dimensions of the Loop Affect the Value of the
Inductance of a Double Loop. Once we had analyzed how
the number of turns affects the inductance value, in the
two remaining experiments we analyzed what happens when
varying the dimensions of the loops. For this purpose, we
workedwith a double loop formed by𝑁1 large turns, centered
with respect to the 𝑌-axis, extending from −𝑎 to +𝑑 along the𝑋-axis, and 𝑁2 small turns, also centered with respect to the𝑌-axis, extending from −𝑎 to 0 along the 𝑋-axis. Both had
a cable radius of 0.75𝑚𝑚 and a turn spacing of 1.9𝑚𝑚. In
this way, the number of turns was kept fixed and the value
that we varied was the length 𝑎, which means increasing the
length of the smallest loop, which has 𝑁2 turns and is located
in the negative half-plane. In addition, it should be noted that
this fact also increases the length of the biggest loop, since its
dimensions are (𝑎 + 𝑑) 𝑥 2𝑏. Then, with the nomenclature
described in the paper, the characteristics of this loop were as
follows:

(i) 𝑎 = 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚 1 𝑡𝑜 10 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
(ii) 𝑏 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(iii) 𝑑 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(iv) 𝑁1 = 3
(v) 𝑁2 = 2

In Figure 14(c) it can be observed very clearly that although
the trend of the three methods was the same, the results were
different. Mills and Grover’s method as well as the numerical
integration one had a practically linear relationship between
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Figure 14: Inductance values. (a)When increasing the number of turns in a single loop. (b)When increasing the number of turns in a double
loop. (c) When increasing the length of “a” in a double loop. (d) When increasing the length of “d” in a double loop.

the increase of 𝑎 and the increase of the inductance. However,
it is noted that the first method, which had extracted its
equations from the analysis of the electromagnetic field
without considering spacing, gave results distant from the
real ones from the beginning, being this error greater as the
length of 𝑎 is bigger.

On the other hand, after analyzing what happens when
the length of 𝑎 is increased, it was analyzed what happens
precisely if we increase the length of 𝑑, with whose variation
we only be modify the length of the largest loop. The double
loop was again formed by 𝑁1 large turns, centered with
respect to the 𝑌-axis, extending from −𝑎 to +𝑑 along the 𝑋-
axis, and 𝑁2 small turns, also centered with respect to the

𝑌-axis and extending from −𝑎 to 0 along the 𝑋-axis. Both
had a cable radius of 0.75𝑚𝑚 and a turn spacing of 1.9𝑚𝑚.
The number of turns was kept fixed again and the value
that we varied was 𝑑. In this manner, with the nomenclature
described in the paper, the characteristics of this loop were as
follows:

(i) 𝑎 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(ii) 𝑏 = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
(iii) 𝑑 = 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚 1 𝑡𝑜 10 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
(iv) 𝑁1 = 3
(v) 𝑁2 = 2
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In this test, it was seen how two methods followed the same
trend again, providing almost the same results, but the other
one did not behave properly. However, in Figure 14(d) it
is clear that Mills and Grover’s method and the method of
numerical integration provide exactly the same values and the
electromagnetic analysis method does not.

Therefore, after analyzing the previous results, we could
conclude that of the threemethods proposed, the electromag-
netic method could be useful for very thin conductors with
little separation between them and for complex geometries in
which Mills and Grover can not be used, as it only serves for
parallel and perpendicular conductors. When it was tried to
increase the turns of the loop, it was the only one that differed
from the rest. On the other hand, when the length of the loop
was increased, it was also evident that this method did not
behave correctly. For this reason, we can affirm that although
it is a valid method and can give us an approximation if the
separation between turns is big, it should be only used as a
reliable source if that separation is minimal.

Regarding the two remaining methods, it must be noted
that both offer good and similar results as it can be seen in
Figures 14(a), 14(b), 14(c) and 14(d), but in the case of having
to opt for one of them, wemust emphasize that the numerical
integration method carries amuch higher computational cost
than theMills andGrover’s one. In fact, it is clear by observing
Figure 14 that this method had the best behavior in every of
the cases. Then, we could conclude that because of its low
computational cost and extreme accuracy, Mills and Grover’s
method would be the best way of calculating the inductance
of a double magnetic loop, which is why it will be the one that
we will use in our simulation programs.

6. Conclusions

This article is aimed to be a presentation of the double loop,
where geometry, construction, operating mode and three
possible ways to calculate its inductance have been explained.
After presenting these three above-mentioned methods, an
analysis has clarified that if precision is required, Mills and
Grover’s method or the numerical integration method must
be used, as they both take into account the separation
between turns, although we recommend to choose the first
one because of its low computational cost.

In future papers, we will focus more closely on the
advantages offered by using this type of loops, what will help
to understand the need and importance of this paper. It will
focus on the new vehicle magnetic profiles, the parameters
that can be extracted from them and the benefits of using
them in comparison with the conventional loops.

The reality is that magnetic loops, despite being from the
eighties, are still the most used technology to capture data
from traffic. For that reason, we must improve the existing
infrastructure and provide this sensor with greater potential
and reliability.
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Subway is an important transportation means for residents, since it is always on schedule. However, some temporal management
policies or unpredicted events may change passenger flow and then affect passengers requirement for punctuality. Thus, detecting
anomaly event,mining its propagation law, and revealing its potential impact are important and helpful for improvingmanagement
strategy; e.g., subway emergencymanagement can predict flow change under the condition of knowing specific policy and estimate
traffic impact brought by some big events such as vocal concerts and ball games. In this paper, we propose a novel anomalies
detection method of subway passenger flow. In this method, an improved robust principal component analysis model is presented
to detect anomalies; then ST-DBSCAN algorithm is used to group the station-level anomaly data on space-time dimensions to
reveal the propagation law and potential impact of different anomaly events. The real flow data of Beijing subway are used for
experiments. The experimental results show that the proposed method is effective for detecting anomalies of subway passenger
flow in practices.

1. Introduction

Owing to the high efficiency and the comfort, subway has
generally become first choice for citizens’ daily travel, and
it directly facilitates the city’s economic development and
people’s quality of life. For example, as one of the busiest sub-
way systems in the world, the Beijing subway has the world’s
largest annual ridership with 3.03 billion trips delivered in
2016, averaging 8.26 million per day, with peak single-day
ridership reaching 10.52million. The public transportation in
Beijing accounts for 45%of total traffic, inwhich the ridership
of subway dominates nearly 40%.

Although bringing great convenience for residents, the
subway system becomes more vulnerable at the same time,
as the subway system is a large and complicated network
running in a restricted time schedule. For example, there are
22 lines and 370 stations in Beijing subway, and more than
500 trains are running on the network with the minimal peak

headway in 90 seconds. This will be more critical in the cases
of encountering exceptional events, such as station accidents,
major activities, and bad weathers. Once a station has an
anomaly event, such as failure operation and chaos in station,
the retention of passengers would happen, whichwould bring
great losswith high security risks.Moreover, the bad situation
would propagate through the urban subway system since it
is a relatively closed and connected network. So the impact
of anomaly event will not be restricted in a specific station,
it may affect the traffic system in a large region, and the
influence of abnormal events usually shows a certain space-
time law. Thus, it is necessary to detect anomalies in urban
subway transportation system and figure out its spreading
rules, which can provide valuable proof for management to
making strategy for dealing with abnormal events.

However, in the traditional road transportation system,
many methods have been proposed for detecting transit
anomalies, such as the Automatic Incident Detection (AID)
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(1) Anomalies Detection by the improved RPCA

(2) Discover the potential temporal-spatial law among anomalies

Flow Data Matrix Low-Rank Matrix Sparse Matrix

event1

event2

ST-DBSCAN

statistical analysis

Anomaly Matrix

filter

Figure 1: The whole procedure of anomalies detection by the improved RPCA. (1) Decompose the matrix of subway passenger flow into a
low-rank matrix and a sparse matrix, filter the sparse matrix decomposed by the improved RPCA, and then acquire the anomaly matrix. (2)
Mine the potential laws and discover the possible relations among anomalies through ST-DBSCAN algorithm and statistical analysis.

algorithms [1–3] based on comparison, statistics techniques,
traffic flow model, and so on. These methods are mostly
applied in freeway and urban roads, and they link the main
regions of a city and try to find unexpected traffic flow
between any two regions [4, 5]. As the subway is a different
traffic system from the traditional road transportation, the
above methods are difficult to introduce to subway system.
At the present, few studies focus on the anomalies detection
of passenger flow in subway transportation.

Since the subway anomaly events are always uncertain
and sporadic, the anomalies show obvious sparse property
among the whole subway traffic data. From this observa-
tion, based on the available subway passenger flow data
collected by the AFC (Automatic Fare Collection) system,
we propose a novel anomalies detection method based on
Robust Principle Component Analysis (RPCA) model [6],
which represents the temporal-spatial distribution of data
and the sparsity of the anomalies by the low-rank and
sparse regularization. Additionally, in order to reveal the
propagation law and potential impact of different anomaly
events, the ST-DBSCAN algorithm is adopted to group the
station-level anomaly data on temporal-spatial dimensions.
Thus the proposed method can not only detect anomaly of
a single station but also find the relations among anomalies.
Figure 1 shows the main structure of our model.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(i) A novel anomaly detection method of subway pas-
senger flow based on RPCA is proposed, which

utilizes low-rank nature of the passenger flow data
and the sparsity of anomaly data. Experimental results
demonstrate that our approach can achieve an accu-
rate anomaly detection.

(ii) The ST-DBSCAN clustering algorithm is adopted
to explore the temporal-spatial propagation law of
anomalies, and the obtained expected results are ver-
ified by tweet data. The distribution law of anomalous
flow caused by different anomaly events can provide
prior information to cope with possible anomalies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
works are summarized in Section 2. Section 3 gives the
methodology. Section 4 reports experimental results on real
data and their visualization analysis. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 5.

2. Related Works

In this section, we review the commonly used methods for
anomalies detection in traffic systems and introduce RPCA
model related to our work.

2.1. Anomalies Detection Methods of Passenger Flow. Most of
the existing anomalies detection methods of traffic flow are
in highways or urban roads scenarios, and the traffic data
from fixed detectors is usually used for analysis. The typical
approaches include the statistical methods, the comparison
methods, and the traffic flow model based methods. The
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famous comparison algorithms are the California algorithm
and its derivation [1], which discriminate the anomaly event
by comparing traffic parameters between adjacent detectors.
But they are not suitable for subway passenger flow because
the relation between neighboring stations is not exactly
similar with the relation between neighboring detectors. The
statistical methods (like SND [2]) achieve traffic anomaly
by judging change rate of the traffic parameters, and they
adopt the threshold method [7] to identify unreasonable
data values based on historical data. To these methods, the
suitable thresholds are difficult to choose. The traffic flow
model based methods (like McMaster algorithm [3]) define
boundary between crowded traffic flow and noncrowded
traffic flow to determine a speed threshold for distinguishing,
which is not well for subway due to the difference of flow
pattern while time and space scales change. In addition, the
wavelet analysis [8] is used for detecting anomalous samples
by separating the high frequency components and the low
frequency components of traffic data.

For the transportation system of a city scale, the current
studies on anomalies detection aremostly region-based. Pang
and Linsey Xiaolin [4, 5] partition city into uniform grids
and report anomalies if traffic volumes in neighboring cells
are different, while Shekhar [9] focuses on detecting spatial
outliers in graph structured datasets. Similarly, Liu [10] and
Chawla [11] partition the city into disjoint regions linked by
major roads and then find unexpected traffic flow between
any two regions. However, the above methods are either
road-based or region-based and the former cannot accurately
identify location of events, and the latter may result in loss of
information because of the coarse region partition.

There are few works concentrating on the anomalies
detection of subway passenger flow. Some anomalies detec-
tions in subway system focus on the pedestrian abnormal
activity inside the station [12, 13], and they generally adopt
visual recognition techniques based on the video surveillance
system in the station; thus the applied scale is valid only
in the view of the cameras. Besides, the other studies on
passenger flow data of subway mainly focus on passenger
flow prediction and analysis [14, 15]. Differently, in this
paper, we conduct anomalies detection of subway passenger
flow and explore the temporal-spatial impact of anomaly
events.

2.2. Robust Principal Component Analysis. Recently, due to
the power of revealing the intrinsic structure or property
underlying the data, the low-rank and sparse theory have
been successfully applied in numerous areas such as image
recovery and denoising [16], background modeling, and
foreground object detection of video image [17]. RPCA is
a typical model utilizing the low-rank and sparse matrix
decomposition for data restoration and denoising. The basic
idea is that the original data in form of a numericalmatrix can
be decomposed into a low-rank matrix and a sparse matrix as
follows:

min
X,A

rank (X) + 𝜆1 ‖A‖0 ,
s.t. D = X + A

(1)

where D ∈ R𝑚×𝑛 is the raw data usually having noise, X
represents the expected clean data which is assumed having
low-rank property, and A represents the noise data or outlier
which is considered being sparse.The target of RPCA in (1) is
to estimate the unknown X and A given D.

However, the optimization problem in (1) is a NP-hard
problem [18] due to its nonconvexity and discontinuity. On
one hand, the low-rank term should be processed properly.
For this purpose, a widely used solving scheme is replacing
rank (X) by its convex envelope, nuclear norm ‖ ⋅ ‖∗ [6,
19], as nuclear norm minimization approaches can perform
stably without knowing the target rank of the recovery
matrix in advance. On the other hand, the nonconvexity
and discreteness of the ℓ0 penalty make it be not preferred.
Considering that ℓ1 is also good at modeling the sparse noise
[6] and has high efficient solution, the ℓ0 term in (1) is
replaced with ℓ1. Thus, (1) can be written as

min
X,A

‖X‖∗ + 𝜆1 ‖A‖1 ,
s.t. D = X + A

(2)

where ‖X‖∗ fl ∑𝑖 𝜎𝑖(X) denotes the nuclear norm, 𝜎𝑖(X)
is the 𝑖th largest singular value of matrix X, and ‖A‖1 fl∑𝑚𝑖=1∑𝑛𝑗=1 |𝑎𝑖,𝑗|, 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 is the element of A.

In this paper, we introduce RPCA into the anomaly detec-
tion of subway passenger flow. Moreover, the passenger flow
data matrix has low-rank structure because it shows regular
cycles with respect to day, week, month, and year. In addition,
the real-world data is usually polluted by noise or outliers,
and the outliers are considered anomalies for detection. So
we adopt RPCA to represent the subway passenger flow and
detect the anomalies by the sparse outliers. Additionally,
we consider the temporal correlation among the data and
propose an improved RPCA. The next section will give the
improved RPCA in detail.

3. Methodology

In this section, we first represent the subway passenger flow as
a matrix and give it decomposition for anomalies detection.
Then the improved RPCA is applied to obtain preliminary
abnormal flow information. Finally, the detected anomalies
are grouped into several clusters for revealing the temporal-
spatial laws.

3.1. Subway Passenger Flow Representation and Decomposi-
tion. The raw subway passenger riding data are collected
from the subway AFC system; they include the boarding or
alighting time at a station, the boarding line ID or alighting,
and the boarding station ID or alighting. Based on the raw
riding data, the subway passenger flow data are calculated in
one hour interval, and then we obtain the subway passenger
flowmatrixD, which is constructed with the row and column
corresponds to the date and the time interval of each day,
respectively. Therefore, each element in the matrix represents
the passenger flow of a station at a certain time interval of a
certain day.
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As the passenger flow of a subway station shows similar
varying degrees taking year, month, week, hour, or minute as
a cycle, the temporal patterns of the passenger flow matrix
D are typically a low-rank matrix [20]. Besides, passenger
flow of adjacent stations also show certain similarity, which
further supports the low-rank property of the passenger flow
matrix. However when anomaly events happen, the low-rank
property of the flow would be ruined by the outliers. So
the matrix D can be considered as a combination of normal
and outliers. Let 𝑥𝑒,𝑡 and 𝑎𝑒,𝑡 represent the expected flow
component and the outlier interference of a station at time𝑡 on date 𝑒, so the measured passenger flow at time 𝑡 can be
expressed as 𝑑𝑒,𝑡 = 𝑥𝑒,𝑡 + 𝑎𝑒,𝑡. Collecting 𝑛measurements and
introducing matrices X fl [𝑥𝑒,𝑡],A fl [𝑎𝑒,𝑡], the passenger
flow matrix can be decomposed by

D = X + A (3)

By this decomposition, the subway passenger flow can
be represented by two components: the expected flow X and
the anomalous part A. The anomalous part A is explained
as special events or special activities around the station; it is
sporadic over time and may last for short periods relative to
the (possibly long) measurement period T, whichmeans that
only a small fraction of the elements in observation traffic
flow matrix D is supposed to be anomalous. Therefore, the
anomalymatrixAwould be sparse both in rows and columns.

From the above analysis, the subway passenger flow D
completely has the RPCAmodel in (2) with the low-rank and
sparse terms. In the following, we further exploit the temporal
constraint for the model and propose our improved RPCA
model for the anomalies detection of subway passenger flow
data.

3.2. The Improved RPCA. For the subway passenger flow
matrix D, the two adjacent rows of the same weekdays in
different weeks are often approximately equal except some
outliers, derived from the obvious day cycle of the passenger
flow measurement. This property is conductively true for
the corresponding expected flow X, while the current RPCA
model has no specific description for this important property.
So we propose a constraint to keep the consistence among
rows of X by adding an item ‖HX‖1 to the current RPCA
model.The matrix H is defined as follows:

H = ((((((
(

1 −1 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0 00 1 −1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0 0... ... d
... ...0 0 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1 −10 0 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0 1

))))))
)(𝑚−1)×𝑚.

(4)

The above temporal differential matrix is H =
Toeplitz(0, 1, −1), in which the central diagonal is defined
as ones and the first upper diagonal is defined as negative
ones. The temporal constraint matrix intuitively expresses
the fact that nominal passenger flow matrices at same time

intervals for the same weekdays are usually similar. Actually,‖HX‖1 captures consistence between two adjacent rows of X.
Moreover, compares with ℓ2 norm, ℓ1 norm is more inclusive
and robust while considering temporal abrupt changes [6].
Thus we choose ℓ1 norm to minimize HX, as it enforces the
matrix X temporally stable [21]. Hence, we revise the RPCA
model in (5) and obtain the following improved RPCA
model:

min
X,A

‖X‖∗ + 𝜆1 ‖A‖1 + 𝜆2 ‖HX‖1 ,
s.t. D = X + A

(5)

where 𝜆2 controls weight of the term ‖HX‖1.
To solve the improved model, we adopt the Alternating

Direction Method of Multiplier (ADMM) [22], which is a
popular algorithm for solving convex optimization problems.
For this purpose, three auxiliary variables L ∈ R𝑚×𝑟,Q ∈
R𝑟×𝑛, and S ∈ R(𝑚−1)×𝑛 are introduced; let X = LQ and
HX = S, where r is the decomposition rank of X. Therefore
(5) is rewritten as

min
X,A,S,L,Q

‖LQ‖∗ + 𝜆1 ‖A‖1 + 𝜆2 ‖S‖1 ,
s.t. D = X + A,

X = LQ,
HX = S

(6)

Remove the linear equality constraints in (6) with aug-
mented Lagrangian method, and then we have the following
objective function:

L (X,A, S, L,Q) = ‖L‖2𝐹 + ‖Q‖2𝐹 + 𝜆1 ‖A‖1 + 𝜆2 ‖S‖1+ ⟨Y1,D − X − A⟩
+ 𝜇2 ‖D − X − A‖2𝐹 + ⟨Y2,X − LQ⟩
+ 𝜇2 ‖X − LQ‖2𝐹 + ⟨Y3,HX − S⟩
+ 𝜇2 ‖HX − S‖2𝐹

(7)

where Y1, Y2, and Y3 are Lagrange multipliers, 𝜇 > 0 is
adaptive penalty parameter, and ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ represents the standard
trace inner product. We adopt an alternative iterations to
solve this optimization as follows.

UpdateX. WhenA, S, L, andQ are fixed, (7) degenerates into
a function with respect to X. So we solve X by the following
optimization problem:

X(𝑖+1) = argmin
X

𝜇(𝑖)2 D − X − A(𝑖) + Y(𝑖)1𝜇(𝑖) 
2

𝐹

+ 𝜇(𝑖)2 X − L(𝑖)Q(𝑖) + Y(𝑖)2𝜇(𝑖) 
2

𝐹
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+ 𝜇(𝑖)2 HX − S(𝑖) + Y(𝑖)3𝜇(𝑖) 
2

𝐹

(8)

Taking derivative of the objective function in (8) and
setting it to 0, the closed-form solution is given by

X(𝑖+1) = (2𝜇(𝑖)I𝑛×𝑛 + 𝜇(𝑖)H𝑇H)−1
⋅ (𝜇(𝑖) (D − A(𝑖) + L(𝑖)Q(𝑖) +H𝑇S(𝑖)) + Y(𝑖)1 − Y(𝑖)2+H𝑇Y(𝑖)3 )

(9)

Update A. When others are fixed, in order to update A, one
needs to solve the following ℓ1 minimization problem:

A(𝑖+1) = argmin
A

𝜆1 ‖A‖1
+ 𝜇(𝑖)2 A − (D − X(𝑖) + Y(𝑖)1𝜇(𝑖))

2

𝐹

(10)

whose solution is given by [23]:

A(𝑖+1) = 𝛿(D − X(𝑖) + Y(𝑖)1𝜇(𝑖) , 𝜆1𝜇(𝑖)) (11)

where 𝛿(𝑎, 𝑏) = sgn(𝑎)(|𝑎| − 𝑏) for |𝑎| ≥ 𝑏 and is zero
otherwise.

Update S. In a similar way with updating A, the closed-form
solution of S is given by

S(𝑖+1) = 𝛿(HX(𝑖) + Y(𝑖)3𝜇(𝑖) , 𝜆2𝜇(𝑖)) (12)

Update L,Q. In a similar way with updating X, the closed-
form solutions of L,Q are given by

L(𝑖+1) = (𝜇𝑖X(𝑖) + Y(𝑖)2 )Q(𝑖)𝑇 (2I𝑟×𝑟 + 𝜇(𝑖)Q(𝑖)Q(𝑖)𝑇)−1 (13)

Q(𝑖+1)

= (2I𝑟×𝑟 + 𝜇(𝑖)L(𝑖)𝑇L(𝑖))−1 (𝜇(𝑖)L(𝑖)𝑇X(𝑖) + L(𝑖)𝑇Y(𝑖)2 ) (14)

Update Y1, Y2, Y3, and 𝜇. The Lagrangian multipliers Y1, Y2,
and Y3 and penalty parameter 𝜇 could be updated as follows:

Y(𝑖+1)1 = Y(𝑖)1 + 𝜇(𝑖) (D − X(𝑖) − A(𝑖)) ,
Y(𝑖+1)2 = Y(𝑖)2 + 𝜇(𝑖) (X(𝑖) − L(𝑖)Q(𝑖)) ,
Y(𝑖+1)3 = Y(𝑖)3 + 𝜇(𝑖) (HX(𝑖) − S(𝑖)) ,
𝜇(𝑖+1) = min (𝜌𝜇(𝑖), 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥)

(15)

where 𝜌 > 1 is a constant and 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the upper bound of 𝜇.

Input: Data matrixD, the parameters 𝜆1 > 0, 𝜆2 > 0, 𝑟 > 0,
Initialize: X(0) = A(0) = S(0) = 1 ∈ R𝑚×𝑛,
Y(0)1 = Y(0)2 = 1 ∈ R𝑚×𝑛, Y(0)3 = 1 ∈ R𝑚×𝑛,
L(0) = 1 ∈ R𝑚×𝑟,Q(0) = 1 ∈ R𝑟×𝑛,𝜇(0) = 10−6, 𝜌 = 1.1, 𝜀 = 10−6,𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 1000, 𝑖 = 0.
1: while not converged and 𝑖 < 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟 do
2: Update X : via (9)
3: Update A : via (11)
4: Update S : via (12)
5: Update L : via (13)
6: UpdateQ : via (14)
7: Update the multipliers: via (15)
8: 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1.
Output: Expected matrix X, Sparse matrix A.

Algorithm 1: Solving for the improved RPCA.

Convergence Conditions. The stopping criterion is measured
by the following problem:

max

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

X(𝑖+1) − X(𝑖)∞ ,A(𝑖+1) − A(𝑖)∞ ,S(𝑖+1) − S(𝑖)∞ ,L(𝑖+1) − L(𝑖)∞ ,Q(𝑖+1) −Q(𝑖)∞ ,

}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
≤ 𝜀. (16)

where 𝜀 is tolerance error. If the convergence condition ismet,
the iteration terminates.The overall algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

Once solving the improvedRPCA,we obtain the expected
flow X and the anomalous part A. To eliminate the inter-
ference of the noise, we use the three-sigma rule of thumb
[24] to filter elements of A. 𝜔𝑗 is the standard deviation
of 𝑥1,𝑗, 𝑥2,𝑗, . . . , 𝑥𝑖,𝑗, . . . , 𝑥𝑚,𝑗; if −3𝜔𝑗 ≤ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 ≤ +3𝜔𝑗𝑎𝑖,𝑗 is
considered an allowable deviation and set as 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 = 0, then we
get the anomaly flow matrix Â. Each element of Â represents
the abnormal amplitude of the space-time position; it may be
positive or negative. The positive indicates that the passenger
flow is higher than the expected flow and the negative
indicates the passenger flow is lower than the expected flow.

3.3. Discovering the Potential Temporal-Spatial Laws among
Anomalies. Based on the improved RPCA, the anomalies of
subway passenger flow are detected. To explore the potential
laws of anomalies propagation, we group the anomalies
into several clusters to identify anomalies in the region and
their propagation laws. Because the detected anomalies have
similar temporal-spatial characteristics, we use ST-DBSCAN
algorithm [25] to cluster the station-level anomalies to find
the anomaly in the region. We regard 𝑝(𝑙𝑜𝑛, 𝑙𝑎𝑛, 𝑡) as the fea-
ture of an anomaly data object, 𝑙𝑜𝑛 and 𝑙𝑎𝑛 are the longitude
and the latitude of a station, and 𝑡 denotes the time interval.
The ST-DBSCAN algorithm requires three parameters: space
radius𝑅, timewindowΔ𝑇, and density threshold𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠; the
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first two parameters determine neighborhood on temporal-
spatial dimension.

The algorithm starts with the earliest anomaly data object𝑝 and retrieves all neighbors of point𝑝within spatiotemporal
neighborhood. If the number of neighbors is greater than𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠, a new cluster is created which has 𝑝 as core of
the cluster. Then, the algorithm iteratively collects neighbors
beginning with another core point. The above procedure
continues until all points have been processed.

4. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the robustness of the improved
RPCA by adding noise on a set of real subway passenger
flow data, comparing with RPCA [6] the wavelet transform
method [8] and the threshold method [7].Then we apply our
proposed framework on the real subway passenger flow data
for anomalies detection and analysis; meanwhile the results
are verified with traffic related tweet data.

4.1. Robustness Evaluation. The improved RPCA model is
characterized by its robustness to noise, so we first validate
the performance of ourmethods on noisy passenger flow data
compared with the related methods.

First, we construct three real-world passenger flow
datasets from three different geographical positions shown in
Figure 2. By exploiting the strongweekly seasonality observed
in the data, we convert hourly flow within one week into a
row vector and stack 12 weeks vector to form the data matrix
which contains much noise. To implement the verification
experiment, it needs to know the ground truth. In the case
of ground truth being unavailable, we have to estimate a
relatively accurate ground truth. Here, we use 4 layers of
wavelet to filter the small white noise and then take the
average as ground truth value. As a result, we get three
relatively clean and ideal ground truth datasets, denoted by
G𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3).

Next, we add sparse noise on the ground truth matrices
to simulate the corresponding noise matrices A𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3).
The randomly corrupted proportion 𝑐𝑝 of these matrices
varies from 0.06 to 0.50; the fluctuation range is ±80% of the
average of G𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3). So we obtain the noisy passenger
flowmatrices bymixing the ground truthmatricesG𝑖 and the
produced noise matrices A𝑖 by D𝑖 = G𝑖 + A𝑖. These datasets
will be used as the test datasets for anomalies detection
and evaluating the robustness of the proposed method. The
properties of the constructed datasets are summarized in
Table 1.

Evaluation Criteria. To evaluate the performance of the
improved RPCA algorithm, we use the precision rate 𝑝𝑟 in
[21] to evaluate the recognition accuracy of anomalies, which
are defined as follows:

𝑝𝑟 = 2 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 (17)

where 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒/𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙, 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒/𝑎, 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
denote the number of anomalies recognized by our model

12

3

Figure 2:The selected stations in three areas of Beijing.

Table 1: Datasets description.

Dataset Numbers of stations Size
D1 20 240 × 126
D2 18 216 × 126
D3 12 144 × 126

and the number of true anomalies among them, respectively,
and 𝑎 represents the actual number of anomalies. 𝑝𝑟 is
calculated by averaging results over 10 runs.

Parameters Setting. The improved RPCA has three parame-
ters𝜆1, 𝜆2, and decomposition rank 𝑟, and they are important
for the performance. Rank 𝑟 needs to be as small as possible
to minimize matrix sparsity and low-rank error. Here, we
use singular value decomposition (SVD) [26] to estimate a
superior rank for these three datasets. Figure 3 shows the
distribution of the singular value of the three ground truth
datasets. The x-axis presents the 𝑖th singular values and the y-
axis presents the cumulative ratio of the first 𝑖 singular values
to the sum of all singular values. It can be found that the
first 14 singular values almost dominate nearly 90% energy
in all three datasets. To simplify, the rank 𝑟 is set as 14 for all
datasets.

For 𝜆1 and 𝜆2, we first change one parameter while fixing
the other parameter in the model, and the parameter is
gradually taken as 10−3, 10−2, . . . , 103. Then we achieve the
relatively superior parameters. Next, we tune these parame-
ters in a narrow range from 10−1 to 10 by step of 0.1. Finally
we obtain the relatively optimal 𝜆1and 𝜆2. The setting of
experimental parameters is shown in Table 2.

In our experiments, we apply 5 layers of discrete wavelet
transform based on the wavelet of DB4. For the thresh-
old method, the threshold value of flow at different time
interval is different and we compute the mean value 𝐴V𝑗
and standard deviation 𝜎𝑗 of 𝑑1,𝑗, 𝑑2,𝑗, . . . , 𝑑𝑖,𝑗, . . . , 𝑑𝑚,𝑗 and
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Figure 3: Cumulative ratio distribution of singular value in three
ground truth datasets.

Table 2: Experiment parameters.

Dataset The improved RPCA RPCA𝜆1 𝜆2 𝜆
D1 1 0.4 0.1
D2 1.4 0.4 0.2
D3 1.1 0.5 0.1

set the confidence interval as (𝐴V𝑗 − 3𝜎𝑗, 𝐴V + 3𝜎𝑗); it is
judged to be an anomaly if 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 is beyond the confidence
interval.

Experiment Result Analysis. Figure 4 is the comparison
results of the four methods. As can be seen, there is a
downward trend of 𝑝𝑟 with the increasing of data corrupted
proportion. The improved RPCA is superior to other meth-
ods, followed by RPCA. Notice that the threshold method
has worse performance, because the noise data reduce the
calculation accuracy of the threshold range. When the data
corrupted proportion is low, the wavelet transform has a
good detection result, but the local stationarity is destroyed
in a high corrupted proportion, which results in the detec-
tion accuracy of a steady decline. The improved RPCA is
more robust than RPCA even in high corrupted proportion,
because the constraint item ‖HX‖1 can capture the feature of
abrupt changes of the time series data when the sparseness
of anomalies becomes weak. Additionally, the improved
RPCA performs well on different stations from different
geographical positions. In a word, the improved RPCA is
more suitable for anomalies detection of subway passenger
flow.

4.2. Anomalies Detection and Verification. In order to
demonstrate the practicability and the authenticity of the
improved RPCA, we conduct anomalies detection experi-
ments on real-world datasets and verify the results with tweet
data. Figure 5 shows the decomposition results of the exit

flow of Xidan station. The low-rank expected flow matrix
X represents the weekly pattern and the anomaly matrix Â
successfully captures multiple outliers.

To further analyze and verify the anomalies, we collect
tweet data which contain a wide variety of information
and retrieve events information through natural language
processing method. There are four explanatory anomaly
regions, highlighted by ellipses in Figure 5. They correspond
with the following events 1 ∼ 3 extracted from tweet
data, as shown in Figure 6, and specific analysis as fol-
lows:

(i) Event1: The ellipse region 1 in Figure 5 shows the
increasing of the exit flow lasting about three hours in
the evening. It is because many large shopping malls
near Xidan station held sales for Chinese Valentine’s
Day, which attracted massive customers and led a rise
in exit flow.

(ii) Event2: In ellipse regions 2 and 3, the flow was
declined. It is because Xidan station was closed for
facilitating celebration parade for the 70𝑡ℎ anniver-
sary victory of the anti-Japanese war.

(iii) Event3: In ellipse region 4, the exit flow was higher
thanusual. Because it was a commuter day due to legal
exchanging holiday, therefore the flow was increasing
and consistent with the flow of a working day.

The improved RPCA can not only identify anomalies
at the station level but also accurately detect anomalies.
These anomalies could be used for a reference for real-time
alerting.

4.3. Discovering the Potential Temporal-Spatial Laws among
Anomalies. An isolated anomaly may affect neighbored
stations consecutively, so anomalies among some stations
have strong temporal-spatial correlations. Grouping several
anomalies along temporal-spatial dimensions may reveal
the evolution or the impact of the isolated anomaly; hence
we adapt ST-DBSCAN clustering algorithm to group the
anomalies to analyze the propagation feature of the anoma-
lies.

In experiments, space radius 𝑅 = 0.03 (Euclidean
distance of latitude and longitude between two adjacent
stations), time window Δ𝑇 = 1 hour interval, and density
threshold𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠 = 3 work well. We cluster the anomalies of
all stations in one week and name each cluster as an anomaly
event.

In Figure 7, we use ellipses to highlight four anomaly
events grouped by ST-DBSCAN, and these clustered results
are easier to be verified by tweet data and visually analyzed.
The ellipse region 1 in Figure 7(a) shows the entry flow
decrease of the stations on the same line. It was lasting for
five hours and induced by the closure strategy. Meanwhile,
it also led to the flow increase of the nearby stations.
In particular, the transfer stations such as Dongsi station
and Chaoyangmen station had an obvious flow increase.
The ellipse region 2 in Figure 7(a) shows the surges of
exit flow as attendees traveled to Bird’s Nest stadium for
the opening ceremony of IAAF World Championships. In
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(c) Anomalies detection in D3

Figure 4: Performance of anomalies detection in three ground truth datasets.
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Figure 5: Component decomposition of exit flow of Xidan station by the improved RPCA. The horizontal axis is time interval covering 12
weeks, and the vertical axis is flow value.
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(a) Event1: August 20, 2015, is Chinese Valentine’s Day, and
many large shopping malls near Xidan station held sales
activities

(b) Event2: To facilitate celebration parade for the 70th
anniversary victory of the anti-Japanese war, the traffic author-
ities in Beijing imposed closure restriction measures on Xidan
station

(c) Event3: September 6, 2015, is Sunday but exchanged with
the working day because of legal exchanging holiday

Figure 6: The events information sent by tweet users.
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Figure 7: Anomaly events (labeled with ellipse). Red points mean traffic flow increasing and blue points mean traffic flow declining. We
normalize anomaly A to get Ã = A/X and values of Ã denotes deviation from the expectation.

Figure 7(b), ellipse region 3 shows the spreading of the
anomaly caused by an hour’s breakdown of the train on
Sihuidong station. In Figure 7(c), ellipse region 4 shows the
entry flow increase of many stations for one day, since the
traffic control of city roads led more people to choose the
subway.

After the clustering and verification process, we can dis-
cover the potential temporal-spatial laws among anomalies
from the following three aspects:

(i) Distribution and spreading of anomalies along time
and space: howmany stations? And how long are they
affected? The center of anomalies and the range of
spreading from some destine anomaly. As shown in
Figure 7(c), ellipse region 4 shows the stations affected
by traffic control measures. Ellipse region 3 shows the
anomaly in Sihuidong station spread to the adjacent
stations.

(ii) The serious degree of anomalies: Values in 𝐴 reflect
the serious degree of anomalies. In Figure 7, affected
stations labeled with the red color having different
levels reveal the degrees of impaction. The heavier the
color, the more severe the anomaly impact.

(iii) The potential impact caused by events: Some anomaly
events not only affect the corresponding stations, but
also cause the potential impact on the surrounding
stations. As shown in ellipse region 1 of Figure 7(a),
the closure strategy resulted in a potential increasing
flow of the surrounding stations.

Furthermore, we apply the statistical analysis to get some
rules shown in Figure 8. The detected events are classified
into two categories: some are predefined such as traffic
control and vocal concerts and some are emergencies such
as subway device failure and a sudden heavy rain. For both
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Figure 8: In the two figures, the horizontal axis is time interval and the vertical axis is anomaly flow. (a) shows the exit anomaly flow of
multiple stations on August 7; lines represent different stations. From 17:00 to 20:00, there are continuous negative and positive anomalies,
because there was a sudden heavy rain at 17:00 that resulted in the passenger flow peak moving back. (b) shows the anomaly flow of Olympic
Sports Center Subway Station near the Bird’s Nest stadium. It is obvious that the exit flow surged before the beginning of game and the entry
flow surged after the end of game.

two categories events, the above analysis with ourmethod can
provide a beneficial suggestion for subway managers:

(i) For emergency events, our framework provides distri-
bution laws of anomaly events, and these can be used
for estimating anomalies’ propagation and impact on
adjacent stations. As shown in Figure 8(a), a sudden
heavy rain caused a delay of the evening rush hour, so
thatmanagers can further push announcement timely
to remind passengers and take emergency measures.
This would prevent subway station from chaos and

hazard spreading and also save the travel time of
passengers.

(ii) For predefined events, our framework indicates
detailed rules along spatial and temporal dimension,
so that subway managers can obtain prior informa-
tion and make sufficient preparations to cope with
possible anomalies. As shown in Figure 8(b), the exit
flow of Olympic Sports Center Station surged in the
two hours before the beginning of one game, and the
entry flow surged in the two hours after the end of
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this game. These anomalies rules can help to estimate
the impact of anomaly flow involved to major urban
events and then take mitigation strategies in advance.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the improved RPCA is suggested to detect
station-level anomalies in subway, and ST-DBSCAN algo-
rithm is used to group the detected station-level anomalies
into clusters named as anomaly events. This framework can
not only precisely locate anomalies in temporal dimension
but also find the distribution and spreading in temporal and
spatial dimension. With the detection results and impact
analysis of events, subway managers can estimate traffic flow
impact involved to predicted events and then take corre-
sponding measures. Besides, they can push announcement
timely for unpredicted events through decomposing the real-
time data.

In future, we shall improve our work in three aspects.
First, we shall extend our model to anomalies prediction
as well as anomalies propagation process. Second, we shall
consider temporal-spatial distribution by extracting compre-
hensive temporal and spatial information, e.g., OD flow data.
Third, we shall propose more efficient ADMM algorithm
for solving the proposed model and propose convergence
analysis of the algorithm.
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Probabilistic techniques (such as Extended Kalman Filter and Particle Filter) have long been used to solve robotic localization
and mapping problem. Despite their good performance in practical applications, they could suffer inconsistency problems. This
paper proposes an interval analysis based method to estimate the vehicle pose (position and orientation) in a consistent way, by
fusing low-cost sensors and map data. We cast the localization problem into an Interval Constraint Satisfaction Problem (ICSP),
solved via Interval Constraint Propagation (ICP) techniques. An interval map is built when a vehicle embedding expensive sensors
navigates around the environment.Then vehicles with low-cost sensors (dead reckoning and monocular camera) can use this map
for ego-localization. Experimental results show the soundness of the proposed method in achieving consistent localization.

1. Introduction

Using sensory information to locate the robot in its environ-
ment is one of the most fundamental problem providing a
mobile robot with autonomous capabilities. A vast number
of works [1, 2] dedicated to such problems use both propri-
oceptive and exteroceptive sensors. Proprioceptive sensors
such as odometers and gyrometers are used to calculate the
elementary movements, which are used to estimate the robot
pose (position and orientation). However, this generates
cumulative errors as the robot moves [3, 4]. To cope with
this problem, exteroceptive sensors (lasers, sonars, GPS,
cameras, etc.) are used to gather information either from the
surrounding environment or from a global reference, aiming
at eliminating the accumulated errors and improving the
estimation of the robot pose [5, 6].

Probabilistic techniques have long been used in solv-
ing robotic localization and mapping problem. The most
commonly used methods are Kalman filtering and Particle
filtering [7, 8]. These methods associate a probability to a
position, but nothing ensures that the robot is indeed in the
position with the highest probability. It has long been noticed
by the research community that probabilistic methods suffer

the inconsistency problem [9]. It is due to the fact that
they are based on the assumption that the sensor noises are
described by probability density function. However, in real
world, many sensors do not possess Gaussian noise model or
their distributions are simply not available [10].

Interval analysis [11] is an alternative and less known
method which allows us to solve nonlinear problems in
a guaranteed way. Instead of making hypothesis on the
probability distribution of sensor noises, interval methods
take the assumption that all the noises are bounded within
known limits. This seems to be a realistic representation
as most sensor manufacturers provide the maximum and
minimum measurement errors under suitable working con-
ditions. These extreme values of error can then be regarded
as the error bounds. Interval based algorithms can be used
to recursively propagate such bounded errors by using con-
sistency techniques and systematic searchmethods. Contrary
to probability methods, interval methods provide guaranteed
sets which enclose the real state, without losing any feasible
value.

Interval methods have achieved promising results in
parameter and state estimation tasks [12–14], and they found
their way to the mobile robotic localization and mapping
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area. Instead of considering Gaussian noise, all model and
measurement noises are assumed to be bounded. The aim
is to guarantee the configurations of the robot pose that are
consistent with the given measurements and noise bounds.
Kieffer [15] and Jaulin [16] provided simulation results for a
robot equipped with a belt of on-board ultrasonic sensors.
The feasibility of interval methods on localization appli-
cations had been shown. Followed-up researchers focused
on real-time implementation of such localization technique.
Kieffer [17] and Seignez [18] presented results for a mobile
robot navigating in an indoor environment, with odometers
mounted on each rear wheel to measure the motion and
sonars located in different directions to perceive the environ-
ment. The ability of interval method to cope with erroneous
data and to obtain accurate estimations of the robot pose
was demonstrated. Lambert [19] extended such work by
providing results for an outdoor vehicle equipped with
odometers, gyro, and GPS receiver. Comparison was made
with the Particle Filter localization, showing the better per-
formance of interval method in terms of consistency. Gning
[2] and Kueviakoe [20] dealt with the outdoor localization
problem in the framework of Interval Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (ICSP). Those works used constraint propagation
techniques to fuse the redundant data of sensors. Drevelle
[21] uses relaxed constraint propagation approach to deal
with erroneous GPSmeasurements. Bonnifait [22] combined
constraint propagation and set inversion techniques and
presented a cooperative localization method with significant
enhancement in terms of accuracy and confidence domains.
Experimental results illustrate that constraint propagation
techniques are well adapted to real-time implementation
and provide consistent result for localization. Some other
researchers proposed specific contractors [23] or separators
[24] to solve the localization problem.

Indeed, when considering consistency issue, interval
methods are advantageous in vehicle localization. However,
they are prone to large output imprecision, which can make
them unsuitable for high level task. We improve on it
and present an extension of others’ works dealing with the
localization problem by using ICP. Instead of using ultrasonic
sensors [16], sonar [18, 25], or GPS [19, 26] as exteroceptive
sensors, we propose to use a monocular camera. The aim is
to achieve both consistent and low imprecision localization
result. We propose to drive a vehicle embedding precise
but expensive sensors around the environment in order
to build up a map represented in an interval way. Then
the proposed method enables a set or a single vehicle to
navigate consistently in such environment using this map
and low-cost sensors. By constructing the problem as an
ICSP, the proposed method is able to handle both mapping
and localization in a unified form using Interval Constraint
Propagation techniques.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the basics of interval analysis. Section 3 illustrates how the
mapping and localization problem can be formulated as an
Interval Constraint Satisfaction Problem. Sections 4 and 5
present the simulation and experimental results in terms of
mapping and localization. Section 6 draws a conclusion of the
paper.

2. Overview of Interval Analysis and
Constraint Propagation

Interval analysis and constraint propagation are the the-
oretical tools used in interval based methods for robotic
localization and mapping. In this section, we give a brief
overview of these tools.

2.1. Interval Analysis. Interval analysis [11, 27] is a numerical
method which allows us to solve nonlinear problems in a
guaranteed way. One of the pioneers of interval analysis,
Ramon E. Moore, proposed to represent a solution of a prob-
lem by an interval in which the real solution is guaranteed.
An interval [𝑥] is a connected subset ofR, defined by its lower
bound 𝑥 and upper bound 𝑥:[𝑥] = [𝑥, 𝑥] = {𝑥 ∈ R | 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥} (1)

The width of a nonempty interval [𝑥] is calculated by𝑤([𝑥]) = 𝑥 − 𝑥 and the midpoint (or center) is 𝑚𝑖𝑑([𝑥]) =(𝑥 − 𝑥)/2. If [𝑥] is an interval containing the 𝑥 position of
a vehicle, 𝑚𝑖𝑑([𝑥]) can be taken as an estimation of 𝑥 and𝑤([𝑥])/2 can be regarded as the estimation error [28].

Let IR be the set of the intervals of R. A 𝑏𝑜𝑥 (also
called 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟V𝑎𝑙 V𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟) [x] ([x] ∈ IR𝑛) is a generalization
of the interval concept. It is a vector whose components are
intervals: [x] = [𝑥1] × [𝑥2] × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × [𝑥𝑛] (2)

For instance, the configuration of a vehicle’s pose usually
contains 3 parameters: position 𝑥, position 𝑦, and heading
angle 𝜃. Consequently, for vehicle localization, the solution is
a three-dimensional box: [𝑥] × [𝑦] × [𝜃].

The width of a nonempty box [x] can be computed by𝑤([x]) = max𝑖=1...𝑛𝑤([𝑥𝑖]). We define the volume of [x] as
V𝑜𝑙 ([x]) = ∏

1≤𝑖≤𝑛

𝑤 ([𝑥𝑖]) (3)

The volume of the box is usually used to evaluate the
estimation uncertainty of a state vector [28].

2.2. Operations of Interval Arithmetic. Rules have been
defined to apply the basic arithmetical operations on intervals
[27]. Let us consider two intervals [𝑥] and [𝑦] and a binary
operator⬦ ∈ {+, −, ×, ÷}; the smallest interval which contains
all feasible values for [𝑥] ⬦ [𝑦] is defined as follows:[𝑥] ⬦ [𝑦] = {𝑥 ⬦ 𝑦 | 𝑥 ∈ [𝑥] , 𝑦 ∈ [𝑦]} (4)

Example 1. Addition: [−4, 3] + [2, 5] = [−2, 8]; subtraction:[3, 5] − [1, 2] = [1, 4]; multiplication: [−1, 8] × [−3, 1] =[−24, 8]; division: [−2, 8] ÷ [2, 4] = [−1, 4].
The set-theoretic operations can be applied to intervals.

The 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 of two intervals is defined by[𝑥] ∩ [𝑦] = {𝑧 ∈ R | 𝑧 ∈ [𝑥] and 𝑧 ∈ [𝑦]} (5)
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Figure 1: Intersection and interval hull of interval boxes.
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Figure 2: Images of an interval box by function 𝑓 and its inclusion
function 𝑓[].
The result of 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is always an interval, but it is not the
case for their 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛[𝑥] ∪ [𝑦] = {𝑧 ∈ R | 𝑧 ∈ [𝑥] or 𝑧 ∈ [𝑦]} (6)

Consequently, an 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟V𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 is defined as the smallest
interval that contains all the subsets of [𝑥] ∪ [𝑦], denoted by[𝑥] ⊔ [𝑦]: [𝑥] ⊔ [𝑦] = [[𝑥] ∪ [𝑦]] (7)

For instance, the interval hull of [2, 4] ∪ [5, 8] is the interval[2, 8]. Figure 1 gives an example of 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟s𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 for
2 interval boxes; it is realized by applying the intersection and
interval hull operator to each component of the box.

2.3. Inclusion Function. The image of a vector function 𝑓 :
IR𝑚 → IR𝑛 (defined by arithmetical operators and elemen-
tary functions) over an interval box [x] can be evaluated by
its inclusion function 𝑓[], whose output contains all possible
values taken by 𝑓(⋅) over [x] (see Figure 2):∀ [x] ∈ IR

𝑚, 𝑓 ([x]) ⊂ 𝑓[] ([x]) (8)

The simplest way to create an inclusion function is to replace
all the variables and operators by their interval equivalents.
The resulting interval function is called “natural inclusion
function”. For instance,∀𝑥 ∈ R, âŊĹ𝑓 (𝑥) = 4𝑥4 − 7ln (𝑥) − 3 (9)

has the natural inclusion function:∀ [𝑥] ∈ IR, 𝑓[] ([𝑥]) = 4 [𝑥]4 − 7ln[] ([𝑥]) − 3 (10)

Inclusion function can also be used to represent equations
defined by interval variables. Such equations, also called
constraints, are the core of Interval Constraint Satisfaction
Problems.

Constraint

[x]

c(x)

([x])

Figure 3: Contraction of a box by a contractorC.

2.4. Contractor. Theconcept of contractor is directly inspired
from the ubiquitous concept of filtering algorithms in con-
straint programming. Given a constraint 𝑐 relating a set of
variables𝑥, an algorithmC is called a contractor (or a filtering
algorithm) ifC returns a subdomain of the input domain [x]
and the resulting subdomain C([x]) contains all the feasible
points (the gray domain in Figure 3) with respect to the
constraint 𝑐:

C ([x]) ⊆ [x] and ∀𝑥 ∈ [x] , 𝑐 (𝑥) ⇒ 𝑥 ∈ C ([x]) (11)

2.5. Interval Constraint Satisfaction Problem (ICSP). The
concept of Interval Constraint Satisfaction Problem (ICSP)
was introduced by Hyvönen [29] in 1992. It is typically
defined as

(i) a set 𝑉 of variables {V1, V2, .., V𝑛},
(ii) a set 𝐷 of domains {𝑑1, 𝑑2, .., 𝑑𝑛}, such that for each

variable V𝑖, a domain 𝑑𝑖 with the possible values for
that variable is given; 𝑑𝑖 is an interval or union of
intervals,

(iii) a set 𝐶 of 𝑝 constraints {𝑐1, 𝑐2, .., 𝑐𝑝}; each constraint𝑐𝑖 defines the relationships of a number of variables
from 𝑉; e.g., 𝑐1(V1, V2, V3) = 0 restricts the possible
domains of V1, V2, and V3.

An ICSP is a mathematical problem whose solution is the
minimal domain of the variables satisfying all the constraints.

2.6. Interval Constraint Propagation (ICP). To solve an ICSP,
an Interval Constraint Propagation (ICP) algorithm iterates
domain reductions until no domain can be contracted. To
satisfy the set of 𝑝 constraints, it removes, from the domain
of the variable, every value that is not compatible with the
constraints and the other variables. ICP reduces the size of
the domains in a consistent way by repeating this removal
operation. This solving process is called 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and the
corresponding algorithm (e.g., Forward/Backward) used for
contraction is regarded as a 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟.

Let us consider a simple ICSP instance which is defined
by 3 variables and 2 constraints:𝑧 = 𝑥 + ln (𝑦)𝑦 = 𝑧2 (12)
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The domains of 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 are, respectively, [𝑥], [𝑦], and [𝑧].
An inclusion function of (12) is[𝑧] = [𝑥] + ln[] ([𝑦])[𝑦] = [𝑧]2 (13)

The Forward/Backward Propagation (FBP), an ICP algo-
rithm, can be applied to solve the ICSP. FBP executes
the contraction process in two phases: firstly, the Forward
propagation reduces the left terms of (13) via[𝑧] = [𝑧] ∩ ([𝑥] + ln[] ([𝑦])) (14a)[𝑦] = [𝑦] ∩ [𝑧]2 (14b)

Secondly, Backward propagation reduces the right terms
of (13) by [𝑥] = [𝑥] ∩ ([𝑧] − ln[] ([𝑦])) (15a)[𝑦] = [𝑦] ∩ exp[] ([𝑧] − [𝑥]) (15b)[𝑧] = [𝑧] ∩ √[] [𝑦] (15c)

Forward and Backward equations, obtained from the
constraints, are computed one after the other (here we
compute from (14a) to (15c)). When all the equations have
been computed, the algorithm restarts from the beginning
equation until the domains of [𝑥], [𝑦], and [𝑧] are no more
contracted (or contracted less than a specified parameter).

3. Localization and Mapping

3.1. Problem Statement. Let us consider a vehicle navigating
in a 2D environment. At time step 𝑘, the vehicle pose is
represented by a three-dimensional vectorX𝑘 = (𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘, 𝜃𝑘)𝑇
with 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘 being the vehicle’s position and 𝜃𝑘 the ori-
entation. The 𝑛 stationary landmarks are represented by
M = (L1,L2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,L𝑛)𝑇. L𝑖 is a state vector defining the
landmark position (see Section 3.3). For the sake of simplicity,
we assume that the pose evolution follows 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑜V 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛,
where the current pose X𝑘 depends only on the very last
pose X𝑘−1 and the current control input vector U𝑘. The
input vector U𝑘 consists of linear and angular elementary
movements, which were collected by proprioceptive sensors
(e.g., odometer and gyro). If these odometric measurements
are available, the state vector X𝑘 can be evaluated through
the dead reckoning function (also called motion model)
expressed as follows:

X𝑘 = 𝑓 (X𝑘−1,U𝑘) + 𝑤𝑘 (16)

where 𝑤𝑘 is the measurement noise affecting the odometric
measurements.

The vehicle is equipped with exteroceptive sensors,
recording information about the environment. At each time
step 𝑘, the vehicle observes a number of landmarks which can
be regarded as a subset of the entire map; the measurement
Z𝑘 depends only on the current vehicle poseX𝑘 and themap
stateM:

Z𝑘 =H (X𝑘,M) + 𝑟𝑘 (17)

where H(⋅) is generally a nonlinear function; it differs for
different types of exteroceptive sensors. The output ofH(⋅) is
a geometric parameterization of the landmark (e.g., distance,
angle, or pixel coordinates), and 𝑟𝑘 is the measurement noise
of the exteroceptive sensors which introduce uncertainty to
the landmark state.

Interval methods are based on the assumption that the
support of sensor noises is unknown but bounded by real
intervals. Mathematically, ∀𝑘 > 0, 𝑤𝑘 ∈ [w] and 𝑟𝑘 ∈ [r],
where [w] and [r] are real intervals defined by lower and
upper bounds.Then the localization problem can be regarded
as an ICSP: the set of variables is defined by the vehicle
pose and the landmark position; the motion and observa-
tion functions ((16) and (17)) define the constraints. ICP
techniques allow us to propagate the interval uncertainties
in a consistent way without any probability hypothesis or
linearization process. As a result, all possible solutions are
found and guaranteed.

3.2. Motion Model. The motion estimation process uses the
measurements of proprioceptive sensors to predetermine the
localization vector [X𝑘]. EKF use a probabilistic motion
model to fuse sensor data [30]. We make an extension of this
model to obtain an interval based model defined by Seignez
et al. [18]:[X𝑘] = 𝑓[] ([X𝑘−1] , [U𝑘]) (18)

([𝑥𝑘][𝑦𝑘][𝜃𝑘])
=([𝑥𝑘−1] + [𝛿𝑠𝑘] cos[] ([𝜃𝑘−1] + [𝛿𝜃𝑘2 ])[𝑦𝑘−1] + [𝛿𝑠𝑘] sin[] ([𝜃𝑘−1] + [𝛿𝜃𝑘2 ])[𝜃𝑘−1] + [𝛿𝜃𝑘] ) (19)

where [U𝑘] = ([𝛿𝑠𝑘], [𝛿𝜃𝑘])𝑇 is the input vector. 𝛿𝑠𝑘 and𝛿𝜃𝑘 represent, respectively, the elementary displacement and
rotation.

The elementary movements can be deduced from raw
odometric data (odometer and gyro) using an interval based
static fusion method:[𝛿𝑠𝑘] = [𝜋] ([𝜔𝑙] [𝛿𝑝𝑙] + [𝜔𝑟] [𝛿𝑝𝑟])[𝑃][𝛿𝜃𝑘] = [𝜋] ([𝜔𝑙] [𝛿𝑝𝑙] − [𝜔𝑟] [𝛿𝑝𝑟])[𝑒] ⋅ [𝑃] ∩ [𝛿𝜃𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑜] (20)

where 𝛿𝑝𝑙 and 𝛿𝑝𝑟 are the odometer measurements of the left
and right wheels. 𝜔𝑙 and 𝜔𝑟 represent the radius of the wheels.𝑃 is the odometer resolution and 𝑒 is the length of the rear
axle. 𝛿𝜃𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑜 is the gyromeasurement. For further information
about interval based odometric sensor integration, the reader
might refer to [31]. Once we have constituted intervals
from sensor data, the vehicle pose [X𝑘] can be estimated
by applying FBP algorithm (Section 2.6) over constraints
deduced from the motion model.
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3.3. Landmark Parameterization. A landmark (or feature
point) is a 3D point in the global world. Probabilisticmethods
generally represent landmark with an inverse depth parame-
terization [32].Theymodel the uncertainty of each parameter
by Gaussian distributions. However, it turns out to be not so
efficient to represent the linear depth uncertainty of monocu-
lar vision. Interval analysis provides an easy and efficient way
to parameterize landmarks. Each landmarkL𝑖 is defined as a
six-dimensional state vector: ([𝑥𝑜], [𝑦𝑜], [𝑧𝑜], [𝛼𝑖], [𝜑𝑖], [𝑑𝑖])𝑇,
which models the estimated landmark position at[L𝑖] = ([𝑥𝑜] , [𝑦𝑜] , [𝑧𝑜])𝑇 + [𝑑𝑖] ⋅ [m] ([𝛼𝑖] , [𝜑𝑖]) (21)

where coordinates [𝑥𝑜], [𝑦𝑜], and [𝑧𝑜] represent the optical
center of the camera when the landmark was seen for the first
time, [𝛼𝑖] and [𝜑𝑖] represent azimuth and elevation angle for
the ray which traces the landmark, and [𝑑𝑖] is the depth of the
landmark. [m]([𝛼𝑖], [𝜑𝑖]) is a unitary vector pointing from the
camera to the landmark [L𝑖]:

[m] ([𝛼𝑖] , [𝜑𝑖]) = ( cos[] ([𝛼𝑖]) cos[] ([𝜑𝑖])−sin[] ([𝛼𝑖]) cos[] ([𝜑𝑖])
sin[] ([𝜑𝑖]) ) (22)

Since all the parameters are represented by intervals, and[𝑑𝑖] can be initialized as [0, +∞], the landmark’s uncertainty
is modeled as an infinite cone which combines the vehicle
pose uncertainty and the observation uncertainty. It is a
realistic representation for the monocular vision uncertainty.
The major advantage is that the initialization of [𝑑𝑖] is
undelayed, guaranteed, and efficient for landmarks over a
wide range as it always includes all possible value without any
prior information.

3.4. Observation Model. The observation of a landmark is
the coordinates of the pixel where the landmark is projected
on the image. In order to detect and extract landmark
information from an image, we used Speed Up Robust
Features (SURF) [33]. The work [34] recommended it after a
comparison between several algorithms, showing that SURF
provide results with a very low error rate. The projection of
the 𝑖𝑡ℎ landmark to the image frame can be formulated as
follows:

From (21), the landmark’s position in the world coordi-
nateO𝑤 can be expressed:[L𝑤𝑖 ] = ([𝑥𝑜] , [𝑦𝑜] , [𝑧𝑜])𝑇 + [𝑑𝑖] ⋅ [m] ([𝛼𝑖] , [𝜑𝑖]) (23)

In the camera coordinateO𝑐, the landmark [L𝑤𝑖 ]will be seen
in the position [L𝑐𝑖 ]:[L𝑐𝑖 ] = [𝑅𝑤𝑐] ([L𝑤𝑖 ] − [𝑅𝑟𝑤] [X𝑘]) (24)

where [X𝑘] is the current vehicle pose. 𝑅𝑤𝑐 and 𝑅𝑟𝑤 are,
respectively, the transformational matrix between the world
and the camera coordinate and the robot and world coordi-
nate, respectively.

The camera does not observe [L𝑐𝑖 ] directly but its pro-
jection in the image frame (𝑢, V)𝑇. According to the pin-hole

camera model [35], the observationZ𝑖𝑘 of [L𝑐𝑖 ] on the image
frame can be predicted by[Z𝑖𝑘] =H[] ([X𝑘] , [L𝑐𝑖 ]) (25)

([𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑒][V𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑒]) = ([𝑐𝑢] + [𝑓] [𝑘𝑢] [L𝑐𝑖 (𝑥)][L𝑐𝑖 (𝑧)][𝑐V] + [𝑓] [𝑘V] [L𝑐𝑖 (𝑦)][L𝑐𝑖 (𝑧)]) (26)

where 𝑓, 𝑘𝑢, 𝑘V, 𝑐𝑢, 𝑐V are the camera intrinsic parameters.
Equation (26) is also used as the projection function.

3.5. Data Association. Data association focuses on finding
out the correspondence between the map and observations.
Different from probabilistic method, which deals with uncer-
tainty ellipsoid in projection procedure, interval method
proceeds with bounding box.Thematching process is carried
out as follows:

(i) Project the landmarks to the current image plane;
discard thosewhich lay out of the image bounds. Each
landmark defines a rectangle searching area.

(ii) In the searching area, search for the candidate feature
that is matched to the landmark. We adopt Dan’s
method [36] which performs a two-stage matching
process (considering both the Euclidean distance and
dominant orientation information of feature descrip-
tors) to provide a robust and accuracy matching
result. For each pair of matched features, a Zero
Normalized Cross Correlation (ZNCC) [37] score is
computed in themapping stage to help to evaluate the
robustness of the landmarks.

(iii) Filtering step is necessary to keep a desirable amount
of matched points. The landmark uncertainty and
ZNCC score can be used for the selection process.
We make the matched results distributed uniformly
over the image, providing enough parallax for the
localization.

3.6. ICSP Formulation. The data association process gener-
ates a set of 3D to 2D correspondences, which we can use to
build the ICSP constraints. Let us consider the 𝑖𝑡ℎ landmark[L𝑖] that has been matched. The observation of [L𝑖] is([𝑢𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑠], [V𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑠])𝑇. The predicted position on the image plane,
denoted by ([𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑒], [V𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑒])𝑇, is computed via (23), (24), and
(26). The observation can be used to correct the system state
through the predicted observation:[𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑒] = [𝑢𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑠][V𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑒] = [V𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑠] (27)

Equation (27) creates a link between the prediction and
observation data of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ landmark [L𝑖]. This link (thanks
to (23), (24), (26), and (27)) imposes constraints on [X𝑘] and[L𝑖], which can be used to update both the vehicle pose and
landmark position.
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Based on the above derivation, an ICSP composed of 2
top level constraints and a set of 9 variables can be set up. For
each matched landmark 𝑖, the ICSP𝑘(𝑉𝑘, 𝐷𝑘, 𝐶𝑘) is generated
and defined as follows:

(i) A set of 9 variables:𝑉𝑘 = {𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘, 𝜃𝑘, 𝑥𝑜, 𝑦𝑜, 𝑧𝑜, 𝛼𝑖, 𝜑𝑖, 𝑑𝑖} (28)

(ii) A set of 9 domains:𝐷𝑘 = {[𝑥𝑘] , [𝑦𝑘] , [𝜃𝑘] , [𝑥𝑜] , [𝑦𝑜] , [𝑧𝑜] , [𝛼𝑖] , [𝜑𝑖] , [𝑑𝑖]} (29)

(iii) A set of 2 top level constraints:𝐶𝑘 = (𝐶1𝑘, 𝐶2𝑘)𝑇 (30)𝐶1𝑘 ⇐⇒ [𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑒] = [𝑢𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑠]𝐶2𝑘 ⇐⇒ [V𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑒] = [V𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑠] (31)

If the data association process found 𝑁 matched land-
marks, then we get a multiple ICSP to solve:

]ICSP𝑘 = (ICSP1𝑘, ICSP2𝑘, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , ICSP𝑁𝑘 ) (32)

Each ICSP contains constraints between the vehicle pose and
a unique landmark position. The good point is that they are
all linked together via the same variables 𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘, and 𝜃𝑘 (the
vehicle pose at current time 𝑘). This correlation makes ICP
algorithms very powerful to jointly contract the domains of
all variables.

3.7. System Overview. Figure 4 depicts the framework of the
mapping stage. It is an interval SLAM process which is cast
into two parts: motion and observation. In the motion part,
the preliminary pose of the vehicle is predicted by fusing the
measurements of the odometers and gyrowith bounded error
model; in the observation part, features are firstly extracted
from the image, data association task aims at finding out
the correspondences between the features and the map, new
features will be initialized as new landmarks and added to the
map, and old ones will be processed to generate new ICSPs;
then these ICSPs are jointly solved by an ICP algorithm,
which correct the vehicle pose and update the map.

(1) while Localization is required do(2) Input: [X𝑘−1], [U𝑘], [M], 𝐼𝑘(3) Output: [X𝑘](4) [X𝑘] ← 𝑓[]([X𝑘−1], [U𝑘])(5) 𝑆𝑘 ← ExtractFeature(𝐼𝑘)(6) [(𝑢, V)𝑜𝑏𝑠,L]𝑁 ← DataAssociate([X𝑘], [M], 𝑆𝑘)(7) for 𝑗 ← 1 to𝑁 do(8) ICSP𝑗 ← Build([X𝑘], [(𝑢, V)𝑜𝑏𝑠,L]𝑗)(9) end for(10) ]ICSP𝑘 = ⋃
𝑗=1 to 𝑁

ICSP𝑗(11) [X∗𝑘 ] ← Solver(]ICSP𝑘)(12) end while

Algorithm 1: Localization.

The localization stage is quite similar to the mapping
stage. There are two main differences: high cost sensors are
no longer used and no new feature is added to the map.
Algorithm 1 gives the pseudocode of our localizationmethod:

(i) Line (4): motion estimation. The current vehicle pose
is calculated based on the motion function 𝑓[] and
input vector [U𝑘].

(ii) Line (5): image processing. A set of SURF 𝑆𝑘 are
extracted from the new image 𝐼𝑘.

(iii) Line (6): data association. The correspondence
between the features and the map is found.

(iv) Line (8): ICSP generating. New ICSP are generated
based on the matched landmarks.

(v) Line (10)-(11): Solving. ]ICSP𝑘 is composed by the
ICSPs and solved by an ICP algorithm.

4. Simulation Results

A simulation experiment is set up to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed ICSP based mapping and localization
method. The vehicle starts from the origin (see Figure 5) and
moves straight forward in the positive direction of x-axis with
constant linear and angular velocity (𝜐 = 0.1𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1, 𝜔 = 0).
5 landmarks are positioned in the surrounding environment
without any prior knowledge of their positions. At each time
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Figure 5: Interval based landmark initialization.

step, the vehicle detects the 5 landmarks with a simulated
camera model [𝑓, 𝑘𝑢, 𝑘V, 𝑐𝑢, 𝑐V] = [40, 8, 8, 320, 240]) and
focuses on estimating their position. The experiment is first
carried out without odometric sensor noise (the vehicle pose
is perfectly known) to verify the feasibility of our method.
This condition (no odometric noise) is then released in the
experiment presented in Section 4.3.

4.1. Landmark Initialization. At time step 𝑘 = 1, the 5
landmarks are first detected and the initialization procedure
is executed. Figure 5(a) shows the top view of the initializa-
tion result of landmarks (see Section 3.3). Each landmark’s
uncertainty is initialized as an infinite cone because of the
lacking information about the landmark depth. As there
is no uncertainty on vehicle pose, the landmarks are well
initialized and the opening angles which indicate the obser-
vation uncertainty are small (due to the bounded observation
noise which is 1 pixel). If the vehicle has an uncertainty on
its orientation (the heading angle is not perfectly defined:[𝜃𝑘] = [−𝜋/180, 𝜋/180]), then the cones of uncertainty
are much larger than the previous ones (see Figure 5(b)).
This is reasonable since the cone uncertainty is the fusion
of observation uncertainty and vehicle pose uncertainty.
Because our bounded error hypothesis and the use of interval
analysis, the initialization result is guaranteed to contain the
true landmark position.

4.2. Landmark Uncertainty Evolution. As the vehicle moves,
the landmarks are repeatedly observed with different par-
allaxes. By building and solving the associated ICSP (see
Section 3.6), each of the landmark’s parameters can be esti-
mated. Figure 7 shows, since initialization, the evolution of
the poses uncertainties of landmarks 1, 2, and 5 in top view.
Each row plots the estimation result at time steps 1, 5, 10, and

*

Camera pose:
Time step: k=1 k=n-1 k=n



Figure 6: Parallax observations.

20. The parallax 𝛽 (defined as the angle difference between
the initial observation and current observation, see Figure 6)
is displayed as the title of each subfigure.With the estimation
proceeds, the landmark uncertainty estimate improves. As we
can see, the bigger the parallax is, the better the contraction
of the landmark uncertainty will be. When enough parallax
is eventually available, the infinite interval uncertainty is
significantly reduced. The uncertainty of landmark 3 keeps
infinite because it locates on axis 𝑥 and no parallax has been
detected during the horizontal translation.

To visualize the evolution of a landmark state, it is neces-
sary to convert the 6-dimensional representation to a global
3D point using (21): (𝑥𝑜, 𝑦𝑜, 𝑧𝑜, 𝛼𝑖, 𝜑𝑖, 𝑑𝑖)𝑇 → (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖)𝑇. The
interval uncertainty (IU) can be evaluated by computing the
box volume [31]: 𝑈(𝑖) = 𝑤([𝑥𝑖]) × 𝑤([𝑦𝑖]) × 𝑤([𝑧𝑖]). As the
depth of each landmark is initialized as [0, +∞], the 𝑥, 𝑦,
and 𝑧 coordinates have infinite value, and the uncertainty
turns out to be infinite at the first hand. After multiple
observations (at different times) fromdifferent parallaxes, the
landmark’s state is updated. Figure 8 depicts the evolution
of the uncertainty associated with the landmarks 1, 2, 4,
and 5. The 4 landmarks encounter different observation
parallaxes, so the contraction of their uncertainties is not
simultaneous. However, they exhibit the same performance:
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the interval uncertainty of each landmark is well propagated
and decreases exponentially with the vehicle navigating in the
environment.

4.3. Estimation Accuracy. In real world, the vehicle pose is
always accompanied with uncertainties due to the cumulative
odometric noise. The vehicle pose uncertainty will affect
the estimation accuracy of the landmarks (a smaller vehicle
pose uncertainty means higher landmarks estimation accu-
racy). In our simulation, the error bound of the odometric
measurement is supposed to be proportional to elementary
displacement, such that 𝑤([U𝑘]) ≤ 𝛾 ⋅ U𝑘 + Γ, Γ =[0.0001𝑚, 0.01∘]𝑇, with U𝑘 being the real odometric mea-
surement, 𝛾 denoting the ratio value (bigger 𝛾 value indicates
a relative bigger uncertainty of odometric measurements),
and Γ accounting for the steady system error. The average
position uncertainty of the 4 landmarks has been computed
at each time step. Figure 9 displays the results with different𝛾 value (𝛾 = 0.01, 0.1 and 0.2). As it is shown, the estimation
accuracy decreases when 𝛾 value becomes bigger. This result
supports the fact that the landmark estimation accuracy is
strongly correlated with the vehicle pose uncertainty. Bigger
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Figure 9: Average landmark uncertainty under different 𝛾 values.
odometric uncertainty will result in a worse estimation of
vehicle pose; as a result, the landmark estimation accuracy
decreases.

5. Real Data-Set Experiment

5.1. Experiment Set-Up. To evaluate the performance of our
method in realistic circumstance, we used the experimental
data set from Institute Pascal [38]. It contains multisensory
timestamped data which can be used in a large variety of
applications. It includes data from low-cost sensors, ground
truth, and multiple sequences as well as data for calibra-
tion. Data were collected on the VIPALAB platform (see
Figure 10(a)), driving on the PAVIN track (see Figure 11(a)),
an experimental site located on the French campus of Blaise
Pascal University. The environment is composed of scaled
street, road markings, functional traffic lights, painted walls,
buildings vegetation, and so on (see Figure 11(b)). The plat-
form was equipped with multiple sensors (see Figure 10(b)).
In our experiment, we need to use 4 sets of timestamped
sensor data:

(i) Odometers: each rear wheel is equipped with an
odometer in the formof a ring gear providing 64 “top”
per wheel revolution.

(ii) Gyro (Melexis MLX90609-N2): it measures the rota-
tional speed in an inertial reference system. Vibrating
silicon structures, that use the Coriolis force, output
the yaw rate from which we can deduce the elemen-
tary rotation.

(iii) Camera (FOculus FO432B camera + Pentax C418DX
lens): it provides information about the perceived
environment. We use the camera which located in the
left-front of the vehicle and looking ahead.

Table 1: Average bounding boxes size.

Parameter 𝑥 𝑦 𝑧
Mean width (m) 0.207 0.221 0.013

(iv) RTK-GPS: the data acquired with an embedded
ProFlex500 RTK-GPS receiver from NavtechGPS
coupled with a Sagitta Magellan GPS base station are
considered as the ground truth. This system provides
an accurate absolute localization measurement to
within 2 cm (±1 cm).

5.2. Mapping Stage. A mapping stage is first conducted by
our method in order to build a map of the environment. The
vehicle follows 6 simple consecutive loops around the PAVIN
environment. Figure 12(a) shows the reference trajectory
that the vehicle passed by and Figure 12(b) details the 6
loops in order. As we have discussed in Section 4.3, the
estimation of landmark is strongly correlated with the vehicle
pose uncertainty. So it is necessary to maintain the pose
uncertainty in a reasonable size during the mapping stage in
order to pursue a precise map.

Figure 13 shows the vehicle position uncertainty (calcu-
lated by (𝑤([𝑥])/2) ⋅ (𝑤([𝑦])/2)) with and without RTK-GPS
correction during the mapping process. As we can see, with-
out correction, the position uncertainty is cumulative and
increases very quickly until loop closure is realized. This is
because when navigating, the odometric noise is cumulative
since there is no absolute measurement. Interval analysis is
a pessimistic method maintaining all possible solutions, the
cumulative errors will result in interval expansion, and the
pose uncertainty thus becomes larger and larger. This is a
hinder to pursue a good map. To overcome this problem,
our method makes use of the RTK-GPS measurement, and
the GPS error bounds are characterized as the maximum
imprecision (≤ 2𝑐𝑚) of the GPS receiver. The cumulative
errors can be eliminated and a precise estimation of the
vehicle position is obtained (see Figure 13(b)). The result is
assumed to be consistent since only ICP technique was used.

At the end of the loop, 3450 images are processed and
a map of 1140 landmarks is created. Figure 14 shows part
of the map projected on 𝑥 − 𝑦 plane. The black bounding
boxes denote the estimated landmark’s position. The average
size of these bounding boxes is shown in Table 1, which can
be regarded as a factor to evaluate the quality of the map.
The 𝑧 coordinate gets much higher precision than 𝑥 and 𝑦;
this is because the estimation of 𝑧 is only correlated with
the observation elevation angle which is invariant w.r.t the
vehicle’s heading angle, while 𝑥 and 𝑦 are affected by the
heading uncertainty. A good way to improve the map is
to get a better estimation of the vehicle’s orientation. Note
that the map building process could be done offline such
that computation intensive ICP algorithms and manually
guidance could be used to obtain a better map.

5.3. Localization Result. The localization stage benefits from
the map data which offer position constraints. With the
built map, the vehicle seeks consistent localization using the
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(a) VIPALAB platform (b) Vehicle structure

Figure 10: VIPALAB Experimental platform.

(a) The PAVIN track (b) Few images of the environment

Figure 11: Institute Pascal Experimental Environment.

current image captured by the monocular camera. Three
sequences of data from the whole data set are used to test our
localization method. The reference path (RTK-GPS) of the
vehicle when these data are collected is illustrated in Figures
15, 18(a), and 18(b).

Our proposed localization method is firstly tested on
Sequence 1, and the vehicle follows a nearly 200m trajectory;
see Figure 15. The blue path is the reference trajectory from
RTK-GPS, the red path is the dead reckoning result, and
the black squares are the localization boxes output by our
proposed interval method. The dead reckoning result is
obtained via a geometric evolution model using the odometer
and steering angle data. It can be seen from the figure
that the localization boxes followed the reference trajectory
in a consistent way (intersect with the blue line). Table 2
(DR: dead reckoning; IM: interval method) presents the
localization result of both methods at 𝑡 = 200 and 𝑡 = 400
and at the end of the track. By fusing the map, our interval

method gives a consistent estimation of the vehicle pose: the
localization boxes well enclose the ground truth.

To compare the vehicle position estimated by our pro-
posedmethod and the dead reckoning, the root of sum square
error (RSSE) is computed at each time step. It is expressed by
the following formula:

RSSE𝑘 = √𝐸2𝑘 (𝑥) + 𝐸2𝑘 (𝑦) (33)

where 𝐸𝑘(𝑥) and 𝐸𝑘(𝑦) are the estimation error of mid([𝑥])
position and mid([𝑦]) position at time step 𝑘. RTK-GPS data
is regarded as the ground truth.

Figure 16 shows the RSSE results of both methods. As it
could be expected, the cumulative odometric error of dead
reckoning is significant and caused an increasing discrepancy
(at the end, the discrepancy reaches about 3 meters). Our
method takes advantage of the map data and corrects the
odometric error, providing a very small discrepancy.
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Figure 12: The reference path (RTK-GPS) of mapping sequence.
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Figure 13: Vehicle position uncertainty.

In order to verify the consistency of the localization
results, interval error is defined by the upper and lower
bounds of the estimated state minus the corresponding
reference (real value), mathematically,[𝐸𝑘 (𝛼)] = [𝛼𝑘 − 𝛼∗𝑘 , 𝛼𝑘 − 𝛼∗𝑘 ] (34)

where [𝛼𝑘, 𝛼𝑘] is the estimated state of variable 𝛼 at time step𝑘 and 𝛼∗𝑘 is the corresponding reference. The estimated state
is said to be consistent if and only if 0 ∈ [𝐸𝑘(𝛼)] is a true
statement. Moreover, an estimation method is consistent and

precise if ∀𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,∞}, 0 ∈ [𝐸𝑘(𝛼)] is always satisfied
and the interval error width 𝑤([𝐸𝑘(𝛼)]) is thin.

We compute the real-time interval error of our localiza-
tion result. At each time instant 𝑘 when the new captured
image had been processed, 𝐸𝑘(𝑥) and 𝐸𝑘(𝑦) are calculated,
respectively. Figure 17 depicts the interval corridors consist-
ing of the upper and lower bounds of 𝐸𝑘. The zero line is
well included by those corridors, proving that the localization
results are consistent all along the track. This is a significant
result in vehicle localization field where safety is a crucial
issue.
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Figure 14: Map building result.
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Figure 15: Localization trajectory of Sequence 1.

Table 2: Localization result.

Time Position RTK DR IM

t=200 x -22.32 -22.72 [-22.35, -22.26]
y 25.17 25.23 [25.14, 25.22]

t=400 x -49.23 -48.13 [-49.29, -49.18]
y -2.51 -2.31 [-2.63, -2.45]

End x 0.14 1.89 [0.10, 0.18]
y -3.26 -5.23 [-3.32, -3.21]

Similar results are obtained when performing the local-
ization process on Sequences 2 and 3 with the same map;
the output localization boxes by our method and the cor-
responding reference trajectory are displayed in Figure 18.
It shows the robustness of our method providing consistent
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Figure 16: The error of localization results by DR and IA.
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Figure 17: Interval error of real-time localization result.

localization result. The width of the interval error corridors
(see Figure 17) with respect to the vehicle’s 𝑥 position and 𝑦
position is displayed in Figure 19, reporting amaximumvalue
of 0.6 m. The average interval error width and mean RSSE
are computed to evaluate the localization accuracy. Table 3
details the results of the 3 experiments. Computing an average
value for the 3 experiments gives 12.7 cm accuracy for 𝑥 and
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Figure 18: Localization boxes compare with reference path.
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Figure 19: Interval error width of localization result.

14.4 cm for 𝑦. The average RSSE value is about 9.66 cm (less
than 10 cm).Note that these localization results are consistent,
and the localization boxes are guaranteed to enclose the real
positions of the vehicle.

5.4. Discussion. In this paper, we present a complete method-
ology for localizing a vehicle within a prebuilt map. We bring
forward a two-stage framework (mapping and localization)
to solve the problem. Closer approaches have already been
proposed by different researchers [39–41]. They all involve a

Table 3: Mean localization interval error and RSSE.

Experiment x (cm) y (cm) RSSE (cm)
Sequence 1 11.7 13.4 8.90
Sequence 2 10.3 12.7 8.29
Sequence 3 16.1 17.2 11.8

visual learning step to reconstruct a map of the environment,
and they use this map for localization and navigation task.
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Eric Royer et al. [39] uses bundle adjustment inmapping step
and the localization results are obtained via Newton iteration
method. Hyon Lim et al. [41] uses a structure from motion
(SFM) algorithm to reconstruct the 3D environment; then in
the localization step, two discrete Kalman filters are employed
to estimate the camera trajectory. Courbon’s method [40]
does not involve the 3D reconstruction procedure during the
map building step; instead, it records some key views and
the performed path as references and uses them for future
navigation missions. Ourmethod uses totally different theory
and techniques from these approaches, we cast the two-stage
problem into an ICSP, and deterministic techniques (ICP) are
used in order to find the solution.

The localization accuracy of these works is close to ours.
The paper [39] has an average localization error of 15 cm
over 6 localization experiments on 3 outdoor sequences. The
reported mean indoor localization errors of [41] are ranged
between 5.6 cm and 10.8 cm among 6 experiments. The
outdoor mean position error is less than 15 cm. The paper
[40] presents an average lateral error of 25 cm on an urban
vehicle navigating along a 750 m trajectory. Our method
has been tested on 3 outdoor sequences; the position error
(RSSE) ranges between 8.29 cm and 11.8cm. The strength of
our method is that the localization boxes are guaranteed to
contain the real position of the vehicle. Such a guarantee
is due to the modeling of the noises as intervals and the
computing of constraints using interval functions.

The formulas of our algorithm work whatever the camera
manufacturer is. As for different cameras, the observation
model always holds; only the camera intrinsic parame-
ters (𝑓, 𝑘𝑢𝑘V, 𝑐𝑢, 𝑐V) change. Furthermore, the feature points
extracted from images of various cameras would be the same
since the SURF algorithm is scale invariant, rotation invari-
ant, and affine transformation invariant [33]. This property
makes it possible to find correct correspondence between
two images from different cameras. This feasibility has been
shown by [39] in two sequences of images taken by a pair
of cameras: one sequence was used in the map learning step,
and the other one was used for vehicle localization; the result
turns out to be robust.

6. Conclusion

In order to overcome the inconsistency problem of prob-
abilistic methods, this paper proposed a consistent vehicle
localization method based on interval analysis. We propose
a 2-stage process: mapping and localization. The map is
built by a leader vehicle equipped with a sensor or a set of
sensors providing an accurate positioning. The built map can
be beneficial for a fleet of vehicles intending to achieve a
consistent localization in the environment. By fusing low-
cost dead reckoning sensors and map data, the proposed
localization method is able to locate the vehicle consistently
in the environment using the current image taken by the
camera. The cumulative odometric error is eliminated and
the localization consistency is maintained. Our method is
validated with an outdoor car like vehicle equipped with
odometers, gyro, and monocular camera. The experiments
highly illustrate the consistency of the localization results

provided by our method. Future work will deal with a formal
proof of the obtained consistency.

Our methodology can be used to solve various problems,
even problems with higher DOF. Indeed, the used ICP
algorithms express a polynomial time with respect to the
number of variables in the ICSP [42], so our ICP based
method is capable of scaling up to higher DOF cases without
high CPU load. In order to adapt to other applications, we
have only to define a new motion model.

Data Availability

Data used in this manuscript are openly available at
“http://ipds.univ-bpclermont.fr/”; see [38] for more details.
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